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In the
an

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

burrill national
of Ellsworth

BANK,

For sale—Boat lumber.
Thomaston Feather Washing Co.
National Surety Co—Ins statement.
Bankrupty—Austin W Richardson.
Probate notice—Est Lester E Veazie et ale.
Admr notice—Est Edwin J Carter.
•*
"
Isaac Mayo.
*•
Micheal Shea.
Exec notice—Est Sarah E Mayo.
Frances Austin.
Inland fisherieii and
Legislative notices
game.
John A Lord—Kerosene for sale.
Insurance statement—Equitable Fire and
Marine Ins Co.
Bangor;
Eastern Trust A Banking Co.
—
—

**

—

—

This Bank Will Pay You 2% on your
check account if $500 or over.
We will give you just as efficient service as you
get elsewhere—the same service that has increased our deposits nearly fourfold In four
years. Two-thirds of our home merchants bank
here. Why not your account? Think it over.

Call

23 Main St.

or

8CHKDUL

OF MAILS

AT ILLSWORTU

In

POBTOFKICH.

effect Sept. 30, 1913.
MAILS RECEIVED.

Write for Particulars.

From West—7.18 a m; 4.14,8.2A p m.
From East—11.06,11.67 a m; 6.47.10.63 p
MAIL CLOSRS AT

m.

POSTOPP1CB

Qoihg West—10.80,11.80 a m; 5.16,9 pm.
Going East—6.46 a m; 8.46, 6 pm.
No

Sunday mail.
Registered mail should be at postoffice half

an

hour before mail closes.

Misses Mildred Hall and Cora Dobbin,
Jonesport, are visiting their aunt, Mrs.
Warren Murch.

of

Mrs. Fullerton Merrill, of Boston, is the
guest of her sister, Mrs. Harry L. Crabtree, for a few days.
Mrs. T. M. Blaisdell, of Bast Franklin,
was in Ellsworth yesterday, the guest of
H. W. Dunn and wife.

Checks Instead of Cash

Miss Helene Bellatty left last Saturday
for King’s Mountain, N. C., where she

and protect the process of paying bills. With
cheeks, you can’t “miss out” In making change; the right amount
gets into the right hands; each check becomes a receipt; and

wonderfully simplify

“keeping a bank account” fos’ters saving. Let
easily and safely you can bank with us by mail.
Branoho*

mt

Old

Town.

us

tell you how

Maohlaa,

Dexter.

engaged to

has beeu

teach.

The Thursday club of the Congregational church will meet to-morrow afternoon

at 2 with Mrs.

sisters, Mrs. A. B. Black and Mrs. Hill.

lodge

will

hold

its

regular meeting next Tuesday evening at
Odd Fellows hall.

75c per

or

bag', 1-8 bbl.

Goods We Have On Hand:
Cora, Meal, Cracked Corn, Oats,
Beef Scraps, Bran, Brown Middlings, Flour, Daisy Flour, Cotton Seed Meal, Gluten, Mixed
Feed, Rock Salt, Lime, Cement.
C.

W.

GRIN

Irene

chorus in

F, by

chapter, O. E. S., will give

a

Masonic hall tomorrow evening
to which Masons and
their families are invited. Refreshments
will be served. The sisters are requested
to

bring

party

at

cake.

Literature club met last evening
Mrs. E. E.
with Miss Bernice Giles.
Rowe read a paper on “Albany”, and Mrs.
H. E. Rowe one on “Buffalo and the Erie
Canal”. The next meeting will be Feb.
24 with Mrs. H. E. Rowe.
The

Motooyole

A. E. CRABTREE, Agent,
.send for

Mk

Descriptive Catalogue

afternoon and at Ellsworth Falla in the

evening.
Miss Clio M. Chi 1 cott, a former resident
of Ellsworth, and at one time a teacher in
the high school here, has been offered and

little at

can save a

Financial

success

matter of

is

a

simply

sticking
ing plan—making

Hi. F. D.

time.

ROUTES

a

to your sav-

your

Character stronger than
any Temptation

Goods nmy be ordered by mail
and will go out by next carrier,
or can be telephoned (or and will
catch the first trip of the carrier.

Parcher’s Drug Store,

Hancock Co. Savings
===Bank==
E|l»worth,
Main*

._

Commenced Business
May 1, 1873.

Money

to Loan
on

•■proved,

Productive Real Estate;
Collateral aad Commercial Paper

on

ALSO DEALERS IN

Municipal
of aPPr»vod

aad Other Bonds

legality and ascertained
strength.

C. C. Burrill & Son
“

mate street.

ELLSWORTH. ME

?

family reLowell, of
Penobscot,'

ONE OF

Ellsworth.

The republican caucus for the nominaof a candidate for mayor will be held
at Hancock hall Friday, Feb 21, at 7.30
o’clock p. m. Wards 1,2, 3 and 5 caucuses
will be held immediately after the general
caucus.
Warn 4 caucus will be held at
Agricultural hall, North Ellsworth, at 2.30
o’clock in the afternoon of the same day.

We

are

THE.STR0N6EST

Hecause
Because
Because
Because

we
we

more

t
you can do no better.
we want your business, and ail of our patrons recommend

Why Open an Account?
helps your credit.
discourages extravagance.
It creates good business habits.
It furnishes best receipts for money paid.
It keeps your business straight.
It
It

It makes the bank your lriend and adviser.
We want every professional man, every teacher, every farmer, every
business man, every clerk, in fact, every wage-earner, whether
male or female, to carry an account with us. If you are not a
customer of this bank, let this be your invitation to become one.

The Ellsworth festival chorus will meet
for rehearsal at Society hall to-morrow
evening. Members are requested to bring
Verdi’s “Requiem”, the “Parsifal” choruses, and the Elgar choruses which were
sung in 1909
“Challenge of Thor,” “It
Comes from the Misty Ages,” “Light of the
World,” “Go Forth Upon Thy Journey.”
visit of Mr.
In view of the expected
Chapman at next week’s rehearsal (which
will be on Friday evening instead of

Ellsworth
to

High School Sophomores

The

prize-speaking

contests

by pupils

Ellsworth high school, inaugurated
with such satisfactory results during the
of the

last

school year and

by the

importance
possibly come

it is of the utmost

public,

so

will

generally approved
be held

again this

success.

term.

hearsal.

ours

vious

the

visits to Ellsworth

recalled with

are

sumed for the

good of the school.

learned with

regret of her

death.

and the dances,
hoped the townspeople will show their specially arranged music,
which serve to enliven the production,
appreciation by a large attendance at this
have been arranged especially for this enevening’s exhibition.

She

yesterday morning.
brought to Ellsworth

The
for

Bar

Harbor

remains

were

interment.

The installation of officers of Blanquefort commandery, K. T., was held last
Monday evening. The installing officer
was Hon. A. W. King, past grand commander, assisted by J. W. Nealley as grand
warden. The officers installed were: Harvard C. Jordan, eminent commander;
Edgar J. Trussell, generalissimo; Chester
E. Norris, captain general; Edward F.

Robinson, jr.,
Hale, prelate;

Edward

served at 6.30 at which a group of members of the Eastern Star served as waiters
—a pleasing innovation. The young ladies
Misses Mabel, Edith aud Ruth
were
Lord, Mrs. Albert Cushman, Mrs. Carrie
M. Smith, Misses Alice and Ruth Garland
and Mrs. Julia Niccols. The installation

|

parents and safe-

a

Boys’ Sweaters SEr“$i
Tobacco,
Usasams.

(loops

:

3 cuts 25c

We are paying for 44«, $*.7«| # 4*
W.4011». S4.aoi 641. «.

H. P. CARTER,
38 Main St..

Ellsworth

sixteen ounce* of performance to every
of promise in (he advertisement*

pound

of TBX AMERICAN.

Gold Fish Offer!
With a 25c bottle of Iteiall
Cherry Bark, we will give
Gold Fish and one
Aquarium. Only one to a
customer.
We have only 50 outfits left.
Call or send for them, as we
cannot deliver.
two

All Other Goods Sent Any
where by Parcel Post.
Moore’s
The
Cor. opp. P. O.,

Drug 8tore,
REX ALL Store,
Ellsworth

Judge Hall committed her to the
ty.
Industrial school for girls at Hallowell.
The complaint in the case of the two
younger children was made by Mrs. Julia
j A. Chat to, agent for the protection of
; children. The little girl has been lame
since birth, and Mrs. Chatto had made
arrangements by which she could be
taken to the Children’s hospital for examination and treatment if the examination showed that she could be cured.
Judge Hail committed the child to the
custody of Mrs. Chatto for such examinaThe boy was allowed to remain
tion.
with his mother.

!

t>oyle

To Erect Street Signs.
To meet the requirement as to street
signs necessary for the establishment in
Ellsworth of a mail carrier system, the

motion.

Voted, That the city erect and maintain
such signs as soon as practicable, and forward a copy of this vote to the postmaster at
Ellsworth.

Dr. George Phillips and wife, of Sullispent Sunday with their parents,
Willard Phillips and wife.

children’s
The cos-

Few poems are so well adapted for
dramatization; it is full of variety, pretty
pastoral scenes, and comedy bits.
“Evangeline” is worth while; it is

“The Black Horse and His Rider,”
Charles Sheppard
George Henry Gould
“Making a Man of the Boy,”
Eleanor Hale Higgins
"Spartacus to the Roman Envoys at Etruria,”
Charles Albert Haynes
“The Supremacy of the Art of Poetry,”
Victor Cousins
Myrtle Louise Camber
“The Indian Warrior’s Defense,”
Stephen Lee Joy
“Lily Servosse’s Ride,”.Albion Tourgee
Christina Kenney

testimony, will be sixteen years
N1COLIN.
month; James, aged ten, and
Helen
ie
King visiting friends in Bangor
Augusta, aged six.
The complaint in the case of the older and Lagrange.
Mrs. Willard Phillips was called to Sulgirl was made by Kev. O. J. Guptill,
Charles P. Smith and A. W. Salisbury, livan to-day by the illness of her sister.
who testified as to the unwholesome and
John O. Conary, of Surry, is with his
ansanitary condition of the Colson home, cousin, Artelle McGown, helping to
get
and its general reputation as to immorali- out tirewood.

a

tuming is picturesque and appropriate.

"Deepwater Politics”.May McHenry
Sylvia Margaret Marshall

senior

There will be

chorus of small Acadian maids.

Ruth Bridges
“Farragut at Mobile,”
Robert Hammond Haynes
“The Battle of Life”.Mary A Livermore
Gladys Louise Jordan
‘‘Aunt Polly Green”.George M Vickers
Julia Morrison Estey
"Valley Forge”.Henry Armot Brown
Merle Frederick Googins
“Thanatopsis”.William Cullen Bryant
Winnie Frances Falls

daughters—Mrs. Georgia Higgins and Mrs. Mary F. Abbott, both of
Bar Harbor, and one brother—Andrew P.
Jordan, of Ellsworth. Funeral services
held at the home in

tertainment.

The contest this evening will be between
of the sophomore class for cash
prizes of $5, $3 and $2. Later in the school
year a junior contest will be held, and this
members

leaves two

were

parts will be announced later.
There are fourteen scenes in all, with

Other

It is

mother's

#1.25

Rodenbaugh
picture song,

given last Wednesday evenCongregational church by the
choir and organist of the First parish
tions, which are of great value to the
church of Bangor was a most delightful
pupils in training them in public speakaffair. Everybody knows what to expect
ing, involve much extra work by the
from Mr. Hall, the organist, for his prefaculty, all of which is voluntarily asconcert

old next

Reg. price $1.50;

The beautiful story is recited by Mrs.
and acted in pantomine—
dances and diversions by a
cast of 100. Mrs. Harry L. Crabtree will
depict the title role, a part for which she
is" particularly well adapted, and Mrs.
Harry E. Rowe, also well adaped for the
part will be the “Shawnee Woman”.

The first of these prize-speaking exhibitions will be given this evening at
Hancock hall. A merely nominal admission fee is charged to meet the actual expenses of the exhibition. The exhibi-

re-

Formal complaint was made in behalf of
three children of Mrs. Cora Colson, of
Ellsworth Falls
Laura, who, from the

Me.

Men’s $18 Suits* to close $15
“Her Majesty” Corsets,

The Merchants’ association has engaged
Mr. and Mrs Roden bough to stage for
them on Thursday Feb. 20, their spectacular entertainment “Evangeline”. This is
a dramatization of Longfellow’s poem, and
is said to be one of the best of amateur
attractions; it has been given in Portland,
Lewiston, Bangor, Albany, Hartford, New
Haven and other large cities with great

Contest for Prizes.

—

Ellsworth.

Evangeline.99

PRIZE SPEAKING TO-NIGHT

—

evening’s

business;

WHY?
offer absolute safety.
are careful, liberal, prompt and considerate.

us.

The Ellsworth high school basket ball
team took the long end of the score for
the first time this season in the game
with Hampden academy last Friday night.
The score was 54 to 6 in favor of Ellsworth. The Ellsworth boys have been up
against heavier and more experienced
teams all the season, and have taken their
medicine bravely. It baa been good for
them. Next Friday they will play Cherryfield at Hancock hall.

that every member who can
be present at to-morrow

$200,000

AND LAR6EST BANKS IN EASTERN MAINE.

still reaching out for

tion

may he taken from the
guarded by the State.

SUftcrtutoRtiitfr.

spend.

to

OF ELLSWORTH.

CAPITAL, SURPLUS and PROFITS, about
DEPOSITS, about $1,300,000

a position in the Washingcity government at a special meeting
last evening voted to erect the necessary
Irving high school for girls in New
followed
ceremonies
the
and
the
banquet,
York city. Her many friends here are
signs.
remainder
of
the
was
over
given
evening
pleased to learn of her success.
Mayor Cunningham, Aid.
Eldridge,
to dancing and cards. Sir knights, with
Qrindal, Heath and Moor were present at
The first ball under the auspices of the
their ladies, from Bar Harbor aud LaThe
the
and
court
of
Foresters
in
vote
meeting.
preamble
recently organized
moine were present.
Ellsworth will be given this evening at
passed is as follows:
Odd Fellows hall. Music will be by Camp1 Vhereas, There has been a petition forFor Protection ©/ Children.
warded to the United States postoffice departbell’s orchestra of fonr pieces. The comThere was a hearing yesterday before ment for a mail
“an
oldhas
delivery system in the city of
mittee in charge
promised
Judge Hail in the Ellsworth municipal Ellsworth, and
time good time”, and is bending every
court under the statutes providing for the
Whereat, This board of mayor and aidereffort to make the promise good.
protection of children by which chilldrea men has been notified that it is necessary that
All the Boy Scouts are requested to atstreet
signs sholld be ereoted at the junction
in danger of falling into habits of vice and
tend a meeting to-morrow at their rooms
of every street covered by Jsaid delivery, on
immorality because of home surroundings,

accepted

ton

Everybody

his three

warden; Thomas E.
F. Robinson, treasDr. C. E. Owen, of Waterville, of the urer; Charles W. Joy, recorder; George
Christian civic league of Maine, was in E. Davis, sword-bearer; Harry CL Austin,
Ellsworth over Sunday, and occupied the warder; George F. Haskell, sentinel. The
pulpit of the Baptist church Sunday junior warden, Harry E. Rowe, was absent,
morning. Dr. Owen spoke at Surry in the and will be installed later. A banquet was

has

ALONG

urttiif merit*

Brown, of Bangor, a Sunday fine effect. All were liberal in response to
worker, will occupy the pulpit recalls, and if “recalled” to Ellsworth
at the Methodist church next Suuday, they are sure of a most cordial reception
will be followed by an exhibition open to
forenoon and evening.
Mrs. Caroline P. Tripp, formerly of all pupils of the school, from which two
E. E. Brady has returned from a trip of Ellsworth, died at her home in Bar Har- students will be selected to represent the
several weeks in the South. He- accom- bor Sunday, aged fifty-seven years, after Ellsworth high school at the Colby colpanied his son Edmund to Annapolis, an illness of a few days of heart trouble. lege prize-speaking contest next May, to
where he is to take the examinations for Mrs. Tripp was the daughter of the late which any fitting school in the State is
Ezekial Jordan, of Ellsworth. She was entitled to send two representatives to conentrance to the naval academy.
Mrs. H. W. Dunn, who has been visit- married to John W. Tripp, who died at Bar test for cash prizes of $50, $25, $15 and $10
Harbor some years ago. Her Borne was in
The exhibition this evening will begin
ing in Massachusetts and Rhode Island,
returned home Thursday. Mrs. Carolyn Ellsworth until about fifteen years ago, at 8 o’clock.
when she moved to Bar Harbor. She had
The program is as follows:
Jelly, of Wakefield, Mass., accompanied
a large circle of friends in Ellsworth, who
“Too Late for the Train,”
her home for an extended visit.

valentine

HancocS,

the first time in many years
children were with him for a
union. They are Harry B.
Portland; Howard Lowell, of
and Mrs. Walter R. Parker, of

Chester

by Smart; postlude, grand

No. 7.

\

UNION TRUST CO.

►

school field

Salome.

The Indian

[

►

great satisfaction, and at this concert he
John P. Eldridge, with daughter Ber- again showed himself a master of the
nice, went to Dexter Saturday to attend | organ. The choir, composed of Mr. Pote,
the funeral on Sunday of hia uncle, { Mrs. Brown, Miss Glass and Mr. Libby,
Samuel Eldridge.
beard here for the first time, sang with

Next Sunday morning at the Congregational church Miss Brown will play:
Prelude, “Melody and intermezzo,” by
Parker; response, by Guilmant; offertory,

DAL,

*.

There will be
several scouts

George R. Lowell, one of Ellsworth’s
esteemed citizens, bad an enjoyable birthday anniversary on 8unday last, when for

served at 6.15.

Pillsbury’s Best Flour
$5.75 per bbl.

A circle supper will be

and

to be initiated.
The newly-elected
officers will try to make things interesting. Several important moves lor the
benefit of the scouts will be made.

The
George C. Emerson, of Charlestown,
at
Mass., is visiting in this city, the guest of ing
Nokomis Rebekah

church.

)

are

Thursday),

Perley Phillips.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward J. Collins are receiving congratulations on the birth of a
daughter [Louise Cahill! last Thursday.

his

Methodist

interesting program

1 BHT3BBD A8 8BOOIVD CLASfe MATTBB
AT THB BLL8WOBTH POPTOPPIOB.

1913.

something to take home with one. And
the impression left upon an audience is
lasting.
_

COMING EVENTS.
ELLSWORTH.

Wednesday evening, Feb.

12, at Odd
Fellows hall—Foresters ball. Tickets (including dancing and refreshments), 50
cents; extra ladies, 10 cents.
Wednesday evening,

12, at 8. p. m.,
speaking exhibition, sophomore class, Ellsworth high

at

Hancock

school.

hall

—

Feb.

Prize

Admission 10 cents.

Thursday evening, Feb. 20, at Hancock
hall—“Evangeline,” under direction of
Mr. and Mrs. Roden baugh, and under
auspices of Ellsworth Merchants’ association. Admission 35 cents; reserved seats,
50 cents. Reserved seat sale at store of W.
R. Parker Clothing Co., Tuesday, Feb. 18.

Friday, Feb. 21, 7.30 p. in., at Hancock
hall—Republican municipal caucus.
Saturday, March 15, at Hancock hall
Concert under auspices Ellsworth festival
chorus, and direction W. R. Chapman.
Artists: Salvatore Giordano, tenor ; Mrs.
Florence Anderson Otis,
soprano; Miss
Sue Winchell, ’cellist; Mr. Chapman at
the piano.
Monday, March 24, at Hancock hallconcert and
ball by Senator Hale hose
—

company.
BOSTON.

Tuesday evening, Feb. 18, at Court hall.
200 Huntington avenue, Boston—Bluehill
reunion.

Friday,

March

2$,

at Paul

Mechanics building, Boston
reunion.

Tickets,

Revere
—

hall,

Ellsworth

50 cents.

john a.

Lord

IS STILL SELLING

the Best Kerosene Oil
Tjf TOWN', AT

Stuart Store, Water

St.f

2 doors below Bakery.
Mr. Lord also offers for sale the

following articles:
AUTOMOBILE, Buick runabout.

1 Office
l»esk,

for milk

#5

....

Beal Camel's-hair Sliawl,
*200, never woru.
Peddler’s Cart, new, suitable
or

peddling,

cost

$60

Galvanized Iron 6 bbl. Oil
Tank, pump and syphon, $1R
2 new Sewing Machines, each, $16
2 new Parlor Clocks, each,
$4
2 new Office Clocks, with calendar, each,
$5
200 lbs. Formosa Oolong Tea; lot
of Silverware, and many other
articles at bargain prices.

van,

Miss Josephine Phillips, who has been
helping care for her mother, Mrs. Josiah
Phillips, has returned to Auburn.
Abbie Richardson closed a successful
term of school here Friday, and haB returned to her home in Bar Harbor.
Mrs. Louisa Moore, who has been visiting her daughter, Mrs. Hiram Danico, has

returned to her home at North Ellsworth.

Open to the Public.
BOARD and ROOMS, Regular or Traaalent.
Cor. Main and Hancock 8t».,
Elleworth

DAVID FRIEND’S
All kinds of Repairing promptly done.

SPITED BT M»UKT

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

n* Motto:

MADGE”.

“Helpful and

WOMAN SICK
FOURTEEN YEARS

Hopeful

The purposes of this column are succinctly
etaied In the title and motto—it is for the mutual
Benefit, and aims to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good, It Is for the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the In-

Prayer Meeting Topic For Ween Beginning Feb. 16. 1913.
Topic.—Bulletins from the temperance
war.-Rev. xiii. 1-8: xix. 11. 12. U. 20. Edited by Rev. Sherman H. Doyle. D. D.

all communications

The Americas,
fell worth, Me.

#

«

Joy;
My heart will heep the courage of the quest.
And hope the road's iast turn will be the best.
—JEfsary Fos Dykt.
—Sent by
%
_

Friend$:
notice -what

a

female weakness,
pain and irregularities. The pains in
my sides were increased by walking

was

Wednesday, March 5-Meeting of Green
Mountain Pomona with Bayside grange.

prominent

SEAGIRT, 471, SOUTH DEER ISLE.
regular meeting of Beagirt grange was
held Feb. 1, with twenty-six menbers
present. One candidate was balloted on
and

j

—

j

—

—

—

—

elected,

and

application

one

was

The executive committee
elected, and the finance and charity
ceived.

mittees

Bv
It seems odd, but it is true, that you
may be constipated and not know it.
You can see why it is. Take a glass
and pour in water until full. If you keep
on youring in water after the glass is full,

j

appointed by

were

recess

cake and coffee

the

which the lecturer

was

master.

a

past-master.
GREEN MOUNTAIN POMONA. 26.
is the program for the meet-

Following
ing of

Green

Pamela grange,

Mountain Pomona with
Hancock Saturday, Feb.22:

Address of welcome.Carl Stratton
Response.Shirley Holt
Special topic, Cows.Julien Emery
Recess
Violin solo.Eleanor Carter
Conferring fifth degree
Paper. George Washington-Howard Carter

|

Address ..Mis* Cornelia Palmer
..CaTroll Moon
Solo.
Address.—Pres Robert J Aley, U of M

j

Music.song.Chorus
| Question box

wera

Following
program
j ing of Hancock Pomona grange
I Krooklin grange Tuesday, Feb. IS:
for

the

meetwith

Opening exercise#.
Master Host Orange
of welcome,
Fred Hinckley
business.
Topic: Work of experiment station and the
benefit derived by the farmer. Thomas
Orieve, F. S. Herrick
Ad drew

;
i Call to order.
Conferring fifth degree.
Paper; What opportunities does the twentieth century offer the young woman*
Discussion of same topic,
Nellie Phillips
Program of host grange.

w

Just as good for
cake and biscuits ftr.J
pastry and all the re t
of the good things
to eat that good
flour makes.
All extra nutritious, too, be-

CAKTIXE, 260.

cause William
Tell is milled by.
our special process
from Ohio Red Winter

regular meeting
Feb. 8, with twenty-eight members presvisitors
from
Penobscot
ent, including

presented the fol“History of Maine,”

The lecturer

grange.

|

lowing program;

Wheat—the richest
and finest grown,

Cynthia Perkins; “Maine’s Agriculture
and Most important Farm Crop,” Bradley
Morgrage; “Granges of Maine; What of
their Future Membership Compared with
th? Population?” John Dority; reading,
Addie Bowden; instrumental music, Ethel

third and fourth degrees.
lecturer presented a

Leach.
HUSKS
C. W. GKIKOA

ISLES FORD.

RAINBOW, 203, NORTH BROOKSVILLK.
Rainbow grange held its regular meeting Fab. 6, with about fifty members and
a
few visitors
The lecturer
present.
presented the following program: Story,
Lelim

Stanley

Smith

A social dance
house last week.

ton

on

Miss Carrie

a

program

8RDOWICK, 244.

Feb. 7 Sedgwick grange held a regular
meeting. There were about 130 present,
including visitors from Penobscot, HarRainbow
and
borside.
Massapaqua
granges. The third and fourth degrees
were worked on a class of ten.
A harvest
feast was served. The program:
Song,
grange; recitation, Robert Allen; topic:
“If the average farmer’s boy had his
choice, which would he choose—an automobile or a college education?” opened by
the worthy master; recitation, Clara Cole;
reading, Susie Friend; story, worthy master; recitation, Pbebe Candage.

IN 1913;

been to Bos-

NO MORE

the

who has been

Mass., were here last week. Mr. Saw telle
having a cottage built on the shore

|

front.

not.

!

There is much sickness in town. Those
on the sick list last week were Lemont
Spurling and wife, Clarence Spurling, Mrs.
Blanche Spurling, Mrs. J. C.
Sprague,
Mrs. Nellie Spofford, Mrs. Betsey Young,
Albert Gilley and Edward Black.
Feb. 10.
8.

Start to take it to-day
RHEUM A
won’t waste any time; it starts to set on

meeting Feb. 4, plans were made
serving refreshments with the drama
An interesting proto be played soon.
gram was furnished by the unmarried

K*i»y

The supper announced to be given at
Feb. 12, will be postponed
until the following Wednesday.

the church

|
|
!

Friday, after a successful
by Miss Emma Bodge, ot
returned home Saturday.
Mrs. Sawtelle, of Cambridge,

School closed
term

taught

Milo, wno
Mr. and

—

—

kidneys, liver,

stomach and blood to-day
to-morrow you’ll know that Rheumatic poison is quitting you forever. L’ae
KHEUMA for rheumatism, sciatica, lum-

and

bago, arthritis, neuralgia and kidney disIt surely doea the work
a bottle
for only 60 cents. Mail orders filled by
The Hbeuma Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
ease.

EAST BLUEHILL.
Mrs. John Tufts, who has been in Waltham, Mass., several weeks, is home.
Miss Beulah Grindle is home from
North Sedgwick, where she has been
School closed Friday, and the teacher.
Miss Vera Harding, has returned to her

FOR CATARRH?

SargcntvLUe.

If You Own Oue

R.

brothers, consisting of vocal and instrumental music, readings and dialogues.
This week the unmarried sisters will furnish entertainment.
ARBUTUS, 460, SURRY.
Arbutus grange held its regular meeting
Feb. 7, with thirty-eight present. A good

literary

program
third ana fourth

was

presented.

The

degrees were conferred
It was voted to send
the lecturer to the lecturers' conference at
Augusta Feb. 13 and 14.
on one

candidate.

403, WEST ELLSWORTH.
Home grange met in regular
session Feb. 8, with a good attendance,
with the past master, G. M. Cunningham,
in the chair.
The grange is making arrangements for an entertainment to be
After business the lecturer
given soon.
furnished an interesting program.
HARVEST HOME,
Harvest

NEW CENTURY, 366, DEDHAM.
Two applications for membership were
received in New Centuruy grange Feb. 8;
two candidates received initiatory de-

No Need to Stop Work.
When the doctor orders you to stop work it
staggers you. I can’t, you sav. You know
are weak, run down and failing in health
ay by day, but you must work as long a» you
What you need is Electric Bitters
can stand.
to give tone, strength und vigor to your system,
to prevent breakdown and build you up.
Don’t be weak, sickly or ailing when Electric
Bitters will benefit you from the first dose.
Thousands bless them for their glorious
health and strength. Try them. Every bottle
is guaranteed to satisfy. Only 50c. at any
any druggist’s.

Sou

Surprise Tour Friends.
For four weeks regularly use Dr. King's New
Life Pills.
They stimulate the liver, irjprove digestion, remove blood impurities,
and eruptions disappear from your
pimples
face and body and you feel better. Begin at
once.
Buy at any druggist’s.

tltibrrUsnucMB

HARD COLDS

When they first come, the best time to
break them up. One standard remedy—

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral.

Sold for 70 years.

Ask Your Doctor.

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of Ell.
worth to .upport mod care for those whi
may need assistance during the next flvi
are ^ residents of
forbid all persons trusting them Ellsworth,
on my ac
count, as there is plenty of room and accom
modations to care for them at the City Farn
M. J. Dkummkt.

HAVING

hott^-_

—

Hyomei Inhaler

teaching.

home in

to

and

At the

for

Cure

It Now; Alsto Gout
Sciatica.
G. A. Percber guarantees KHEUMA to
tarnish Rheumatism, or money back. He
sells lots of it. People come for miles to
get it. RHEUM A quickly stops the torturing, pains relieves at once the intense
suffering, and drives the Uric Acid poison
from swollen joints.
KHEUMA is a wonderful remedy
a
splendid doctor’s beat prescription; you
don’t have to take it a week and then
wonder whether it is doing the work or

Feb. 10.

LAMOINE, 264.

RHEUMATISM

Black spent last week at the

Black,

quite ill.
Mrs. Collins Morrell visited her sister,
Mrs.
Phippin, Saturday and SunA^nes
*
day.

BATSIDR,

presented

Dwelley

held at

who has

CO.

Bangor last

to

business, is home.

home of Ed.

including music, Julia Kemick; reading
Bro. Pratt; reading,
Worthy Master
Smith, and stories by other members.

was

Spurling,

Arthur

Howard;

47tt, ELLSWORTH.
The regular meeting Feb. 5 was called to
order by Worthy Master Smith, with
twenty members and one visitor present.
The third and fourth degrees were coinferred on one condidate. There will be a
sociable at tbe hall Saturday, Feb. 15. A
tine program will be presented by the
children. Cake and ice-cream will be for

went

t

..

week.

recitation, Annie Herrick. Two members
were received by reinstatement.

The lecturer

m Tell
when you
order flour.

li a

Iceshort

an

program._

sale.

a

Castine grange held its

regular meetFeb. 4, with thirtycandidate was in-

song,

served, and

was

After * business, the
I'hort

Grindle;

before—yours if
you will only
-specify Wil-

bid-fashioned town meeting,
enjoyed by ail. Thirty-three
present, including one visitor from

hich

were

Brooklin grange held its

Andrew

"you have evermade

Cast me grange.

__

structed in the

rand each

^better loaf than

presented.

was

sisted of

RBOOKL1N, 251.
ing Tuesday evening,
three present. One

More Loaves
to the

364, NORTH PENOBSCOT.
Highland grange met Feb. 7 with a good
attendance. There was work in the first
'and second degrees. The program con

\

Closing.

and sold under the name of Dr. True’s
Elixir. Doctors and druggists use it in
their own families. Costs but little and
brings health to men, women and children.
RememTastes good. Works gdntlv.
ber the name, Dr. True’s Elixir. Price,
35c, 50c and $1.00.

HIGHLAND,

Response,

j

three candidates.

were

stays full.

up

477, SOUTH BLUEH1LL.

on

and cake

program

HANCOCK POMONA.
is the

conferred

cream

glass

Give your bowels a gentle but thorough
cleaning out and you'll feel great.
The prescription I used for this is put

Massapaqua grange met Feb. 6, with
forty members and nine visitors present.
One application was ballotted on and accepted, and tbe third ami fourth degrees

Music.Chorus

but the

So you may have a movement of the
bowels every day and yet there will remain
waste matter that ought to be removed.

_

MASHAPAQUA,

over,

so

food.

It bas been the will of our
Whereat,
Heavenly Father to remove from Alamooaook
grange our beloved brother, Guy H. Leach,
Retolved, That in the death of brother Guy
Alamoosook
H. Leach,
sincerely
grange
mourns tbe loss of a loyal and faithful brother,
aud that we will ever cherish in memory his
gentle manner, kindly disposition and good
work in the grange: and be it further
Retolved, That we extend our heartfelt
sympathy to the sorrowing msther, that a
copy of these resolutions be sent to her, a
copy placed on our records, and a copy sent
to Tub Ellsworth America* and the Bangor Commercial for publication, and that our
charter be draped for thirty days in memory
Millib W. Show,
of Brother Leach.
Cahnjb Jordan,
AfiNSfl Forsythr,
Committee.

com-

run

with your bowels; they get full
of waste matter, and then they pa-s oil or
expel from the body only about the same
amount that goes into it in the form of

Just

MBUO&1AL 1EHOLITIOJIS.

were

presented

it will

Alberta Dunbar.

Thompson; song,

re-

served, after
short proThere were suggestions for the
gram.
good of the order by the master and the
At

[

—

Know It!

program: Song, grange; reading, Millie
8now; story, J. L. Gross; conundrums,
Agues Forsyth, Grace Gibbs, Irene Dunbar and Dora Dunbar; remarks, Fred

A

de-

strongest temperance arguments in part “hope” is given in poetry, prose and
Indiana.
This life?
every language In the world.
Henry Van Dyke is another giver of James Street, Elkhart,
movement has spread through Europe. cheer, it is
men and
Lydia E. Finkham’s Vegetable Compersons like him
India. Japan. Africa and many other women strong
in
pound,made from native roots and herbs,
purpose helpful m
lands. In a number of Euroiiean coun- I words and deeds—who give an uplift to contains no narcotic or harmful drugs,
tries the rulers are deeply interested in ! humanity.
| and to-day holds the reconi of being the
the cause of temperance, and when
Having alluded to Henry Van Dyke, I most successful remedy for female ills
those who exercise so much power be- want to refer briefly to his lecture convo- I we know of, and thousands of voluntary
come aroused to the evils and dangers ] cation week, on Walt Whitman, because
testimonials on file in the Pinkham
of this awful curse and are led to rec- so few of us really know anything in laboratory at Lynn, Mass., seem to
ognize the necessity of some drastic ac- particular about that poet. He said of prove this fact.
tion a great advantage has Indeed been I Whitman: “lit is the poet of the multiIf yon have the slightest doubt
■non for tbe cause.
tude, not, however, for the multitude. that Lydia K. Pink ham’s Vegetaundoubted
In the United States
prop- Tne plain American people did not listen ble Com pound will help you.write
ress Is being made.
Over one-half of ; to bun. It was left to Englishmen to ap- to Lydia P.Pinkham MedieineCo.
for adunder
the territory of our country is
I predate him as the great American poet. (confidential Lynn.Mass.,
local option or state wide prohibition. ; HiS ardent readers are the book-men, ‘the vice. Your letter will tie opened,
read and answered by a woman,
The adoption in many of our states of scholar swells,' as he called them.”
ancl held in strict confidence.
the initiative and referendum will beH was born in 1819, a Long Islander.
yond doubt be taken advantage of by In the year 1S48 he went to Mew Orleans,
books, quotations from many authors, a
the temperance people to demand a by the Ohio and Mississippi rivers, and
brief sketch of well-known writers.
vote upon the question until it is finally returned to New York by way of Chicago.
Here is the latest information on matters
There is an ever in- This is his only Journey and a
settled right
turning of general concern; departments for bousecreasing demand that’the national con- point in his career. In 1855 he published
wives; for dressmakers, for milliners;
gress prohibit the importation of spir- his “Leaves of Grass”, which he reviewed
treatises on plant life, on diseases
on
itous
liquors from non-prohibition himself.
nearly everything in the heavens above
states into those which have prohibiThe only exception to his loahng and
and the earth beneath.
tion. and sooner or later this demand observant attitude toward life was his serThe question is, what can we gather out
will be grantedThe great political vice as a nurse in the last years of the
of the ut flection that will benefit us or
leaders in the nation in Increasing Civil war, which bore him the name of
others about us?
numbers are taking the temperance •The Good Grey Nurse”, and
prompted
CALIMDAB THOUGUTS.
side of the straggle. William Jennings some magnificent poems upon men and
The ki«s of the son for pardon.
Bryan recently advocated state wide events connected with the affairs of the
The coot? of the birds for mirth;
prohibition for Nebraska. Coegress- nation.
One is nearer God's heart in a garden
man R. P. Hobson is an ardent advoThan any place else on earth.
in 1873 he had a
partial stroke of
cate of temperance and proclaim* his
paralysis, retired to Camden, N. J., and
views in congress and throughout the there liyed the rest of his life,
SAINT valentine's evil.
retiring to
land. In the not distantifuture one of the *1.006 tomb which he had built for ; Thou would’st be loved? Then let thy heart
the great political parties of our coun- himself, in 1692. It is noteworthy that, j F.om it* present pathway part not;
now then art,
try will add a prohibition plank to its though he wrote much about labor, he j Being everything which
i Be nothing which thou art not.
platform. This is tbe move certain to labored little. He was not of the class of 1
-So with the world thy gentle ways,
prove true if tbe third party becomes hard-working people who have made the
Thy grace, thy more than beauty,
a permanent factor in
politics. Ex- United States. He was a happy tramp, Shall be an eudless theme of praise.
if
will
lead
one
nothing else,
pediency,
who was a good observer, but a poor interAnd love a simple duty.
of tbe tbree to advocate national pro- preter of common American life. This
—Edgar Allen Poe.
hibition. One of tbe leading New York was one obstacle to his fame.
feet
in the right place,
in
Be
sure
a
editorial
dailies,
you put your
stirring
recently
His patriotic poetic work reached its
—Abraham Lincoln.
then stand firm.
demanded the prohibition of the manu- culmination in his poem on Lincoln,
“My
facture and sale of the worst alcoholic Captain.” As this week Lincoln’s birthBIO AKD LITTLE HELUilOX.
liquors, such as whisky and gin, on the day will be observed, it seems a suitable
A visitor was conversing with his host*
ground that they "are poisonous thing to give Lhe poem here, even though small son, and opened, as a matter of course
drags." Thus from many standpoints it may be familiar to many orf you:
with the words
the signs of the times Indicate prog“Do you go to school now?’*
O Captain! My Captain.
ress and should encourage ail advo- O,
“Yes.”
Captain! My Captain, our fearful trip is
cates of temperance to renewed efforts
“And what do you learn? Beading, writing,
in their struggle agaiast the greatest The ship has weathered every rock, the prize
we sought is won,
“Oh,.yes, and I learn religion, too.”
curse of our land and all other lands.
“Bnligion?”
Prohibition by law .under present The^port is near, the bells I hear, .the people
“Yea, I learn the little religion, which
all exulting.
conditions may not brisg about absoBut my
While follow eyes the steady keel, .the vessel teaches we all come from Adam.
lute sobriety. But what Jaw does this?
elder brother is in a higher class; he learns
grim and daring,
We have lawB against murder, against
the big religion, and that teaches we all come
But O, heart! heart! heart!
theft, against forgery.
But are -there
from numacys.”
O, the bleeding drops of ned>
no murderers, no thieves aDd no forWhere on the deck my Captain lies,
Fallen cold and dead.
&KCIFJSS.
gers? Does any one advocate the doing away of theoe laws because they O Captain! My Captain! rise up and hear
Stuffkd Potatoes-Bake potatoes of
do not absolutely prevent crime? Why,
the bells;
equal size. When deae and while still
then, should there be such a cry Rise up
for you the flag .is flung
lur you hot, cot off a small piece from the end of
toe bugle trills;
against prohibition laws because they
each potato, scoop oat the inside, mash
.for and season with
are not entirely prohibitive? If it were For you bouquets and ribboned wreaths
sail, pepper, batter and
shores
the
you
a-croirding,
true that more liquor Is drank where
a little cream or milk.
Fill the potatoes
For you they call, the swaying mass, their
there are prohibitive laws, would tbe
with
the
mixture, return to the oven and
eager laces turning;
llqnor dealers be against prohibition?
bake
to
a
delicate
brown.
Here Captain! dear lather!
Prohibition does prohibit
This arm beneath yeur head!
Hard SroAR Gingerbread
Large
A gentleman recently visited two
It is some dream that on the deck
half-cup thick cream, one-half teaspoon
towns in Pennsylvania of about equal
You've fallen cold and dead.
aoda, a little salt, two-third cup sugar
population, spending about the same My Captain does not answer;his
lips are (brown sugar preferred), two cups flour;
time In each.
One had local option,
pale and still;
add enough sweet milk to mix but have it
the other licensed saloons. In the “dry” My father does not feel my arm, he has no
hard ; ginger to taste.
town he did not see a person under the
pulse nor will;
Influence of liquor, in the other, on one The ship is anchored safe and sound: its voySOUTH SURRY.
age closed and done.
night, and that a Sabbath night, be
From fearful trip the victor ship comes in
Nora Young was in Ellsworth last week.
saw eight Intoxicated men. three of
with object won.
them staggering along the street. The
Clark Bonsey is visiting at West EllsExult, O, shores, and ring. O bells!
next morning. Monday, be called on a
worth.
But I, with mournful tread,
friend at bis business place and found
Walk the deck my Captain lies.
There will be a dance at Center ball
him short banded in men "because of
Fallen cold and dead.
Tuesday evening. Music by home talent.
drunks." as he put it. They had taken
Those Irom h?ua who attended the
the Sabbath day to go on a debauch
We often hear the term, “well read/’
ap- food fair at Ellsworth last week report a
and were unfitted for business.
Who
plied to parsons. What does the expres- good lime and a large crowd. All were
can doubt that, in spite of all tbe obsion convey to your minds? As X underpleaded with the program furnished and
stacles in the way. prohibition has stand
it, that person has read many with the decorations.
a
influence
in
powerful
preventing books. There are those who
have, it I
The steamship Minnesotan* on which
drankenuess?
may be allowed the term, devoured books
is
Yolney
Coggins,
employed,
the
“well
read”
by
hundred, yet
could sailed from
Philadelphia Monday for
not be applied to them. What do you
BIBLE READINGS.
Mexican waters. This is the Minnesotan’s
think “well read” implies?
third trip.
Lev. x. 8-11: Num. vL 1-4: Dent
Did you ever think how many of the
Feb. &.
Tramp.
xxi, 18-21: Prov. xx, 1; xxill. 29world’s great things are brought to our
35: Isa. v, 11; Matt xHJ. 30-43:
doors.
are
ours
if
we
very
They
open our
HULL’S COVE.
Hab. H. 12-17; Luke xii. 45. 46:
eyes to see them and reach out our hands
Mrs. Georgia Ober, of Bar Harbor, visJer. xxxv. 5-10: I' Cor. v. 11;
to grasp them. Open any
paper—ordinary ited her mother, Mrs. Melinda
II Pet 1. 1-11.
Brewer, reweekly newspaper—and we are brought
cently.
in touch with the ends of the earth.
Ernest Wilcomb and Ansel Higgins are
If you are interested in music, you, for
borne from Portland, where they have
An Endeavor Lawmaker.
“a mere song”, can have on your piano or
Mr. Patrick Henry, now ‘Hon." Patbeen attending automobile school.
organ, music of any claas you desire, from
rick Henry, secretary of the Texas on- the much-condemned
Aiden Hamor, the town’s oldest man,
rag-time to selecion. has made a successful campaign tions from the
died at his home here Saturday night.
great maatera.
for membership In tbe Texas legislaIs it literature which most awakens your Mr. Hamor was ninety-seven years old,
ture.
His object In seeking this honor interest? There are reviews of
recent and had been in poor health for a long
Is to use bis Influence to write some
time. He bad two daughters living—Miss
Augusta Hamor and Mrs. Julia Salisbury,
moral reform laws Into tbe statute
Mothers Can Safely Buy
and several grandchildren.
book. He writes “I will thus bave the Dr. King's New Discovery and give it to the
Feb. 10.
little ones when ailing and suffering with
Anne.
_______
opportunity of making very practical colds, coughs,
throat or lung troubles; .tastes
ase of tbe training I bave received nice, harmless; once used, always used. Mrs.
For a mild, easy action of the bowels, a
Brace Crawford, Niagra, Mo., writes: “Dr.
through my Christian Endeavor expe- King’s New
single dose of Doan’s Regulets is enough.
Discovery changed onr boy from
a pale, «eak, sick
rience."
boy to the pictureof health.” Treatment cares habitual constipation. 26 cts.
Aiways helps. Buy it at any druggist’s.
a box.
Ask your druggist for them—Advt.
—

—

conference.

in spirits
and became thin and
pale with dull,heavy
eyes. 1 had six doctors from whom I received only temporary relief. I decided to give Lydia E.
Finkham's Vegetable Compound a fair
trial and also the Sanative Wash. I have
now used the remedies for four months
and cannot expref my thanks for what
tney have done for me.
"
If these lines will be of any benefit
you have my permission to publish
them." —Mrs. Sadie Williams, 455

fio let the way wind up the hill or down.
O’er rough or smooth, the journey will be

ever

Thursday and Friday, Feb. 13 and 14, at
Orange lecturers’
city ball, Augusta

standing on my
feet and I had such
awful bearing down

whole
And happy heart, that pays its toll
To Youth and Age, and travels on with cheer.

Did you

Tuesday, Feb. 18—Meeting of Hancock
Pomona with Brook I in grauge.

organic inflammation.

feelings,
pressed

Constipated, and Don't

ALAMOOSOOK. EAST OBLAND, 100.

or

Lot me but live my life ffom year to year.
Not hurrying to, nor turning from the goal;
With forward case and unreluctant soul;
Not mourning for the things that disappear
in the dim past, nor bolding back in fear
Fro*n what the future veils; bat with a

Dear M. R.

years from

atobtttiflojwna.

Alamoosook grange held a regular meeting Saturday evening, Feb. 8, with all
officers but overseer, Ceres and treasurer
committee, the
present. The finance
charity committee, and a committee to
frame resolutions on the death of Brother
Guy H. Leach were appointed. After recess, the members enjoyed the following

DATES.

Elkhart, Ind.“ I suffered for fourteen

grees, and one member wm fronted a demit. A paper, “History of Maine,” was
reed by Mary Burrill; “Maine’s AgriculGerald
ture,”
Tbompaon; “Maine’s
Granges,” G. W. Brewster. Maud Brewster sang a solo and Ida Houston and
Muuriee Miller gave recitations. Tbe
topic for discussion was: “What can we
do to increase the interest of the grange?”

to

Compound.

to

cxiscaaiKD, cxwoaaiSD.

This coiuma is devoted to the Orange. especially to the grange* of Harcock county.
The column U open to til granger* for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not he printed except by permission of the writer. Ail communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without
good reason.

Health by Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable

Restored

terchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits
communications, and Its success depends largely
Comon the support given It lu this respect.
munications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will oe rejected without good reason. Address

The straggle between temperance and
Intemperance may well be culled a
war.
It has been a Ions and constant
warfare.
From the ancient efforts to
check this treat evil by pledging members of certain religious orders to
sobriety down to the latest political movements against intemperance,
there have been many leaders, many
great battles, many victories, ami alas!
But these defeats
also many defeats.
have only been temporary setbacks.
There are more people and more influences engaged on the side of temperance today in this gigantic struggle
than ever before. Moreover, this war
will never be ended until it is ended
right God Is in the conflict on the
side of those who are battling to save
mankind from its greatest curse, and
in His time and way victory will
crown the efforts of the temperance
hosts.
The nations of the world as never before are arranged on the side of the
An international
temperance cause.
prohibition confederation has been
formed recently which publishes the

Umoncu tt)f terangrrs.

SDnuruannntu.

fButual Benefit Column.

!

Then you ought to know that druggists everywhere will hand you a
Dottle of Booth’s HYOMEI for only

50 cents. Pour a few drops of HYI OMEI into the inhaler and
start this
breathe the
very day to
healing
Balsamic vapor and destroy the Ca-

tarrh germs.
With every package of Booth’s HYOMEI comes a little booklet which
explains how easy it is to end the
misery of Catarrh and Croup. It is
made of Australian Eucalyptus aud
contains no harmful drug.
But, best of all, G. A. Parcher is
authorized to refund your money if
you are dissatisfied. If you haven't
the HYOMEI inhaler, askfortlie complete outfit, $1.00. Just breathe it—
no stomach dosing.

-Hay’s Hair-Health

Never Fail* to Restore Gray Hair to Its
Natural Color wad Beauty, stops »♦• tailing
out, and positively removes Dandruil loaot a
Dye. Refuse all substitutes. $1M> and 50c.
Bottles by Mail or at Druggists.
Send 10c for large sample Bottle rltCD
Phils Hay Spec Co., Newark, N. J„ P.9. A*

Cnpp

IT SATISFIES millions of
people—

Worth your while to test it

UPTON’S TEA
Sustains and Cheers

LABOR.

CONVICT
....

la Advocon Maine Highway*
ated by Pro*. Hauling*.

assistant professor
Johns K. Kaulfuss,
engineering at the University of

of civil

1

letter to the Bangor CommerMaine, in a
the employment of convict
cial, advocates
He says:
on highway work.
lawr
of the State
.■Why not nae the prisoners
and various county Jails for the

prison
construction

and

maintenance

of

!

J

our

;

has been adopted
roads? This procedure
states of the Union, all ofjvhlch
by fifteen
the employhave reported favorably upon

roads.
ment of convicts upon
is not

a

new one

by

j

The scheme

any means,

so

that, in

and to serve as a warning to would-be law
breakers. His arrest and conviction has
cost the State money. His incarceration
is paid for oat of the taxes.
■“In order, then, to pay the State for the
expense incurred through his actions,
he ought to be
compelled to work for
the interests of society
whom he has
wronged. To teach prisoners a trade is a
laudable purpose, but they lire not always
able to pursue that trade when free. Some
cannot be taught or will not be in the
short sentences under which they serve.
Their efforts injure certain classes of tree
labor, while their products may create
havoc on the market. Since every crime
is against public welfare and
happiness it
only proper that the criminal should be
engaged in work which will be of benefit
to the public. And such w'ork is work on
highways. He will compete with no special class of labor and the product of his
work—the improvement of roads—will be
of great value to the public or state he has

tiffs State should use its prisoners for
not be embarking
this purpose, we would
radical or unwise movement.
upon some
“The proper employment of prisoners
wronged.
some time to come will
has been and for
“Some of the objections to convict labor
and a matter of
debate
of
a
be question
on roads are as follows:
The days of exploiting
study.
profound
(1) That the employment of convicts and
the liibor of criminals to heartless corpocounty prisoners would be unjust to free laration are now on the wane. Contract
labor has been abolished in most of the
(2) That a large force of guards would be
states. The labor unions throughout the required to prevent the convicts from escapand
are
been
the
hare
lighting
land
ing and some of them would have to he
laws by which prison-made products are shot.
Their plea is
on the open market.
(3) That it is demoralizing to the convicts
placed
to employ them publicly and aliiD demoralizthat direct competition of convict goods
ing to the people at large. But these objecand union productions is unfair and untions have not been at all sustained where
just; they claim that free labor cannot convicts have been so employed.
compete with convict labor; they assert
“Kegarding the first objection, we may
that this competition lowers the free labor
very serious one.
And their contentions say that it is not a
scale of wages.
| Surely it is more to the advantage of the
are not entirely without force and truth.
at large to have the highways im“In 1887, in this State, the legislature people
for them than to pay taxes both
ordered a hearing upon this question be- proved
for these improvements and for the supcause of the complaint of some carriage
of the criminals besides. Every mile
and harness-makers. Definite proof can j port
of improved or well-maintained road is a
be given in any state that convict-made i
great asset to any locality. Convict labor
goods can be easily sold on the market far has in most cases
proved very satisfactory.
cost of free labor articles. i
below the
In some cases, the prisoners do as much
Moreover, only a few such sales will dework as well and as efficiently as the free
moralize the market price for some time. j
; laborer.
The reason for this condition is that con“That a large number of guards would
vict labor ia cheap, ranging from sixtybe necessary to prevent escapes is confive cents to three cents per day, when j
to experience.
First of all, the
leased to a contractor or manufacturing trary
dangerous criminals ought not and are
When the state itself makes
case

THE SPIDER MAN

Interesting: Facts

LFelix J. Koch, in Our Dumb Animalt.]

Recently word came from Cincinnati to
the effect that paralysis has laid low the
famous
Ohio
William
spider-man,
dependence day, comes on Aug. 6, and
Holden, who has stored away in his simple this is the date set for the opening of the
home not less than 25,000 different spiders, railroad which connects the capital, La
and who is presumed to know more about Pas, with Africa, on the Pacific.
Bolivia itself is one of the most interthese creatures than any single person
esting countries in the world, Bays the
alive

goods,

the

the coat

of production is equally j not to be uBed where escape is

more

easy,

j In the event of recapture—and recapture
an
brief review of the workings of the ; should be made absolutely certain
additional sentence may be imposed or
Maine State prison and the conditions of
the offender may be curtailed in his privithe county jails will prove interesting.
Inducements as the shortening of
All figures and data here presented appear leges.
the sentence for efficient work and good
in the Maine State prison reports for 1908,
In some cases, no prison
deportment.
1909, 1910 and 1911. The information there
\ guards have been sent with the men,
given is not entirely complete or very
a foreman directing the work is
definitely described, yet conclusions can | though
| pjesent ; also in another case the prisoners
be drawn.
! were allowed, to go home over Sunday and
“The average number of State convicts
none abused the privilege.
With county
for the above four
was
their
low.

—

“A

to-day.

Neatly preserved
spiders,

^ials at
Red
the spiders

in countless

Holden home

the

are

spiders, brown spiders,
green spiders, spiders tinier than the
smallest pinhead, and others whose fangs
alone are thicker than the fingers of the
human hand.
Poisonous
spiders and
black

harmless ones, pretty combinations of iridescent colorings, insectB of such sombre
hue that the very monk of old would have
shuddered to clothe himself in such garments, great hairy creatures that make
the very shudders run down one’s back,
and others which are things of beauty, if
not

joys

forever.

While stiil a boy Mr. Holden began the
collection of treacherous little insects.
Just how he became possessed of the
hobby he himself says he does not know.
He considers himself, however, a disciple
of Dr. 8. P. Hildreth, of Marietta, O. At
the breaking out of the Civil war, in
which he served

as

captain

and

quarter-

master, Holden was possessed of a conI siderable collection but, during his absence at war, the bulk of the lot was in

destroyed.
Undaunted, he began once more, and
to-day his collection is, without doubt,
some

j

firm.

Concerning This

Much*Abused Insect.

Live In the Clouds.
Bolivia has taken a most unique way
among the South American countries of
observing, its national birthday, (t proposes to celebrate by opening a railway
which will give it a short line across the
coast range of the Andes down to the
ocean.
Bolivia’s July 4, that is, itB in-

tainly the
spiders in
specimens

finest in the country, and
most

extensive

Ohio.
were

cer-

collection of

While many of the
obtained by exchange,

and

a very small percentage by purchase,
the owner has collected personally in
North and South Carolina, Massachusetts,

quite thoroughly
In fact, practically all
and

native to the
a

MARLBORO.
Newell Hodgkins is very ill of typhoid
fever at his home in Portland.
Much sympathy is felt for Mrs. Harry
Hodick in the death of her parents, William J. Orcutt and wife, at Amherst.
The friends of Mr. Huntley met last
Friday and cut and bauled wood for him.
They did a good day’s work. Mr. Huntley
has been ill all winter.
Feb. 10.
Are.
KLiLSWORTH
The
retail

number

American

were

over

the midland.

specimens are
continent. Quite

the

obtained from the United

States survey expeditions of a few
ago to the western territories, and

years
from
the eclipse expedition to the South Pacific islands.
Having hit upon a place which seems to
promise a rich harvest, Holden proceeds to
sweep the shrub or bough with his net.
Then, by means of the forceps he picks
from out the wriggling mass all those

specimens

w'hich

either to himself

may prove of
to the other

general collectors, with whom
constant

exchange.

value,

or

more

he is in

These insects

are

then

M

quotations below give the range of
in Ellsworth:

road work. We have four camps of fifty men
averages for four years):
throughout the state.
“Number of prisoners committed, 6,950.
•“The average daily cost to feed a man was
‘•Number of prisoners sentenced for one but
thirty cents, while the average daily cos*
month or less, 2,656.
j of feeding, oversight, salaries, etc., was about
“Number of prisoners sentenced for two
fifty cents per day per man, and for this sum
months or less, but more than one, 749.
each prisoner performs a good
32 day's
“Number of prisoners sentenced for three work.
Our men work more faithfully aud
months or less, but more thsn two, 267.
with more zeal than the common laborer
“Number of prisoners sentenced for six would because of the
following special incenmonths or lee*, but more than three, 153.
tives: Outdoor life, suushine, better cloth“Number of prisoners sentenced for nine
ing, better food, more privileges than in
mouths or less, but more than one, 2S.
prison aud houses for good deportment and
“Number of prisoners sentenced for one zealous work. As to effect of such work
upon
year or less, but more than nine inon'hs, 30.
j the health and character of the convict, I can“Number of prisoners sentenced for two not
speak too highly. Their morals have imyears or leas, but more than one, 11.
proved wonderfully, for when a man keeps
annual

undoubtedly that of the Naat Washington, other
magnificent collections are owned by Nathan Banks, the Washington author; by
J. H. Emerson, of Salem, Mass., and by
W. H. Fox, of Washington, D. C.
Spiders are reputed to be the most obspiders

tional

is

museum,

! servant of all insects. With them, the
i student finds that the loss of a leg is
! quickly repaired with the growth of anj other. The web, a feature of the spider
species, is made to serve the combined
purpose of a trap and a castle.
A female spider will lay, in season,
about a thousand eggs. These are en“This makes a total of 3,795 sentences bis word of honor, he has taken a genuine
closed as soon as dry, by a silken bag,
from fifteen days to two years in duration. I stride toward reformation.
which is then fastened by the mother
The cost of board per week per prisoner is I “‘Out of 1,000 individual men, the percentage
is less than one per cent. With an unto herself, so that she may provide for
about f2.07. Of the above 3,795 sentences, { of escapes
of 100 men, we have built over 100 the young until they are self-supporting.
five counties, Androscoggin, Cumberland, ; average
miles of road lu 1911, and by next year, we
Kennebec, Penobscot and York, lease about i hope to have saved for the State over 3500,000
GREAT POND.
1*5 prisoners annually to firms engaged in for these two years.’

I’

making brooms, paper boxes, fltt;ng wood, |
cutting heel stock, buttons and shoe
shanks, and making chairs. The number
reported as kept busy about the jail to I

for grounds, saw wood or break stone, 1
is but twenty-five, on the
average, which
number is probably small.
No data is
available to show the average daily num- •
ber in the county jails, but 500 or 600 would
care

be
scarcely too high an estimate. Nothing
is known as to the amount
paid for the
prisoners leased, but one may feel quite
positive in saying that it is more likely to
be under rather than over 50 cents
per day.

1

Why not, thenjuse some of these prisoners,
least during the clement seasons of the

What is CASTORIA
Castoria is

harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare*
Soothing Syrups. It is pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness.
For more than thirty years it
has been in constant use for the relief of Constipation,
Flatulency, Wind Colic, all Teething Troubles and
Diarrhoea.
It regulates the Stomach and Bowels,
assimilates the Food, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.
a

goric, Drops

and

CASTORIA

GENUINE

ALWAYS

pBears the Signature of

Country Produce.

Dairy.30fl35
Fresh

laid, per doz.

30

Poultry.

Fowl.18 920
Chickens.20 fl22
Hey
Best

loose, per ton.14gl6

Baled.I8320
Loose.IO912

Baled..

Potatoes, pk,
Cabbage,
Celery,
Turnips,

15

Vegetables.
20 Carrots, lb,
Onions, lb
20 325 Squash,

45g65 Graham,
30 365 Rye meal,
Oolong,
Gran meal, Ib
Sugar—per lb
Granulated, 05*2 306 Oil—per gal—
06

In Use Fop Over 30 Years
THE

02 Beets,
Fruit.
35 3 60 Lemons, doz
Oranges, doz
35 340
15
Cranberries, qt,
Groceries.
CoffeeRice, per lb
06008
Rio.
20028 Vinegar, gal
20025
38
Mocha,
Cracked wheat,
05
38 Oatmeal, per Ib
04
Tea—per ib—
20
Buckwheat, pkg

Yellow, C

The Kind You Save Always Bought
CENTAUR

COMPANY,

77 MURRAY

STREET,

NEW YORK CITY.

08
03
03

04@06

04^05

03

Linseed,

1 15

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turk’s Island salt
shall weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
in good order and fit for shipping, is 60
pounds; of apples. 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans in
good order and fit for shipping, is 60 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips and peas,
60 pounds; of corn, 66 pounds; of onions, 52
pounds; of carrots, English turnips, rye and
Indian meal,50pounds; of parsnipg, 45pounds;
of barley and buckwheat. 48 pounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.

Buy Your Mustard
from Headquarters

«

We know our product from beginning to end because we control
every detail of the making from the time the seed enters our mills
until it goes out in the yellow labelled cans of mustard flour that
careful housekeepers have been buying for nearly a century. That’s
why the Stickney and Poor guarantee of purity means so much. It’s
based on our first-hand knowledge of our goods. We are the only
mustard packers in New England who grind their own mustard seed.

ASK FOR

__

Stickney & Poor’s

Mustard

Cream

of

Seasoning
If you
It to you.

We get our seeds from Austria, Italy,
England or California—wherever crop conditions are most favorable.
With nearly a
century of experience behind us, W’e know
where to find the best seeds and how to
blend them so as to keep our mustard always the same in quality, strength and color.
That’s why, in using it in any receipt,
you will find it always gives the same result.
The appetizing flavor is uniform,
doesn’t
vary.
Nearly every grocer sells it in V* anti
Write for our
%-lb. cans at 10c and 20c.
book of receipts; you will be delighted
with it.
Among the other Stirkney & Poor Products
are:
Peppfrr, Cinnamon, Cloves, Ginger,
Mace, Pimento, Sage, Savory,
Marjoram,
Celery Salt, Curry Powder, Paprika, Tapioca, Nutmeg. Cassia, Allspice, Whole Mixed
Spice, Pastry Spice, Turmeric, Thyme, Soda,
Tartar, Rice Flour, Potato Flour, Sausage Seasoning, Poultry
and Flavoring Extracts.
Just say “Stlckney & Poor's” when ordering, your grocer will give
But—be ,ure to SAT It.

STICKNEY & POOR SPICE CO., 184 State Street, Bo.ton.

K1TTERY TO CARIBOU.
Silver Lake hotel,

Works,

was

burned

at

Katafcdin

Iron

THE NATIONAL MUSTARD POT

Saturday.

The Milo hotel, at Milo,

was

burned

Monday night. Loss, $10,000.
The American Ice Co. is making plans
to cut ice

on

the

Penobscot and Kennebec

rivers this year.

Fire destroyed the lumber mill of J. G.
Deering & Son at Biddeford Saturday
night, with a loss of $50,000.
Mrs. Ezra Williams and Henry Williams
Robie Frost, aged eighteen, elevator boy
spent last week in Bangor.
in the Augusta house at Augusta, was
John Haynes received the sad news Fri- instantly killed Wednesday by being
day night of the death of his brother struck by the counter-wreight in the elevaat Indian Point.
tor well while cleaning a window.
Burns
had his foot jammed quite
A big hole was eaten into the fleet of the
Avery
forms are not striped but simple in color
a falling tree.
He is at work for Portland club Sunday morning, when a
after the first novelty of seeing convicts badly by
Nahum Jordan.
Are which swept the boat-yards of J. T.
be
labor wears off, no objection will
Fred Colson Jias a crew on No. 27 cut- Davidson at South Portland destroyed a
raised against it. In fact, every benefit is
half-dozen expensive yachts and power
derived
therefrom, the prisoners will ting hardwood for his mill. Ezra Wiland some twenty-flve smaller
and liams, who was working there, cut his cruisers,
become better mentally,
morally
power boats and tenders. The total loss
bodily, while their work w’ill be of in- wrist quite badly with a crosscut saw’.
is placed at $10,000.
Feb. 10.
E.
calculable value to the state.
“What better teastimony is needed to
show the stupendous results derived from
such procedure?
“In view of the report from Colorado
and other states, one must admit there is
no demoralizing effect on the cdnvict or
If the union the public by this labor.

The Kind Yon Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his per*
-^zsonal supervision since its Infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “ Just-as-good ” are but
that
trifle
with and endanger the health of
Experiments
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

Creamery per ft.40 945

10
Powdered,
Kerosene,
12
208;
thrust into the alcohol, which not only Molasses, gal,
35 360
we need have no fear, bat, as
average annual individual profit above prisoners
Meats aud Provisions.
life
but
to
State
the
none
destroys
should
be
instantly,
prevents
convicts,
persubsistence and clothing was $62.45; the ;
Pork, lb:
nutted on the roads, who might cause spider from shrivelling and shrinking, and Beef, lb:
annual individual subsistence and cloth- |
25 345
Steak,
18
Chop,
also preserves the pigments.
I trouble and do harm.
20 330
Ham, per lb
24 325
ing was $40.18 of which the dally subsist10 315
Corned,
15
The
Shoulder,
when
of
“The
from
a
spiders,
are,
assorted,
following excerpts
report
ence per convict was less than ten cents. |
Veal:
25 3 30
of Thomas J. Tynan, warden of Colorado course, preserved in separate vials, and,
28
Steak,
13
Salt,
There are four departments at the prison j
Roasts,
15318
14
state penitentiary, are interesting and inranging in size from a fraction of a milli—carriage, broom, harness and furniture j
meter
to
two
or
three
inches
in
structive:
20 535
length,
—to which the following average annual ;
Kresti Fish.
“'When the writer assumed charge in 1909* their pecuniary value to collectors is insales apply, $23,400, |30,700, $29,100 and j
14 320 Cod,
estimable.
A
Halibut,
with
08
he was
if
Uruguayan specimen,
$2,100 respectively—a total of over $85,000 ; to the impressed that an appeal was made
50 Clams, qt,
25
Oysters,
best in them, better work could be done fangs half an inch long, is the second Haddock,qt,
08 Smelts, Ib,
15
Home
of
the
for
annually.
energy required
and with this in view the honor system was largest spider on record in this country,
50
Scallops, qt,
this work could be well utilized in other soon
established, with unarmed guards and being but a little smaller than the famous
Flour* Grain and Peeu.
for
in
directions, as,
instance,
building overseers, aud stripes were abolished with the monster in the museum at Cambridge, Flour—per bbl—
Oats, bu
50
6 00 36 50 Shorts—bag
and improving roads.
150 3165
result that the quantity and quality of the
which was found on the island of Cuba. Corn, 1001b bag
25 Mix feed, bag 1 65@1 75
“From the same report the following work doubled and trebled in short order. In
Corn meal,bag
1 25 Middlings,bg 1 65 32 00
Four different varieties of the deadly
Cracked corn,
1 25
data is taken regarding the fifteen county the past three years, the prisoners have
tarantula were found in the state of Ohio.
earned
over
to
the
3300,000
on
the
taxpayers
of
the State (all figures shown are
jails
LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
While the besff classified collection of
years

Children Cry for Fletcher's

KKKTS.

priceB

way

the second

;

Christian Herald.
It sometimes has
been called the imprisoned country because
it has’no coa»t line. Its great tableland
of plateau sustains more than 1,000,000
inhabitants at an altitude of nearly two
miles. There is no other part of the world
where so large a number of people find
the means of subsistence at such an elevation. Tibet, as is well known, has very
few inhabitants.

abbtrlftmcnte.

Linwood Chick is at home from Franklin.

HUB-MARK RUBBERS

at

!
“It is, therefore, urged that, in passing
year, upon our roads?
a new highway law, as seems to be the
“Every report of the council committee purpose of the legislature, this phase of
on prisons for the
past forty years advised < the road question should be considered.
repeatedly the establishment of work Proper provisions should be made for the
shops and wood yards at the county jails. I employment of county prisoners as well
It is noticed that, whenever a
jail begins as State convicts on our roads. We w’ill
to make its inmates work
sawing wood but be following plans which have worked
or
breaking stone for their food and lodg- admirably in other states.
ing, there .is a moat marked falling off
“It is hoped that sufficient attention
of commitments.
Labor is absolutely | will be given the matter by the citzens at
justified and warranted. Yet there are a large so that results will be produced in
tew of our
county jails which keep the the legislature. A good convict labor law
prisoners in absolute idleness—and many is very much desired, as we will thereby
j
more wherein the wrork is insufficient to be
improving our jail systems, and, at
keep all busy all the time. Again the ! the same time getting better roads, both
question arises, ‘Why not work the pris- I of which will prove creditable and valuoners on our roads?'
able to the State of Maine.”
“They who brec.k the laws of the State
must suffer
OAK POINT.
penalty, which penalty serves

j

as

punishment,

as a means

of

and

recollection,

as an
opportunity for the wrong-doer
become better in body, training and
morals. Make a man
diligent and you
tnake him honest. In order to
improve
e criminal
in body and mind, he must
at of ail have
exercise for his body and
ood for
thought. He has transgressed
e laws of
his community and, in being
punished, the sentence is to serve as a reminder to him to be some
law-abiding

to

For Rheumatism

use

relieves in
■ROUTES. All druggists

PNEUMAT-

twenty
26c.

Sam

Gray

David

bor,

are

is home

from

Massachusetts.

Marshall aud wife, of Seal Harvisiting their daughters here.

Sargent's sister, Mrs. Hooper,
with daughter Ruth, of Sullivan, visited
him last week. Mr. Sargent has gone to
All his
a Bangor hospital for treatment.
friends hope for a favorable report from
Charles

him.

M.

Feb. 10.
_

piles
eczema, salt rheum, tetter, itch, hives, herpes
At
any drug
Doan’s Ointment.
scabies
itching

Stops

—

i store.—Advt.

instantly.

Cures

SbbettiBi'mems

This Hub-Mark is your Value-Mark

No

Suffering Yets!

The unnatural suffering of so many women at times
can be relieved by a little care and
proper help.
Beecham’s Pills give just the assistance needed. They
act gently but surely; they correct faults of the system
so certainly that you will find better conditions prevail

Amongst Women Who Take
this renowned

and effective remedy.
Beecham’s
Pills will help your digestion, regulate your bowels,
stimulate your liver.
Headaches, backaches, lassitude, and nervous depression will trouble you less and
less after you take at times—whenever there is need—

on

Rubbers

Wear Hub-Mark Rubbers this winter. They cost no
more than any first-class rubber.
If your dealer can’t
supply you write us.
Boston Rubber Shoe Co., Malden, Mass.

JOHNSON’S “ LINIMENT
Used 102 Years for Internal and External tils

Are you prepared to relieve sudden cramps and pains
that may come any time?
Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment responds
quickly in relieving coughs, colds, bowel
troubles, burns, cuts, chaps, etc.
25c and 50c everywhere

I. S. JOHNSON & CO.

BEECHAM’S PILLS
wuhinc to retain their roathfal look, ud to fool ot their heel
ehotald bo earn to rood the apocial direction, with orerjr baa.
10c, ZSc.

Wom*n
*

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN
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Nellie L. Hutchins, of Penobscot, reports that one of her hens recently laid
an egg meausring 8 Vi by 6 inches.
The Mt. Desert firearms bill, introduced

AT

legislature

in the

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

last

week

by Rep.

Mc-

of firearms in

Bride, forbids the carrying
the woods in the town of Mt. Desert from
April 1 to Sept. 15.

BY TRW

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
T. W. Rollins. Editor and Manager
W. H. Trees, Associate Editor.

From the State Capital.
Augusta, Feb. 8,1913.
To the Editor of The Amertcan:
A word from the captital may not be
uninteresting to your readers. The legislature is just beginning to get down to real
business. Some of the committees have
been

unusually

crowded with

The Public

Unities Bills.

of

Former Chief-Justice Emery,
Ellsworth, in a letter to Speaker
Peters, of the House, questions a pro-

vision in both of the public utilities
bills now before the legislature, pointing out what he considers serious defect in both bills.
The proposition that any person
dissatisfied with any decision or order
of the commission may appeal to the
have such
he consid-

supreme judicial
decision or order vacated,
ers “unwise if not unconstitutional”.
He states that the constitution forbids justices taking any cognizance of
court

to

lingering doubt where
stood on the automobile question, it was swept aside by the
vote at a special town meeting Saturday,
when the whole automobile matter was
threshed out again. The town, by a vote
If there

was

any
the voters of Eden

two to

one—

of State aid
often strikingly unjust.
Upon the wisdom, scrutiny, efficiency, prudential care
of committees depends mainly the value
of legislation. If their work is not done
with patient investigation, considerate
economy and sound common sense, then
the State must suffer from extravagance

251—just about
asked for the repeal of all existing auto- and detrimental legislation.
Since the senatorial scrap, the few standmobile legislation. The pro-autoists were
seem to be quiet, and the
in the driver’s seat and running on high out progressives
gear.
They rejected all suggestions of republicans seem to be pulling along very
have been
compromise on one-road basis or other- smoothly. Some criticisms
madcover a few abrupt turndowns on the
wise, and won out on the “whole hog or
part of the governor.
none” proposition.
We have quite an active representation
the
before
a
was
legislahearing
There
from Hancock county, and withal rather
of 503 to

committee on fish and game last Wednesday afternoon on the resolve in favor
of a State fish hatchery at Tank pond.
The plan has the support of Chairman
Wilson, of the fish and game commission,
and of Hon. L. T. Carleton, formerly one of

popular. Mr. Peters makes an excellent
presiding officer—prompt and alert in directing the business of the House, quick
in decision and fair in observing the rights

tive

such questions, even though the legislature shall undertake to impose
that duty upon them. Besides this
question of constitutionality, he disIt ! the commissioners. Representative Harricovers other serious objections.
would greatly increase the labors of I man, of Cherryfield, is looking after the
the court, making for clogged doc- interests of his section in favor of the reWith this
which he introduced.
kets, and thus delaying the relief solve,
backing, it looks as if the resolve would
sought.
Mr. Carleton says Tunk
Judge Emery occupies a unique go through.
pond offers one of the best natural locaa
one.
No
and
commanding
position
tions for a hatchery he has ever seen.
longer on the bench himself, be can

speak on matters of public concern
without the restraint his judicial position imposed upon him, yet with all

Recognized as the best
constitutional law in the
State, his opinion on the proposed
public utilities measures has commanded the immediate and serious atits authority.

authority

on

tention of the legislators, and doubtless will result in changes in the bills

along

the lines

suggested by

A Blow to the

Liquor

him.

Business.

bill, so-called, practically
with the Kenyon biil, passed

The Webb
identical

by the national

House

last

week,

passed the Senate on Saturday, and
is likely to become law.
This is a
liquor bill of a character which heartens

the

friends

of

temperance

throughout the country.
In a word, this bill prohibits the
shipment of intoxicating liquors from
state to another when intended
to be received or sold in violation of
the laws of the state to which shipis made.
This action of

Congress ought great-

The Ballot Law.
[ Portland Press. |
committee on
judiciary

The

gave

a

hearing yesterday [Feb. 6] on the bill to
amend the election law. There are special
reasons why the law should be amended
at this time, so as to make it the real Australian ballot, with the names of candi-

sale of

liquor.

Ex-Secretary-of-State Cyrus W.
Davis wants to be collector of internal revenue for the district of Maine
and New Hampshire. He is heartily
supported in bis aspirations by the
Waterville Sentinel.
Congratulations to Wesleyan.
From all colleges and parts the best educators of the time come to swell the Yale teaching force, bat it is less frequent for an instructor who has proved his ability at Yale
to go elsewhere. Congratulations, then, to
Wesleyan, on its success in securing Prof.
Henry Crosby Emery to fill the position made
vacant by the resignation of Professor Fisher.
To be sure, it is announced that the engagement is for the remainder of the year only,
but Wesleyan will do well if able to make it
permanent.
Professor Emery brings to Wesleyan, to
-whose work be goes at once, a proven ability
as a scholar and educator,
and no little
prestige. Trained in the most advanced of
economic theory, more lately skilled in something very much approaching practice by his
work on the tariff board, he brings to the
teaching of his subject a fascinating personality which make him surpassingly valuable. Again congratulations to Wesleyan.
And felicitations also to Professor Emery, for,
as he does not need to be told, Wesleyan is a
college worth while, and he Joins a company
of educators whose association is high privilege.— New Baven Register.

daily

meet with
are

Han-

Wednesday, the last day allowed (or the
presentation of private acts and resolves,
brought a flood of such measures to the
legislative hopper. Among them were the
following of special interest to Hancock

PIANOS
VICTOR and

Act to extend
charter of the Hancock Railway Oo. for

SMALL INSTRUMKNTS OF ALL KIND8

two years.
By Senator

Patten—Act for close time of
five years on game birds in the town of
Eden; act to establish close time on
lobsters from Jaly 1 to Sept. 1 in waters of
Brooklin, including waters adjacent in
Bluehill bay and Union River bay.
By Rep. Bragdon, of Sullivan-Act to
amend charter of Mt. Desert bridge; act to
incorporate the Sullivan-Sorrento Electric
Light A Power Co.; act to disorganize No.
8

EPI80N Talking Machines

—

plantation.

Act to
By Rep. Ricker, *of Cast ine
amend law establishing the Western Han—

municipal court.
By Rep. Sherman, of

cock

Eden

—

Act

to

grant certain powers to Hancock county
trustees of public reservations; act relating to municipal elections in town of
Eden, providing for nominations by
primary and election by Australian ballot
system.
ReMt. Deaert
By Rep. McBride,
solve appropriating fl50 for road surveys
in Otis and Clifton.
ReBy Rap. Harriman, of Cherryfleld
solve appropriating $2,000 for roads *n
townships 9 and 10, Hancock county.
A batch of petitions in favor of the
teachers’ pension law was presented by
Rep. Hutchins, of Penobscot, and a batch
of remonstrances against change in Bar
Harbor automobile law was presented by
Rep. McBride.
In Thursday’s batch of bills were the
of

—

S. J. CLEMENT, MUSIC STORE,
CHantrt.

ilcga: .\cutra.

young
'VT't’RSES—Opportunity to(or
train for

wororn,

JO to 25 year* of age.
professional nurse*. Muni be In food health aud
with food references. For further InformaHahscom
Hospital,
Address The
tion.
Rockland, Me.
1 will
foxes
alive.
or gray
r pay the highest price. If you have any.
Market
W.
with
me.
W.
83
Dunn,
correspond
st. Portland. Me.

XBOXES—Black

Sprifal Korun*
not

_

are
to

hereby notified and

the Ebeu

on

property in the towns of Otis and
Dedham, as all trespassing on said property
will be prosecuted to the fall extent of the
Kbrn M

law.

by Marie K.
December 81. 1912.
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NOTICK.
persons
VLLwarned
Merrill

T!TeUh7r'’^f tb.M

To *11 persons interested
* “•
t*t«» Hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at
In „s
Ellsworth.
tor the county of Hancock, on the
wrth
0
day of February, a. d. 1918.
following mattera haring been nr,.
aented for the action
thereupon
after Indicated, it is hereby ordered
that
tic* thereof be glren to all persona
Interested
* copy of this order to
/““'“I
be
lithed three weeks successlrely in the
worth American, a newspaper published
Ellsworth, in said county, that they mar
pear at a probate court to be held at Vo.
worth, in said county, on the fourth
«
March, a. d. Wifi. at ten of the clock da,
in
forenoon, and be beard thereon it the.J the

shrill,

Maddox, his agent.

—

ILcgislatiuc Notices.

cause

Lester E. Vessle. late of
Bluehlll, In raid
county, deceased. A certain instrument
porting to be toe last will and teslameuiof
said deceased. together with petition for
bale thereof, presented by Annie Vearie pectk.
»«»•*. ths
esecutrls, therein named.
Daniel or Daniel F Daeis, l,t* of
Bucks,
sport, in said county deceased.
Second sc
count of Theodore H. Smith,
filed for settlement.
Myr»K. Jordan, late of Ellsworth. in naid
First and final account ot
county, deceased
trances Jordan Tlncker, administratrix
*”*
for settlement.
Joseph H. Johnson, Isle of Blaeblll, in *aid
deceased.
Hecond
county,
accoant of AIoqxo
J. Look, executor, filed for settlement.
Peter C. McCsnlder. late of
in
said county, deceased. Second Bucksport,
and Onsl ac
account of Edward P. McCaolder,
executor
filed for settlement.
Ann* C. Emery, late of Ellsworth,
inssld
conoty, deceased. First account of Lucilius
A.Etutry, executor. Hied for settlement.
Calvin D Whlte, late of Surry, in said
coun.
ty. deceased. Firs: account of Frank T Jel.
lleon. administrator, filed for asttlement.
*«“«•
Harding, a person of unsound
mind, of Dsnforth In the county of Washingon. formerly of Hancock.
Second account
Alice D Ooidtng.flled for eettlement.
James Biggin-. late of Eden, in said counts,
deceased.
Petition filed by Richard J. MeOsrrlgle. administrator for license lo sell
certain real estate of said deceased, as described in said petition.
Marjorie O. Sprague and Adelbert 0.
.Sprague, minors, of Southwest Harbor, in ssid
counts. Petition filed by Chester W.
Sprsjrae.
guardian. for license to sell certain real etuie
aaid minors, as described in said
petition.
John A. McLean, late of Eden, In said county. deceased.
Petition filed by Edward 8.
Clark, administrator, that an order be issued
to distribue among the heirs of said
deceased,
the amount remaining in the hands of said
upon the settlement of his ac-

administratoT

INLAND FISHERIES AND (3 AM K.
on
inland fisheries and
The committee
game, will give public hearings in its room
at the Stale House in Augusta, as follows:
WEDNESDAY. FEB. 12, 2 p. m. No. 80.
Petition of C. D. Turner ana 39 others, of
Iale au Haot. asking for a cloae time on deer
in the town of Isle au Haul for a period of five

nij

known in the

FEB. 1J. At J

m.

No. 40.

Some of the

Portland union station until 7.15 a. m.
This tram will carry a Pullman sleeping
car and coaches in each direction between
New York and Portland; also a Pullman
sleeping car in each direction between
New York and Bangor, exoepting that

Bangor sleeping car will not operate east
of Portland Sunday mornings.
The New York Bangor sleeping car
eastbound will be attached at Portland to
Maine Central train 1 leaving Portland at
7 a. m., arriving at Bangor 11.45 a. m. with
direct connection at Brunswick for Bath
and Rockland; at Waterville for Skowhegan; at Burnham for Belfast; at Pittsfield for Harmony; at Newport for DoverFoxcroft, and at Bangor for Old Town and

MATTERS OP GENERAL INTEREST.
An act

providing (or

a

resident hunter’s

f 1 was presented Wednesday.
Rep. Harman, of Stonington, on Thursday presented act to abate and safeguard
the public against certain nuisances. The
lioense of

act

forbids ail

19,
WEDNESDAY,
p.
Julia A. Kingman, late of Ellsworth, in said
act to repeal so much of chapter 99 of the
A certain instrument purpublic laws of 1911. as provides that one box county, deceased.
to be the last will and testament of
porting
of fish or one pair of game birds shall not be
aent by the purchaser of a tag for that pur- said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof. presented by Harriet K. Giles,
pose oftener than once in thirty days.
WEDNESDAY. FEB. 26, at 2 p. m. No 49. the executrix therein named.
Charles E. Osgood, late of Dedham, in said
An act to provide for a cloae season for fishing
Petition that Walter C.
in Douglas pond, sometimes called Williams county, deceased.
pond, town of Buckapori, county of Hancock. Ingalls or some other suitable person be spWEDNESDAY, FEB 26, at 2 p. m. No. 47. pointed administrator d. b. n. of the estate of
Resolve in favor of screening the outlet aaid deceased, presented by L. Emery Osgood,
of Toddy pond In the town of Orland, with a son and heir of aaid deceased.
Thomas Furbish, an insane person of Bucksstatement of facts; also petition of H. A. Snow
“l<1 co°nty.
Hecond account of
and 24 others, relating to the same.
C. Conary, guardian, filed for settleWEDNESDAY, FEB. 26 at 2 p. m. No. 78.
An

persons under the age of

eighteen years, and all simple-minded and
irresponsible persons, to have in their possession firearms of any description withw^Hey
out a permit from the city or town clerk. An act to protect game birds in the town of
Jefferson H. Harlem, late of Waltham, ia
Eden
Sden. oounty of Hancock.
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 26, at 2 d. m. No. 98. said county, deceased. First account of BsrSnow-balling and the practice of “passnard
8. Jell Ison, administrator,
the
oraer:
filed for
Searing upon
following
Ordered,
ing” ball on all public ways, is declared a Hearing
the Senate concurring, that the committee on settlement.
menace to public safety.
inland fisheries and game be directed to in- JEROME H. KNOWLES,
of
said
Court.
Judge
A true copy of Lb* original order.
expediency of amending the
Bunches of petitions in favor of woman quire into the the
law on deer in
counties of Androscoggin,
Attest:—T. F. Mabonit, Register.
suffrage and the teachers’ pension bill Kennebec, Waldo. Knox. York. Lincoln,
Cumberland and Sagadahoc, and on the isare being presented daily.
subscribers hereby gives no*Ice that
land of Mount Desert, and on the islands
another for the general elections. For the
they have been duly appointed execuThe judiciary committee has reported within the limits of the town of Isle au Haut. THE
Bucksport.
tors of the laat will and testment of
we
have
the
ballot
in
in
the
town
of
and
Swan’s
and
arranged
on
primaries
Returning, the Bangor New York favorably on the resolve ratifying the Cross and Scotch islands, withIsland,
FRANCI8 AUSTIN, late of BLLSW'ORTH.
a view of makthe Massachusetts way, with names of
through sleeping car will leave Bangor amendment to the constitution for the ing a uniform close time in those places, and in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
candidates placed thereon in alphabetical
bill
or
to report by
otherwise,
being required by the terms of said will.
daily except Sundays in Maine Central direct election of Senators.
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 28 at 2 p. ra. No. 67. All persons
demands against the esorder, and with voters left free to make train No. 112at 3.45 p. m., arriving Portland
A bill to abolish the office of commis- An act to regulate the carrying of firearms tate of said having
deceased are desired to present
their selections according to their judg- 8.25
the limits of the town of Mount De- the same for
and all Indebted
p. m., and leave Portland fifteen sioner of sea and shore fisheries was in- within
settlement,
sert, Hancock county. Also petition of John thereto are requested to make
ment and without fear of espionage.
payment imminutes later, or a 8.40 p. m. for New York troduced Monday. The act provides that C. Fedder and 49 others of Mount
Desert for mediately.
Cuarlks L. Austin
For the general elections we have the via Haverhill, South
Lawrence, Lowell, all moneys held by or appropriated for same.
Rawsroan M. Da Witt.
WEDNESDAY. FEB. 26, at 2 p. m. No. 68.
Brewer.
same old party group system, with all its
Feb.4, 1913.
Worcester, Springfield and New Haven, this department shall become part of the An act to provide for the protection of the
faults. The Maine system was designed, arriving Grand Central terminal. New
Hungarian partridge, so-called, also capergeneral funds in the State treasury.
subscriber hereby givea notice :bsl
not to encourage but to discourage indecaillie, or cock of the woods, so called, black
he has been duly appointed adminisTHE
York city, 7.06 a. m. daily except Mondays.
game, so-called, and all species of the pheas
trator of the estate of
pendent voting. It was designed to make
ant, except raffed grouse or partridge, soit easy to vote the straight party ticket
Through connection with the New York
NORTH ELl^WOKTH.
called.
MICHAEL SHEA, late of EDEN.
and hard to split. And in spite of all train may be had at Portland on Sundays
Suth F. Clark, Secretary.
In the county of Hancock, deceased, and
there is a good deal of independent voting
M. H. Hododok, Clerk.
between Porland and Bangor in each digiven bonds as the law directs.
School closed Feb. 7.
All per*
nowadays.
d®m»uda against the estate of
Miss Cora Richardson visited friends
SKA AND SHORE FISHERIES.
If a man disapproves of some candidate rection, although the sleeping car will not
said deceased are desired to
present the sarus
in Bar Harbor last week.
or candidates nominated upon his regular
run east of Portland on Sundays.
The committee on sex and shore fisheries for settlement, and all indebted thereto ars
Delmont L. Perry and wife, of Sorrento, will give public hearings in room 115, State requested to make payment immediately.
This new service will take the place of
party ticket, he must either proceed
House, as follows::
Charles W\ Shsa.
laboriously to fix up his ballot according the
the week-end with their sister,
0
Bar
THURSDAY. FEB. 18, 1918, at 2 p. m.
present “American express train” so- spent
Harbor, Feb. 4, 1913.
to his liking by erasing and writing in
Mrs. Harold Maddocas.
On an act to amend section 1, of chapter 84 of
has
which
been
Portland
names or affixing stickers, running the risk
called,
leaving
The ladies’ aid society met with Mrs. H. the private and special laws of IBM, to prevent
of spoiling his vote and feeling that he is for New York 7.15 p. m. except
Sundays. F. Haddocks Thursday. A church meeting the destruction of smelts in Union river and
Enauranct Statrmmla.
watched from outside and that if he takes
Morgan's oay, their harbors, coves and tributraffic
has
an
to
was
extent
held it the afternoon.
Passenger
grown
time to fix his ballot he will be labelled as
taries.
where
is
found
advisable
it
to
divorce
Frank
and
the
Moore
and
Webster
An
act
for
the
better
Eugene
a “scratcher”.
protection of alewives
EQUITABLE FIRE AMO MARINE
Either that, or he must vote the straigb t express business from the passenger ser- Higgins, with tneir teams, are hauling in Patten’s bay. in the town of Barry, in the
INSURANCE CO.,
to Washington Junction for county of Hancock.
ticket of another party m order to vote vice of this
pulp-wood
and
to
an
establish
inAn
act
to
amend
section
train,
S, of chapter 251 of
PftOVIDBMCB, BHODB ISLAND.
Howard B. Moor.
against the candidate or candidates of
the private and special laws of 1907. as amendsd
the
new
time
ASSETS
DEC. 81, 1912.
whom he does not approve. And there is dependent passenger service,
by chapter 28 of the private and special laws
of which allows a good connection at
a good deal of this sort of voting done,
of 1909 relating to the protection of alewives, Real estate,
$101,180 00
Deafness Cannot Be Cared
00
Mortgage loan*.

ly to help the temperance cause
throughout the country and especi- dates arranged in alphabetical order and
ally in prohibition states, where the without the party group. Public opinion
The
common and flippant criticism is that demands it. The time is ripe tor it.
republican party favored it when in opprohibition does not prohibit.
be consistent when
Now if it is possible for Congress to position, and it should
in power.
the
of
internal
prevent
issuing
There is no sense in having two systems,
revenue liquor licenses in prohibition
one tor the party primary elections and
states, and will do so, another effective blow can be struck at the illegal

people from Hancock
interested in measures before the House—or come up here to revive
old political associations, and many from
other parts of the State whom we have
I

county who

ot Interest to

cock County Readers.

^WEDNESDAY.
p.
past.
An act relating to the powers and duties of
following:
the commisaloners of inland fisheries and
representatives bring their
of
Penobscot—Act
to
By Rep. Hutchins,
game.
families here to spend the legislative sesWEDNESDAY, FEB 11, at lp.ro. No. 87
the Bluehill Water Co.; resolve
sion and many of their wives came up to incoporate
An act to regalate fishing in Upper Hadiock
for
new
road
around
fl2,000
appropriating
so called, in the town of Mount Desert,
pond,
attend the governor’s reception and will
in the county of Hancock.
U. F. Candnge, of South Bluehill, writes remain for a while. A few from the re- Chick hill, Amherst.
WEDNESDAY. FEB. 12. at 2 p. m. No. 28.
By Rep. Ricker, of Castine—Resolve ap- An act to repeal the bounty on bears.
The American for information concernmote corners of the State will not return
S|
WEDNESDAY. FEB. 19. at 2 p. m. No. 25.
propriating fl,500 for rebuilding Verona Petitions
ing two vessels capsized off Newbury home until the close of the session.
of C. A. Judkins ana foar others
resolve appropriating f500 for re- of Kineo. F. L. Gardner and 87 others of
bridge;
Neck in Union River bay, more than fifty
Now and then I find a former resident of
Morse cove bridge,
between Auburn and Lewiston, H. E. Capen and
years ago. The accident referred to hapParks
Hancock county who has settled here. building
22 others of Augusta, and E. U.
towns of Castine and Penobscot; act to snd 41 others of Newport and vicinity, askpened on Saturday, June 28,1S62, between Mrs. Turner, formerly Miss
Mamie
ing that so much of the fish and game
the taking of mink and muskrat
prohibit
1 and 2 p. m., when two vessels, just saillaws as prohibits the
shipment by one
Sperry, a well-known teacher of Bluehill,
ing for Boston, were caught in a sudden has a nice home here, and is ever ready to in certain waters in Bucksport snd Orland; person of more than one box of fl*h once in 50
act to regulate fishing in Upper Patten aayt, without accompanying the aame. be
and
and
hail
with
rain,
capsized
squall,
welcome her old acquaintances.
repealed, and that the provisions of law
pond, Orland, with petition of W. 9 previously in force relating to aucb shipments
off Newbury Neck. One of these was the
J. M. Hutchins.
be re enacted.
Conary and eighteen others for same.
Ellsworth schooner Barcelona, Capt. Allan
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 19. at 2 p m No. IS.
The commutes on sea and shore fish- An act to
C. Holt. Capt. Holt’s wife, aged twentyprovide for a close time on ball
Improved Train Service.
eries yesterday reported “ought not to moose.
two years, a daughter of the late Lemnel
Beginning last Monday, Feb. 10, an inWEDNESDAY, FEB. 19, at 2 p. m. No. 28.
on the proposed amendment to the
D. Jordan, of Ellsworth, with her sevenAn act repealing ebap. 168of the public laws of
dependent passenger train to be known pass”
1911, entitled "An act to prohibit the use of
law.
months-old child, and Mrs. Samuel Kit- as the “State of Maine
Luman Warren, late of
express” is operated scallop
hooka, so called, when fishing in the inBucksport. in said
The Franklin-Sullivan bridge bill has gang
connty, deceased. Petition filed by Theodore
land waters of this State”.
field, of Surry, aged twenty-five, wife of daily between New York city and PortH. Smith, administrator, that an order be
B. Moody and 88 others,
iscf
Ttaos
Petition
been
of
the
whose
in
the
cabin
of
the
were
by
committee,
disposed
the mate,
caught
sued to distribute among the heirs of ssid deland in each direction, Sundays included;
asking to repeal chap. 153. of public laws of
“ought not to pass,” was accepted 1911, entitled "An act to prohibit
schooner and drowned. Mrs. Frances Dethe use of ceased. the amount remaining In the hands of
leaving New York at 8.10 p. m., arriving report,
Mid
administrator, upon the settlement of
gang hooks.”
Laittre, wife of one of the sailors, was Portland at 6.% a. m. the following morn- by the House yesterday.
his third account.
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 19. at 2 p.m. No. 67
John A. McLean, late of Eden, in said counThe first Hancock county measure to be Petition of George A. Phillips and
rescued from the window of the cabin.
28 others,
ing, via New Haven, Springfield, WorcesPetition flied by Edward 9
ty- deceased.
signed by the governor at this session is residents of Bar Harbor, Ellsworth and vi
The other vessel capsized was a small Banof the estate of said deter, Lowell, South Lawrence and Havercinity, in relation to fishing in Branch Pond Clark, administrator
that the amount of inheritance tax
gor schooner loaded with bark. All on hill. Passengers for Portland will be al- that to regulate the taking of smelts in stream, so called, situated in the city of ceasedsaid
estate be determined by the judge
Ellsworth.
upon
and
Taunton
board of her were saved.
Egypt bays.
lowed to remain in the sleeping car at
FEB.
at 2
m.
No. 94. of probate.

one

ment

members.

of

Legislative News

business, county:
By Senator Hagerthy

and a member of the judiciary committee
informed me that that committee had
business enough on file to last it until
March 5.

Capt. Isaiah L. Chipman, a native of
and one of the last of the oldBucksport,
|
time Bucksport deep-sea captains, celeThe rush of resolves carrying money is
brated his ninetieth birthday at the home
2,480
The habit of appealAverage per week for 1912,
of his daughter, Mrs. Edgar F. Brewer, in simply threatening.
for State aid for one purpose and
Bangor, with whom he has lived the past ing
becomes chronic in some sections,
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1912 fifteen years. Capt. Chipman retired from another
and consequently the general distribution
the sea twenty-six years ago.
funds becomes unbalanced and

This week’s edition of Tte
American is 3.550 copies.

AbbcrtisimniU.

8TATK SO LONS.

£om*pononut.

COUNTY iiOSSII*.

_

v

and it is to the disadvantage of one party
as well as of another.
In recent elections there has been a
great amount of cutting and splitting of
tickets, in spite of the obstacles placed in
the way. There has also been a la rge
number of defective ballots, for unless
the voter has presence of mind and comof how to do what he
plete
wants to do, it is easy for him to spoil his

Portland in each direction.
The equipment of the “State of Maine
express” will consist of high-grade

constitutional remedies.

shad and stnrgeon in various rivers in Maine.
Lbwis B McFaddbs,

Secretary.

Deafness is caused

JUDICIARY.

by an inflamed condition of tbe mucous linsleeping cars ing
The committee on
of the Eustachian Tube. When this tube
Judiciary will give
also coaches, the New York-Bangor sleep- is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or im- hearing in the hall of the House of Kepresmtatives, at the State Houae in Angnata, aa fol*
and
when
It
is
bearing,
perfect
entirely
ing car performing broiler-buffet service closed. Deafness is the result, and unless the Sows:

electrically-lighted

Pullman

direction.
With the passenger service separated
from the express through car service, and
in each

knowledge

ballot.

Realizing this, he often elects to throw
the straight ticket of the party for which
he wants to vote, or when there are

by local applications, as they cannot reach
diseased portion of the ear. There is
only one way to care deafness, and that is by
tbe

running

as

an

independent

passenger-

train, it is felt that scheduled time will
Ellsworth takes a motherly delight iu only one or two men on it whom he wants now be maintained between New York
or when there are only one or
to vote
bearing pretty things said about her sons, two on for,
his own party ticket to whom he and Portland, and that the through New
The objects as unfit.
especially when so well deserved.
York
Bangor car will be delivered to
above extract is somewhat misleading,
This is a knife that cuts both ways. In the Maine Central at Portland for the 7 a.
a word, the present law, which in theory
in
that
it
the
however,
m. train, and received at Portland for the
conveys
impression was
designed to preserve the secrecy of the
that Prof. Emery is to leave Yale, which ballot
and prevent bribery and intimida- through New York train without interis not the fact.
He will continue his tion, has proved in the practice of many ruption. This service will accommodate
regular work at Yale, and takes the years to be very defective in these re- the entire State of Maine, the through
Instead of allowing the voter to New York-Bangor car in each direction
Wesleyan work on in addition, going to spects.
his running via the Kennebec route, by way
discriminate freely and exercise
Middletown (only an hour’s ride from
it hampers and penalizes him of Brunswick, Augusta, and Waterville
judgment,
1
if
he
makes
an
disfranchisement
error
two
forenoons
each week.
to Bangor with connecting trains to and
New Haven)
by
in marking.
from branch line points.
will
never
be
better
There
a
opportunity
Judge Chase Withdraws.
to remedy the evils of the law.
Kennebec Jumal.
WEST K.L.CS'WORTH.
Judge Edward E. Chase, of Bluehill,
F. E. B.
Miss Martha Oaspar is visiting her
Dominated by Got. Haines for commisWe heard a man say the other morning that
grandmother at North Surry.
sioner of sea and shore fisheries to suc- the abbreviation for February—Feb.
mean*
James R. Carter, ot Bangor, visited hie
ceed James Donahue, of Rockland, with- freeze everybody, and that man looked frozen
drew, Wednesday afternoon, under the in hi* ulster. It was apparent that he needed parents, C. J. Carter and wife, last week.
impression that there was opposition the kind of warmth that stays, the warmth that
The
School closed Friday, Feb. 7.
reaches from head to foot, all over the body.
among the councillors.
teacher, Miss Flora Marks, returned to
in
connection with We could have told him from personal knowlstated
Chase
Judge
her home in Frankfort.
his action that his object was to save the edge that Hood's Sarsaparilla gives permaS. P. Stackpole, who has been conadministration from any embarrassment nent warmth,| it invigorates the blood and
which might ensue from his continuing speeds it along through artery and vein, and fined to the house by injuries received by
a candidate.
really fits men and women, boy* and girls to a fall, striking on his head, is improving*
Gov. Haines took matters fcito his own enjoy cold weather and resist the attacks of
Mrs. H. H. Hooper, of Ellsworth, with
hands in making this appointment, to disease. It gives the right kind of warmth,
certain inI her daughter, Mrs. Qracia M. King, of
secure, despite opposition by
would stimulates and strengthens at the same time,
terests a man who he believed
East Hampden,
all its benefits are lasting. There may be
recently visited her
accord’strict enforcement of the laws and
a suggestion in this for you.—Advt.
i parents, James W. Carter and wife.
under hie cognizance.
—

}

inflammation cau be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing
will be destroyed forever; nine cases out oi
ten are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing
but an inflamed condition of the mucous eurWe we will give One Hundred Dollars for
any case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that
cannot be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Send
for circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

plum, peer. Bushes:
Raspberry, blackberry, currant, gooseberry, rose. Shrubbery and ornamental trees.
Maine-grown stock. Prompt attention to orders by mail. Write lor particulars. Hamcock Co. Nubbbry Co.. Surry, Me.

TREES

Reassigned.

__Jobs

Apple,

Charles P. Connors, Sec.
Albert E. AHDBaaow, Clerk.

in Trenton, 10

&

Buildino

SUrtifrtujrruni*

to

summer

Loam

Ass’n, Ells-

"DOST CARDS-30 Maine cards 25c. Valentine and Easters, lc. up. Pennant cards,
X!
with name of town printed, 10 for 10c. (Catalog.) The Art Post Carp Co., Auburn, Me,
LUMBER-Cedar ** : V, 7s. planed
2 sides, oak keels, timbers, etc. Also
house finish, piazza posts and'brackets. Telephone. R. E. Bent, Brooklin, Me.

Wm. O.

Lamoine; good poultry place;
good buildings. Will sell cheap for
cash, or on easy terms.
Apply to O. P.
ARM—At

_

ILktWORTH,

wanted as nnrae. Call
Mrs. J. F. Cabpbmtrr, care
Chas. W. Dunham, Ellsworth Falls.

NUR8B—Position
or

write.

Gross assets.
Deduct Item, not

admitted.

12J.S50
707,Tit

W

MS IS
8400*9

$1,146

Admitted Meets,

$1,143,937 29
LIABILITIES DEC. $1,1912.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 51,070*
Unearned premiums.
1&4.M110
All other liabilities,
178 959 81
Cash capital,
400,000 oo
Surplus over all liabilities,
161,363 #>
Total

liabilities and surplns,
$1,142,937 36
C. W. A F. L. MASON, Agents,
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

lotal protective insurance CO.
ASSETS DEC. $1. 1912.
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in offlce and bank,
Interest and rents,
Gross assets,
Admitted assets,

$291,230 00
92,719 90
SACO 61

$387,910 71
$87,910 74

LIABILITIES DEC. 81, 1912.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 74,140 51
Unearned premiums,
92,827 68
All other liabilities,
18JH6 99
Cash capital.
loo 000 oo
106.796 91
Surplus over all liabilities.
Total liabilities and surplus,
W. P. AMES. Agent,

$887310 74

BUCK3POET (Hancock Co.). Maine.

MAINE

ctiibmuutuniM.

••arches made and abstracts
copies furnished on short
notice, and at BUSOUIIi MUCH.

and

Torrence, Ellsworth.

Situations EHantfli.

EMERY

TITLES

BOAT

F

Dukton, 8ec.

The committee on legal affairs will give
public hearings as follows:
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 12, 1918, at 2 o’clock
p. m. No. 41. An act to amend chapter 89
of the Public Laws of 1911, providing -for the
weekly payment of wages.

Oak Point,
mile;
below Ellsworth, with good-sized lots
HOUSE—At
fine location for
residence. Apply
Ellsworth
worth. Me.

R.

LEGAL AFFAIRS.

Jfor Sait.
—

THURSDAY. FEB. 13, at 2 p. m. On an
act to amend the charter of the city of Ella*
worth.
WEDNESDAY, FEB. it, at 3 p.m. No. 80. To
regulate and provide for the uae of automobilea in the town of Eden, Hancock county.
No. 77. Relating to the uae of automobliea on the island of Mt. Desert.
No. 108. Relating to the use of automobiles
In the town of Mt. Desert, Hancock county,
State of Maine.

Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.
Agents' balances.
Bills receivable,
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

SEVEN PREMIUMS

MORRISON,

JOY & CO. BLOCK,

•TATE
125-2.

IT*

Dining Chain and Kocker
given with one *10 order ot
eoepe, teaa,
apices, toilet
articles and groceries. Send
(or catalogue ol premfun*
HOME SUPPLY CO.,
ADept. Maranaoook, Me.
8

OFFICE,

El

Mia W

?■.

r>

MAIN STREET.
|,|XE OF

FAREWELL, RECEPTION.

Enorcchee on
Street Many Feet.
were bemt t»H while improvements
building end
m,de on the poetoffloe
arose between the gova controversy
engineer, end the city governof the line of
to the location

Znent

Kizer,

will accompany
him, v-ss given at the
home of Edmund G. Hopkins and wife at
Church and School streets last

„"nt
inepector ordered the
^’governmenterected
by the Bar Haras

moral of

The affair was a complete
surprise. Dr.
Kizer and his mother had been
guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Hopkins at
tea, and were en-

Power Co., under di& Union Kiver
of the city government, within
of the temporary fence erected by
“ line
eaat of the Main
government Ju.t
The city government
t bridge.
were
the pole, and alao the fence,
within the atreet limita.
CunToiettie the controveray, Mayor
Ira B. Hagan, Jr., run the
had
ningham
®
draw a plan.
of Main atreet and

ction

joying a quiet after-supper chat when
Bfty-ave members of the Methodist society
and Sunday school descended
upon .them.
A thoroughly enjoyable
evening followed.

*j,iraed
iell

A short program had been
arranged, the
musical features cl which wore a
piano
solo by Miss Bertha
Hopkins, a solo by
Miss Winnie Brann, a piano duet
by Mrs.
Harvard Greely and Mrs. Fred L. Kent.
A letter by B. T. Sowle was
read, expressing the appreciation of the church
trustees and the society for the work of
the pastor. Accompanying it were resolutions of appreciation for the work of Dr.
Kizer and his mother as passed at the laBt

haa been completed, and a copy
Tbi, *„rk
and a letter from the mayor
of the plan
forwarded to the government
bite been
cuatodian of the federal
through the local
and alao filed In the city clerlc’a

boildiag,

°

by Mr. Hagan indteatea that
fence and pole referred to are
not only the
but alao that a portion
in the street limita,
Itaelf ia In tbe
of the poatoffice building
The survey

Main atreet where it makca
before croaaing the river
the aliebt
corner of poatoffico square,
i, not at the
feet west of the square, or
but several
rear line of the Peters
ibout opposite the
The

angle

in

turn

line of Main
The angle in the southern
with the angle
street is almost coincident
formed in the northern line of the postbuilt in
office building by tbe projection
at this
19Wi and touches tbe building
this point the line of Main
point. From
itreet runs In a direct line to the river.
The north end of the projection on the
is within
resr o( the postofflee building
the street limita by from two to four feet.
The street line clears the northeast corner
ef tbe postofflee building by about three
leet.

erected by the government, as
well as the Bar Harbor A Union River
power Co.’s pole, and the electric light
pole erected by tbe government, are
within the street limit# from twelve to
Tbe fence

fourteen feet.

Miyor Cunningham’#

government
u

with

letters #ent to the

surveyor’# plan,

tbe

is

follows:
F.ujworth. Feb 10. 1913.
Custodian of Federal Build-

Jfr. 0. R'. r«ipl*y.
ing, Ellttcorth, Maine:
l)B*i Bir— I am sending you under separate oover a map showing the Hues between
Main street and the property of the federal
government in Ellsworth, Maine, as located

by Ira B. Hagan, Jr., civil engineer.
While we do not wish to antagonize or interfere with the United States government in
any way. at the same time 1 feel as an official
of the city of Ellsworth that it is my duty to
establish tbe rights of the city if possible.
A* you will see by the plan, these lines
were established in the year 1#17 and recorded
in the records of the county of Hancock.
If tbe federal government has title to any
part of tbe property located within the lines
of the street as shown by the plan, the records of the city or the county do not show it*
If there hsa ever been a release granted by
tbe city to the government covering the
property in question, we should like very
much to hsve a copy of the same, and this
should forever settle any dispute which
might arise. Will you kindly forward this
letter or a copy of same to the proper department of the federal government?

Respectfully yours,
John A. Cunningham,

J

beloved pastor of the Methodist Episcopal
church of Ellsworth for the past year and a
half, and
W'berea#, He has taken great interest in
this Sunday school and has greatly endeared
himself to everyone connected herewith;

therefore, be it
RtBolvrd, (1) That it is with exceeding regret that we learn that the relations, so
cordial and sincere, existing between our said
now,

pastor and ouraelves are about to be severed,
and that he is to leave us to take up arduous
duties in a foreign country.

(1)

That the sincere love and affection of
each and every member of this school will
follow him wherever he may go, and that
whatever the future may unfold for him, the
memories
of
the
pleasant months we
have enjoyed together will ever linger with
us, ever to be cherished in our minds and
hearts.
(8) That although we are called upon to

severourrelationshere.it is our unanimous
wish and prayer that a truly happy life may
be his wherever he may go, that success may
continue to attend him, and that at last we
may all be reunited in that land where no

partings ever come, where the shadows never
lengthen, and where life and light and happiness may be ours forever.
Waltbb A. Bonsky, Supt.
Miss Obnbva Smith, Sec.
Dr. Kirer and hie mother leave Ellsworth to-day for New York,
whence
they will sail on Saturday for Panama^
going: thence down the west coast of
South America. They expect to be something over three weeks making the trip.
KLLS WORTH

SMITH-JOY.

The wedding of Mia# Phllura May
8mith and Albert A. Joy took place at the
home of tbe bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Aubrey M. Smith, in Presque Iale#
at 9.30 o’clock

OF CROOKS.

West Brooksville innocently Figures
In Famous Swindle.
West Brooksville, one of the most sedate, conservative and unspoiled comingnities in Uancock
county, has come suddenly into the limelight as the scene of
the batching of the
plot of “Big Bill”
Keliher and his fellow-conspirators to
loot the National City bank of Cambridge,
Mass., through George W. Coleman, the
bang’s fl2-a-week book-keeper.
The story of the downfall, arrest and
conviction of the youthful Coleman is
still fresh in the minds of
newspaper
readers, and the recent confession of
Keliher, who was a party to the plot, has
renewed interest in the case.
Martin J. Walsh, known to part of the
underworld as “Jack Leonard,” finding

his

career as a card-sharp on trans-Atlantic steamers unduly hazardous after bis
pictures had been posted in the smokingrooms of a dozen liners, went into retirement to perfect the greatest
coup of hia
checkered life.
He had received information of the

sporting proclivities

of

Coleman,

and

knew of the latter’s access to great sums
of money.
None of the many victims

quarterly meeting.
Walter A. Bonsey, superintendent of
“spotted” by “Big Bill” promised as rich
the Sunday school, voiced the
appreciation pickings as the young bank book-keeper
of the school for their work in this dein Cambridge. The utmost finesse was
partment, and Mrs. Grace Barron spoke necessary in this case because of the fact
in appreciation of Mrs. Kizer’a work in that the federal
government would prosethe ladies' aid society.
cute when the stealings
eventually came
A bunch of letters from members of the to
light.
and
friends
was
society
presented Dr.
Early in the summer of 1908, Walsh
Kizer and his mother to be opened while hired the old-fashioned and
isolated farmon their long
house at Henry’s point, West
journey.
Brooksville,
Ice-cream and cake were Berved dnring owned by Miss Caroline
Joy, of Grand
the evening.
Forks, N. D. Although the buildingB
Dr. Kizer preached his farewell sermon were in
disrepair and lacked the ordinary
In the evening the conveniences,
Sunday morning.
they had the advantage of
Baptist society paid a pretty compliment seclusion. The only other building on
to the retiring pastor by
holding no ser- Henry’s point was an abandoned farmvice and uniting with the Methodists for house a short distance from the
Joy cotthe last service of Dr. Kizer’s
pastorate in tage.
Ellsworth.
The cottage soon became a gathering
At the session of the Sunday school in
place for a number of secretive and quiet
the afternoon the following resolutions figures,
among whom was “Big Bill”
were unanimously
adopted:
Keliher, the "steerer” for the New York
Whereat. Bev. Edwin D. Kiser has been the faro lay-out that wrecked the Cambridge

WEDDING HELLS.

Wednesday forenoon, Peb.6,

Thursday

evening.

pole

a

HARBORKD OANO

Re». E. D. Klzer and His
Mother
Given Pleasant Surprise.
A farewell reception to Rev. E. D.
Kizer,
liastor of the Methodist church, soon to
start for bis new post at
Iqulqui, Chile,
and to his mother, Mrs. N. A.
who

Apparenty
■Torment
f

FALLS.

Miss Helen York, of Portland, is the
guest of A. W. Ellis and wife.
Mrs. Ethel Spruce, of Bradley, is visiting her mother, Mrs. Mary J. Haney.

Mrs. Koscoe Haslem, of Waltham, was
here Saturday with her sister, Mrs. C. A.

bank.
In the seclusion of this place the plans
were laid for the introduction of Coleman

to the game that sent him to
landed
Keliher in the State

jail and
prison.
Throughout the summer the conspirators
gathered in the old farmhouse at frequent
intervals, outlined their suggestions and
discussed the risks.
Coleman’s career as a man about town
was followed closely during the
following
winter. It was known to the gang that

*

Vf>ry large number of guests called
con(Cratulatlona.
The many beautiful and
costly presents
*n
evidence testified to the high esteem in
*
ch the bride is
held, and the Urge
egree of
popularity she enjoys. She is
graduate of the
Presque Isle high
ool, and attended Harvard
seminary

t0TeiteDd

*

Massachusetts

“Vlng

for

several

terms.

decided musical talent, she
!°r * tim® in *iew
'’orki *nd
home has been a successful
cher of piano music.
be
groom, who has filled the position
°* th® Merchants Trust <&
ing Co., at Presque
for a numa

td

sin

,„.CtreturDinK

bu«U

ye*r“’ *® **eid *“
circle*> and

circles*^
Biur.

M”' Joy' a,ter

short visit
°tth “nd
vicini,y- wdl return
Pm.
“ *
w -o...«
a

•’S;*:*'

ttSnrih*V*

,ri*nd®

°

visits

the

public

as

acceptably

as soon as

they

become accustomed to the change. The
building will be one-story, eighteen
by twenty-five feet, bungalow* style, with
wails sbingled and stained. The interior
will be well fitted up, and a hardwood
floor will be laid.
new

LAKKWOOD.

Howard G. Moore is at home on a
Isle,
highest regard in vacation.
Ralph Garland haB returned to Mariaenjoys an envUble
to work.

utation for his courteous and
genUl
business and eocUl
*Dd

Mrs. Albert E. Foster, postmistress, has
decided to put up a building to be used as
a postoffice and has rented the lot of B. B.
Bonsey for a term of years. The location
is near the building now used for the purpose, is central, and will no doubt serve

°f ,h®

kroon'.

•

met ltl® bride on
previc
here, entend congratulations.

ville
Henderson Quinn is at home, after an
absence of several months.
Interesting services w*ere held in the
church Tuesday evening, Fe*. 3, by Rev.
P. A. A. Killam. There will be another
service on Feb. 17.
Closing exercises were held at school
No. 2. Parents and friends enjoyed the
declamations, and all enjoyed. 4 cobweb party given to the school by*Gary T.
Moore.

atrfjrrtjswmmt*.

COMING.

The Popular Contralto to be Star ah
Next Festival.
It is to be doubted if a more popular'
announcement in connection with the*
Maine music festival could be made than
that the immensely popular SchumannHeink is to be the star at next October's
festival.
Derctor-in-Chief W. R. Chapman makes
the gratifying announcement that he has
signed contracts with this wonderful
singer, and will present her as the star of
the festival opening night. She will be

heard, unquestionably, by

an

enormous

audience, for no singer is more popular
hereabouts. Known and admired throughout the world, she has won for herself an
especially warm place in the hearts of the
people of Maine.
There have been many requests that she
again be heard at the festival, and she is
now at the very height of her career— I
more magnetic, charming, and in
finer
voice

tnan

ever.

Her program will not be announced
until later, but the mere announcement of
her appearance will be sufficient to insure
a splendid gathering.

Negotiations

are

now

pending

with

and

They

will be from the

accompanied him

of

his

in the hotel

and

on

many

district.
In this way the foundation was laid for
the introduction between Coleman and
Keliher. On May 12, 1909, Walsh took
Coleman to Boston common and introduced him to Keliher.
The latter afterward unfolded the supposed connection of
Walsh with a millionaires' faro club in
New York, and his desire to secure revenge for alleged
unfair treatment by
“throwing the game” in which he was
Bitting as dealer.
theatre

house

in New

York

Philadelphia grand opera company.
In all the sixteen years of the festival.
Director Chapman has never announced
an artist who has not appeared, and the
festival appeals to thousands throughout
the State, while its inspiring and uplifting (
influence was never more marked than

and the recent

confession of Keliher.

Hancock Coanty Ports.
Southwest Harbor—Sid Feb. 7. schooners
Rebecca M Walls, Charles C. Lister and
Wanola (Br) lumber laden. St John, N B, for
New York
Southwest Harbor
Ar Feb 7, sch Marion E
Turner
Feb 8, schs Annie F Kimball, Centennial,
lumber laden, Calais for Boston
Bass Harbor
In port Feb 7, sch King
Josiah (Br), lumber laden, Five Islands, N S,
for Boston
—

—

BENNETT—At Verona, Feb4, Virginia, infant
daughter of Mr and Mrs Ernest Bennett.
Arietta
BUNKER —At West Eden, Feb 7,
A. wife of Aaron Bunker, aged 66 years, 6
months, 16 days.
EAMES—At Bucksport, Feb 7, Paul Revere
Eames, aged 49 years, 3 months, 12 days.
FARNHAM —At West Brooksville, Feb 4,
Evelyn Jennesa, infant daughter of Mr and
Mrs Harold 8 Farnham, aged 19 days.
At West Eden, Feb 6, James E
HAMOR
Humor, aged 87 years, 6 months, 11 days.
HAMOR—At Hull’s Cove, Feb 8, Alden Harnor,
aged D7 years, 6 months.
HA YNE8—At Indian Point, Feb 7, Veranus M
Haynes, aged 82 years, 9 months, 10 days.
JORDAN—At Bar Harbor, Feb 8. Mrs Lowell
Jordan, aged 20 years, 11 months.
JORDAN—At Ellsworth. Feb 6, infant daughter, of Mr and Mrs Ralph Jordan, aged 6
LALLY—At Otter Creek, Feb 5, William Lally,
aged 74 years.
At Amherst, Feb 4, William Q
ORCUTT
Orcutt, aged 62 years, 2 mouths, 17 days.

[Corrected.]

Stephen Ryder.
TAPLEY—Alameda, Cal, Feb 4, Agnes Maud,
second daughter of Capt Robert M and
Agnes M Tapley, aged about 6 years.
TRIPP—At Bar Harbor, Feb 9, Mrs Caroline P
Tripp, formerly of Ellsworth, aged 67 years,
6 months, 16 days.

THE GENERAL MOTOR CO.’S
Trucks from 1,000 lbs. to 5 tons.

Models of Above Cars carried in Stock

Hoods
paleness,

cures

appetite,

nervousness,

Popularity of Plan to Sell
Medicine at Half-Price and
Guarantee a Core.
G. A. Parcher, the enterprising druggist,
rather than await the ordinary methods of
introduction, urged the Dr. Howard Co. to

Get on the Safe Side of the Fence,
Before it is too Late
Insure with companies that are reliable.
Insure with companies that are safe and sound.
Insure with companies that pay losses immedi

ately.

Great

money to anyone

wl/om

only the best companies—and the
companies are handled by

insure with
best

C. W. & F. L. MASON,

secure

refund the

Tapley,

Maine

Ellsworth,

Sarsaparilla
restores the

Large Safe

0. W.

Cures all humors, catarrh and
rheumatism, relieves that tired

feeling,

FOR SALE

One

Sttmcrtiacmenta.

Property

owners

will be protected from fire by placing their

Fire

Insurance
WALSH, ELLSWORTH.

with E. J.

it does

Insurance, Real Estate.

cure.

When your head aches your stomach does
digest food easily and naturally when
there is constipation, specks before the

not

eyes, tired

feeling, giddiness,

bad taste

the mouth, coated tongue, heart burn,

in

Cmnmtaaion fHrrctjanta.

STOP AT

“The Homelike House for Maine Folks"

stomach, roaring or ringing in the ears,
melancholy and liver troubles, Dr. Howard’s specific will cure you. If it does
cent.
This latest achievement of science is of
great value in curing sick headache.
Thousands of women are to-day free from
that painful disease solely through the use
of this specific.
not, it will not cost you

WHEN IN PORTLAND

Tbe advertisements below represent some o!
the leading houses of New England. Our
readers will doubtless And them of value.

sour

BOSTON

a

CHASE HOUSE

v

Commission pierchanT

City Hail
Monument Square
Only Fireproof Hotel in the State
Conveniently Located for
people Attending Conventions.
Every courtesy and attention shown
ladies travelling alone
Midway

WANTED

between New

and

WANT

Veals and Lambs
Ask Dr. A. G. Young,
board of health,
how to
Maine,
Augusta,
comply with new law, and
then ship to us.

Sec’y State

MODERN CONVENIENCES

ALL

TRANSIENT RATES
ROOMS I0NLY $1.00 PER DAY AND UP.
ROOM AND BOARD $2.00 PER DAY AND UP.

H. E. THURSTON.

R. F. HIMMELEIN,
PROPRIETORS

Yellow Birch, White Birch,
Bock Maple and some Poplar Bolts, cut 49 in. Prices
to be in proportion to the

quality, as our previous
prices have been $« to $11.50

per cord for the hard wood
and $4.50 to $5 per cord for
the poplar, delivered in our

Munjoy Hill Cars

HALL & COLE,

Apples, Potatoes, Cranberries
our

100-102 Faoeuil Hall Market,

THE—

report.
Boston, Mass.

CLARION.
Whether it’s

APPLES
BAST POULTRY

ELLSWORTH HARDWOOD COMPANY,

S.

ME.

L_.

SHip To
BURR
&
Boston, Mass.

CO.,

a

l
I

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,
Ellsworth.

Main Street,

The THOMA3TON FEATHER WASHING) CO. will do business renovating
feather-beds and pillows. Also makers of
the up-to-date SANITARY FEATHER
FOLDING MATTRESS, one side for
winter; the other side for summer.
Shop opposite Odd Fellows Hall, Main
Street, Ellsworth.
Canvassers will call and demonstrate the
work.
_

Thomaston Feather

Company.

PLUMBING,
Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and

Jobbing.

HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES

Twenty Years’ Experience.
Personal attention to all de*» s.
Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St, Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 5— 0.

range or a fur-

"Clarion”, it la
sure to meet every requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co*
Bangor. Sold by
nace—if it is a

I

Stencils and Cards Furnished.

Feather Washing.

the door

Specialties.

Send for stencils and weekly market

For further information call
at the office of the

ELLSWORTH,

pass

Fruit and Prodace Commission Merchants

factory yard.

—

ORCUTT—At Amherst, Feb 7, Mrs William Q
Orcutt, aged 60 years, 4 months, 9 days.
RYDER —At South Qonldsboro, Feb 2, Mrs

THE COLE—Three Models

The Village Grocer—What are you running for, sonny? The Boy—Pm trying to
keep two fellers from flgbtin’. The Village Grocer—Who are the fellows? The
Boy—Bill Perkins and me!

not

MARINE LIST.

THE BUICK—Five Models

now.

a quick sale for their celebrated
specific for the cure of constipation and
dyspepsia by offering the regular 50c
bottle at half price.
In addition to selling a 50c bottle of Dr.
Howard’s specific for 25c, Mr. Parcher has
in
the
Subsequent developments
plot
have already been tola in the trial of Cole- so much faith in the Remedy that he will
man

Water Street, Ellsworth, Me.

Metropolitan opera
and the Chicago-

been

money-spending nights

Ellsworth Foundry & Machine Works,

other great artists, whose names will be
announced when the contracts are signed.

builds up the whole system.
stealing the bank’s funds
Get It today in usual liquid form or
since 1906. “Jack Leonard,’’ as Walsh chocolated tablets called Sarsatabs*
was then known, ingratiated himself into
the confidence of the young spendthrift,
G. A. PARCHEB’S SUCCESS.
he had

Kev. J. C. Gregory, pastor of the ConBORN.
gregational church, officiated. Near re- Higgins.
latives and a few guests were present.
Harold Gray came home Tuesday noon
COLLINS—At Ellsworth. Feb 6. to Mr and
The bride was very becomingly gowned from Gardiner, where he has been for
Mrs Edward J Collins, a daughter. [Louise
Cahillj.
hi cream white with shadow overlace. several months.
DUNHAM—At Deer Isle, Feb3, to Mr and Mrs
Her veil irgs caught with a coronet of
Geo W Dunham, a daughter.
Christopher W. Clough, who suffered
white sweet peas, and a small bunch of the removal of an
eye at;the Eastern Maine EATON-At Bluehill, Jan 30, to Mr and Mrs
L Eaton, a son.
Omar
orange blossoms nestled in her hair. She general hospital some three weeks ago,
FARNHAM-At West Brooksville, Feb 8, to
«rried a shower bouquet of sweet peas.
was taken with erysipelas
of the face
Mr and Mrs Otis Farnham, a son.
Her maids of honor were Miss Marion last
week, and on Saturday and Sunday JORDAN—At Franklin, Jan 28, to Mr and Mrs
Frank H Jordan, a son.
J°L of Ellsworth, a sister of the groom, his condition was critical, but he is now
SMITH—At Ellsworth, Feb 9, to Mr and Mrs
and Miss Laurel Wallace, of
Presque Isle. improving. Miss Millie A. Treworgy,
Wesley H Smith, a daughter.
The latter wore a
pretty dress of pale blue nurse, is with him.
WINCHESTER—At Surry. Jan 24, to Mr and
Mrs Weldon J Winchester, a son. [Weldon
trimmed with rose wreathes, and Mias
Since 1913 is the fiftieth anniversary of
Franklin.]
Joy wrore a beautiful delicate yellow
Lincoln’s
of
President
proclamation
gown. Both carried
jonquils. The best eamancipation, more than
MARRIED.
ordinary
man was Howard
Smith, brother of the interest attaches to the anniversary of his
bride.
DAMON-MOORK-At Belfast, Feb 1, by Rev
birth. Wednesday evening the anniverW F Sturtevant. Miss Annie Damon, of
The bridal party descended the stairBelfast, to Clarence E Moore, of Ellsworth.
sary will be observed by special exercises
“* to the strains of the
Ellsworth Falls, Feb 8,
wedding march, at the church, including an illustrated fea- QUINN-BROWN—At
by Rtv O J Guptill, Miss Alta V Quinn, to
played by Mrs. Harold Sinclair, of Ban- ture by the pastor, “In the Cane, the
Leon H Brown, both of Ellsworth.
gor, a cousin of the bride, and passed
8MITH—JOY—At Presque Isle, Feb 8. by Rev
Cotton, and College.”
J C Gregory, Miss Fhilura May Smith, of
through an archway formed by long loops
Leon H. Brown, of this place, and Miss
Presque Isle, to Albert A Joy. son of Mr and
o! ribbon held
by six recent brides, who Alta Quinn, of Lakewood, were married Mrs Austin H Joy and wife, of Ellsworth.
*ore their
Ellsworth Falls, Jan
wedding dresses. The effect Saturday evening at the parsonage by Rev. 8CHOPPE-8MITH—At
29. by Rev Henry W Conley, Miss Gladys L
*>» both novel and
pretty. During the O. J. Guptill. Mr. Brown is one of the
Schoppe, to Russell Jr Smith, both of Ells•harriage ceremony the bridal party stood
worth Falls.
Falls’ most enterprising young men, a carn a
WALKER—TUNWAY—At West Brooksville,
daintily decorated bay-window in the
by trade, having done some conpenter
Feb 1, by Rev C F Atkins, Miss Emma Jane
mug-room, the color scheme of which tract work here and in Massachusetts.
Walker, of Brooksville, to Thomas A Tun**» yellow and
way, of Turner.
green, Jonquils and pine Mrs. Brown is well liked by her acquaint"eug UBed.
ances, and both are being congratulated
A
D1KD.
reception was held from 10 to 11 o’clock by their numerous friends.
*mn

SCHUM ANN-HEINK

atHHCtisrmcnta
ELLSWORTH

ELECTRICAL SET*

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

•NO PAY, NO WA8HKB,"
All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.

H. B. E8TEY A.1CO.
Kilt*worth. Me
Estey Building. State St..

Ful

Eatlnatea

oa

Lines of

AND FIXTURES.
Wiring tan Suppliea Cbearfally

ANDREW M.
Kstey Building. State St..

Gl.ca

MOOR.
Ellsworth

^toftastonal CatbB.

Dr.H.W.OSQOOD
New Location Manning Blk.
Office Day: FRIDAY
Bangor Office : 12 Qrove St.

J)l{.

C. II. GIBBS,
PHYSICIAN.
moore’s drug-store,
10 central st.
Telephone Connection.

over

office:

residence:

Ellsworth.Maine.

IRA B. HAGAN, Jr.,
Civil
Land

Engineer,
Surveyor.

Corrtsoondtnca Solicit*.

ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME.

P. 0 Box 7.

ALICE

H.

SCOTT

SPECIALTY MADE OF

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.

Ageut Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of Port*
land, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water Bts. (over Moore's Drug
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

Advertiaing it like learning to awim
Have confidence, atrike out and you will
«urely win.

Subscribe for Thx Ambbicak

f

NEWS.

[^JOUNTY

privilege it
Mr.

PROSPECT HARBOR.

Unity club

met

Mrs. A.

droped

dead in harness last week.

Miss Susie Over left Monday for Portland for medical treatment.

He

Tuesday.

early

Wilson

leaves

of

widow,

a

two

sons

—

at his residence
Interment in Mt.

under

cemetery

which he had

El-

been

a

airs. J. S. Bragg

days with
till and wife, at

Mrs. Hattie

G. Pike returned Saturday
fr m a month’s visit to relatives in Utica
Is. Y., and Provide ace, R. I.
lAwrenc?

friends here.

Miss Susie

visiting

Over, of Prospect Harbor, is

friends here.

Frank A. Havey, of Eastport, is visiting
hosenjoyed
his father, B. B. Havey.
Cleaves and Miss
i H. H. Havey has returned from Boston,
w.Saturday afternoon.

The ladies’ whist club
pi? ty of Mrs. E. W.

•Civ

the

:am H. Moore and

W
»

\V

Sullivan to

wife

spend

have gone
weeks

several

|

where he has been

!

on

C’

a

n,

recent

bride,

china

a

spending

business.

Mrs. A. P.

Timothy Barbour, wife and daughter
arrived from Portland Wednesday to attend the funeral of Mr. Barbour’s mother,
Mrs. Victoria Barbour.
Mrs. Williard Matthews is ill.

land, and P. L. Aiken, of siangor.
the installation there

followed

bay, which ia unusual for
this time of the year.
The sewing circle met with Mrs. Mabel
Powers Tuesday afternoon, and chose
officers for the ensuing year as follows:
President, Mrs. Ada Colby; vice-president,
Caroline Greenlaw; secretary, Lydia A.
Beck; treasurer, Mabel Powers.
catches in the

Gouldsboro.

The officers of Court Bayview, I. O. F.,
installed Tuesday evening, Jan. 2S,
at Hanmond hall, by H. C. Corey, of Portshort

padresses,

Dancing

followed.

were

by supper.

After

A

Capt. Lafayette Thompson

of

and

wife

Sunday evening, Jan. 26, when their oldest daughter, Gertrude L., was married to
Edward Eaton, of Stonington.
Sadik.
Feb. 5.

Cassie Stinson is at home from Unity,
teaching.
Roy Hendrick came fron Portland

to spend a few days with his
mother, Mrs. Hattie Smith.
Maine
Mrs. F. A. Pierce went to the
She was
general hospital yesterday.
accompanied by her son Howard and
Mrs. Violet Goss. She has been sersously

Saturday

a

long

School

time.

It

closes this week.

seems

assured.

Roll-call

is home.

Clara

was

Baptist church
evening, Jan. 28.

held at the

grip,

lowed. with cards and music.
refreshments

were

Delicious

served.

Winoetka council, D.of P., hart

meeting Friday evening

for

an

a

special

off cial visit

the Great Pocahontas. Thera was a
large gathering. A chicken supper was
served at 5.30, and the degree was worked
on a candidate.
This council is honored
by having an officer in the great council*
Mrs. L. S. Ray being great first scout.
of

There

was

school

a

entertainrmnt

Thursday night

in the fcchoolhouse by the
McKinley school league, under the direction of Mias Geneva Comins, the teacher.
The room had been mads attractive with
decorations of red and white, and the

Liovd I

North Sullivan Saturday evening, Feb. 1.
Mrs. Mary A. Hooper was called to Oak
Point last Friday by the serious illness of
her brother, Charles Sargent. His daughter Ruth accompanied her.

Making

Golden Rule society met at the home of
Mrs. Edith Abel last Wednesday and had
a

pleasant

The

time.

the home of

society

will

nesday.
Installation of officers of Schoodic tribe,
I. O. R., was held Saturday evening,
D. D. William Bragdon, of
Feb. 1.
the chiefs to their

•Marguerite MacKay
Editor Outen Him.Carleton
Maisie S Pendleton

Music
The Hero.
Selected
Sybil L Hammond
The Fireman’s Fiery Ordeal.Boker
Donna L Hanson

meet at

Mrs. Lottie Clark next Wed-

Franklin, raised
spective stumps

an

Awarding of Prizes
The first prize

were

relieved to know

they
suffering from grip instead of ty-

were

phoid

fever.

The many friends of Mrs.
and

daughter Gladys

that

they

are

are

Watson Lunt
glad to know

recovering from their recent

pleasing

here last week

manner.

Both Mr. and Mrs. Joyce

ing.

popular m this community, where they have
are
lived.
members
of
and
They
always
workers in the Baptist church. Mr. Joyce
are

very

awarded

to

Lenora

the home of

her daughter, Mrs. Samuel
Leighton, Saturday. This bereavement is
doubly hard lo the sorrowing ones on account of the sudden death of Mrs. Lowell
Jordan (born Arietta Elizabeth Paine), a

granddaughter of Mrs. Bunker, who
Saturday night. Mrs. Bunker was a
estimable

Christian

woman.

died
most

She leaves

a

husband, daughter and live grandchildren.
Mrs. Jordan, who resided at Bar Harbor,
but was formerly of this place, was a
young woman of rare Christian virtues,
and won many friends by her own sweet
personality. Besides her husband, she
Mrs. Josie Ronnell and
brothers—Carl and
The latter resides in Baltimore.

leaves two sistersLeona

Frank.

Paine,

and two

She also leaves
old.

She

a

little

daughter two

weeks

influential member of the
Baptist church. The sym-

was an

Bar Harbor
of their many friends is extended

pathy

to the bereaved

ones.

OBITUARY.

This community mourns one of its
oldest inhabitants, James E. Hamor, who
passed peacefully away last Wednesday.
Mr. Hamor was in the eight-sixtb year of
his age. His health had been slowly fail-

ing

for

some

time.

Mr. Hamor was an honored and valued
member of the Eden Bapttst church, for
a long time superintendent of the West
JEden Sunday school, and a valued teacher
in the junior department. He was an
esteemed citizen, a kind neghbor und a
loving father and husband. His Chris-

and

as

case

of

came

petty thievinto the hall

of the grammar school and took a warm
fur coat belonging to Bertha Robinson.

yet been found
identity of the thief.

selectman,
a numlier of years has been town clerk.
typhoid fever.
is
a
Mrs.
Mrs. Arietta Bunker, who had been serikind, motherly woman,
Joyce
ously ill the past eight months, died at always ready to help the less fortunate,
illness of

has served the town

over a

Some bold thief

No clue has

for

Up to a few weeks before
enjoyed excellent health, and
planning a visit to his old home in

his death he
was

Somesville, when be was stricken with the
illness which resulted in his death.
He was a man of sterling character,a devoted husband and father. He was a Mawas

State

throughout

known
as a

member of the

legislature, and for fourteen years

deputy

was

well
served

collector of customs at South-

Harbor.
He is survived by a widow —Mrs. Clara
Meynell Somes, and two daughters—Mrs.
Arthu: G. Sanderson, of Berkeley, and
Mrs. Lino M. Colwell, of Columbus, Ohio
Funeral services were held Jan. 17 in
west

Berkeley, and the remains placed in
pending removal to Maine in May.

The
the

vault

8pec.
eyes an advertisement
dollars it is worth.

more

more

a

catche*

as

as

to the

A Scientific Treatment

AGED PEOPLE
properly masticate solid
foods and digestion is often
upset—they do not receive the
cannot

needed nourishment to make
strength and preserve health, but
if aged people everywhere could
only realize the at rangth-suataining nourishment in Scoff**
Emulsion they would take it after
every meal.
It possesses the nourishing eleof cod liver oil, the vital
powers of the hypophosphites of
lime and soda and the curative
qualitiesof glycerine, all so perfectly
combined that nature immediately
appropriates them to create
strength—nourish the organs and
build the body. It relieves rheumatism and ailments due to declining
years. It adds to the span of life.

Liquor
Drug Using
For

and

the ONLY ONE that Has stood tb«
Methods rationnl and
of time.
MENTAL
NO SICKNESS,
humane.
DERANGEMENT OR COLLAPSE.
unci

test

Mrs. Jessie Linscott and son Boyce
spent food fair week in Ellsworth.
The Brewer Ice Co. began this week to
harvest ice. They report it about fourteen inches thick.

Eagle lake is frozen over for the first
this winter.
Many are enjoying
ice-boating and skating.
Raymond Sargent, of Salisbury Cove*
spent the week-end with his grandmother, Mrs. Gorge W. Newman.
Elm.
Feb. 8.
time

N.

Albert King is visiting his brother in
Ellsworth.
John Ward came home Wednesday.
Miss Thelma Dolliver has returned from
a visit in Boston and vicinity.
Fred Parker, of West Rockport, was the
guest of Peter Benson Friday.
E. D.
Feb.

10._T.

GOTT’S ISLAND.
William E. Gott, who has bought the
Kirkpatrick house, will move in soon.
N. Bonaparte Trask and wife, of Atlantic, and their daughter. Miss Marion, are
visiting Charles H. Harding and wife.
Chips.
Feb. 7.
and children should be
given Magee's Emulsion to strengthen
the body. Never fails. All druggists
Invalids

j&Jbrrti&cmrntfc

Take It In Time
as

of

Scores

People
Waiting doesn't

Ellsworth

Have.

pay.

If yoa neglect kidney backache.
Urinary troubles often follow.

For Hair Health

E. G. MOORE

rendered a beautiful anthem. Rev.
S. Knowlton supplied the pulpit Sundtty morning, preaching an excellent
sermon on “Influence”.
F»o. 10.
Spray.

Home Remedies for Tobacco U»ing
and Nervousneaa

PORTLAND

(a<Mw

iniiiiipiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
4^for

funeral

was

neld

ierly

of Hancock

at the church at

The
Han-

cock; interment at Riverside cemetery.
Mrs. Ball and oldest daughter and Harold
Ball, of Massachusetts, accompanied the
remains.

Rev. A.

missionary
Feb. 10.

boat

P.

MacDonald,

of the

Sunbeam, officiated.
E.

The ideal colors

^ Will make

rainy day job

the

your

automobile
like NEW.

==

or

buggy, carry ell,

farm

wagoa

look

Cojafciaes Ovality and Brilliancy la
Exceptional Measure.
You airaply cannot buy a bettef

ZX,

line of coach colors than PORT*
LAND. As for wear it

^

^

^

Weathers all Weathert

^

%

Almost every dealer irt Vlsia*
.s
PORT LA
_AND.
other satisfies > thoroughly*

-nee

pURGESyt
You can^
be an
expert
In the treating of
horses
you can
locate lameness
and diagnose
—

outer troubles

—

welj

y<iH can make and keep your bore**
and sound, if yo» will read the /We b**
we send you and u*e this wonderful

remedy—

Tuttle’s Elixir
Don’t risk the value and lives of your
horses; don’t depend on others. W
prepared
get Tuttle’s Elixir t-nlsy
and keep it on hand. Ucurta
—

Colic, Lug Fsrsr. Colds. Son Throat*.
Cart, Splints. Spans, I*m«n— Sisc
Boas. Knotted Cords. Cockle Joint*.
Sprains, Bony Growths. Shoe Boll*,
Swellings, Foandsr, and DiaUttp*-'
Never fails to locate lameness ana »
the best leg and body wash ever made.
WRITE FOB THIS FREE BOOK
to
“▼starlnary Ixpsrlsnos" will tell you howniftf
know and treat every
have. Yoa need it U
mil save you money.
dosing a t cent stamp

111 that a horse
»
you keep horse*.
Write for It today. «n
for postage,

Yonr dealer sells Tuttle's Elixir,

TS£

tie’s Condition Powders, Tnttle’s Hoofw
roent and otheT Tuttle’s Remedies. H
•end us hu name and 60c. in stamps.for
l>ou t w
size bottle of Tuttle's Elixir.

lay.

choir

Send today.

Tuttl.'x Elixir Co. 17 8«wriy8t, Bortw■

W

|

here for burial.

Maine

TELEPHONE 2224

J. 12-63

If Rex all “93” Hair Tonic doaa
not improve the health of your
scalp and hair, we will pay for
what you use during the trial.
We could not eo itronglv endorse
Rex a!! "93” Hair Tonic ana continue
to sell it to the same people if it did
not do all we claim. Should it not
prove entirely satisfactory our customers would lose faith in ujl we
would lose their patronage, and our
business would suffer.
If your hair is falling out or you
suffer any scalp trouble, we believe
Rezall "OS" Hair Tonio will do more
to eradicate the dandruff, give health
to the scalp, stimulate new hair
growth and prevent premature baldness than any other human agency.
We want you to make us prove
this. We ask you to risk no money
whatever.
Buy a bottle of Rexall
'‘93’’ Hair Tonic, use it according to
directions for thirty days: then il
you are not entirely satisfied, come
and tell us and we will promptly hand
back the money you paid us for it
We won’t ask you to sign anything, nor even to bring the bottle
back.
We won’t obligate you in
We will take your mere
any way.
word. Could anything be more fair?
Could wo do anything more to prove
our belief in Rexall **93” Hair Tonic,
and our honesty of
purpose-in recommending it to your
Rexall "93” Hair Tonic is as pleasant to use as spring water and has
but a faint pleasing odor. It comes
in two sixes of bottles, 60c and SI.00.
You can buy Rexall "93” Hair Tonio
Id this community only at our store:

Portland,

151 Congress Street

Refuse substitutes for SCOTT'S.
Scott St Bowjck, Bloomfield,

j

The KEELEY INSTITUTE

ments

1908, and when Mrs. McAuliffee was inter- -minutes. 50 cents.
MI-O-NA for belching of gas.
viewed at a later date, she said: “I willMI-O-NA for distress after eating.
ingly comflrm all that I said in praise of
Mrs. Carrie Achorn, of Massachusetts,
MI-O-NA for foul breath.
some years ago, and
Doan’s
Pills
Kidney
is visiting relatives here.
MI-O-NA for loss of appetite.
you may continue to publish my endorseMI-O-NA for sick headache.
Mrs. Eva (Jallison and children have
ment. This remedy helps me whenever I
MI-O-NA for night sweats.
Mr.
gone to Brownville for the winter.
SUNSET.
use it.”
MI-ON-A for bad dreams.
Gallison has employment there.
C. P. Johnson and wife were guests of
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 cents,
MI-O-NA after a banquet.
Schools closed
Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, Mew York,
Friday. The Point Mrs. Au tin Smith a few days last week.
MI-O-NA for vomiting of pregnancy.
United States.
Makes rich, pure blood—puts vigor
school, taught by Armand Joy, of SulliRupert Howard, who has been in Salem, sole agents for the
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take vim, vitality into the whole body.
van, gave general satisfaction. Mr. Joy
Mass., a few months, is home.
Free trial treatment from Booth's
was liked by parents and pupils.
i
no other.
Mrs. Sullivan Greene is visiting her
MI ON-A, Buffalo, N. Y.
The body of Hows-d Ball, keeper of
daughter, Mrs. Fred L. Sylvester.
fc

Ellsworth

0@e

A GOOD STOMACH

Eagle island light,
Point, was brought

coa.
cow

-K?eley

WANTED

Miss Katherine Hale has returned from
visit in Ellsworth.

cans**

which it Is difficult to cure.
We want to gay to every person
h,
this condition—you need Vinol, <«,.
delicious cod liver and iron
tont,
■without oil, the great strength erg.
ator. It will supply Iron to the blood
In the moat easily assimilated
form,
a
create
good, healthy appetite"
strengthen your digestive organs and
make you eat better, sleep better and
feel better.
A case has Just come to our attej.
tion from West Scranton, Pa.,
Chas. Proper says: "For three yea-,
I was all run down, weak and had
no appetite, and after all that time
I am glad to say Vinol has brought
back my health and strength, which
Is just what I was told it would do.*
We are confident that Vinol is the
best body-builder and strength-creator
we have ever sold.
Try a bottle on our guarantee to
refund your money If It falls to
benefit you.
P. S. Eczema Sufferers! We guej,
an toe our new skin remedy, 8ai&

Act in time by curing the kidneys.
George Gilley and wife have been makEllsworth Th0
Maine
Starw
ing a three weeks’ trip to Portland, RockDoan’s Kidney Pills are especially for
TTxer© is a Rexall Store in nearly every town
land and other places visiting their daughand city In the United States, Canada and
weakened kidneys.
Great Britain.
There is a different Rexall
ter, Mrs. John Howard, their son Clayton
and to know her is to love her.
Remedy for nearly every ordinary human ill—
in
this
recommend
locality
Many people
aaeh especially designed for the particular ill
They are both very active and enjoy the and a brother of Mrs. Gilley. George
for which it is recommended.
best of health, and are never so happy as Dunton and wife took charge of the home them.
The Resell Stores are America's 'frrstssl
affairs during their absence.
Here’s one case:
when surrounded by young people. They
Drug Stores
received many gifts, among them being a
The commemorative annual temperance
Mrs. J. H. McAnliffe, 261 Ohio St., Banpurse of gold from their children.
meeting of Willard W. C. T. U. will be gor, Me., says: “I was bothered by dull
held at the Methodist
church Sunday pains in the small of my back, headaches,
evening, Feb. 16. Besides the short pro- and other symptoms of kidney trouble.
HANCOCK POINT.
of readings, the pastor and Mr. Reading of Doan’s Kidney Pills, I decided
Bert Joy is working lor Mrs. Martha gram
Knowlton will make addesses, and the to try them and procured a supply. Since
Walker.
young people will sing rally songs.
using them, I have felt better in every
MI-O-NA Stomach Tablets are
Mrs. Bishop has gone to West Pownell
Rev. A. P. MacDonald filled his monthly way and am free from every symptom of
guarauteed by G. A. Parcher to end
to teach.
I
hesitate
to
trouble.
do
not
at
the
kidney
church
engagement
Congregational
indigestion and give you a good, vigorHoward Hodgkins has been ill of the
ous stomach, or mouey back.
.'unday, Feb. 2. Mr. Mitchell, who ac- recommend them.”
Thev
statement
was given July 2,
grip, but is better.
The
above
relieve after-dinner distress in five
a
fine
solo
and
the
companied him, sarig
a

are

*

EAGLE LAKE.

Just

conditions

Geo. A. Parcher, Druggist,
Me.

floun'tscauntt

SEAWALL.
was

—

All

of heart trouble.
Mr. Somes went to Berkeley two years
ago, thinking the change of climate would
be a benefit to him, as he was a sufferer

Strong by Vinol

by overwork, worry, too close
flnemcnt, a chronic cough or

_

in a pleasing manner.
Tracy; second to Donna Hanson, and
pupils did credit to tneir training with a The work was very fine, and all had a honorable mention to Lloyd Tracy. The
time.
of
pleasant
pleasing program
recitations, music and
judges were Mrs. Carleton Joy, of Winter
Feb. 10.
Dirigo.
motion exercises, concluding with a blackHarbor, Miss Addie Guptill, of Gouldsface comedy act by Rupert Blance and
ATLANTIC.
boro, and Mrs. A. L. Birout, of Prospect
Shepherd Stewart. The parents spoke in
GOLDEN WEDDING.
Harbor, all of whom deemed it no easy
of
Mis*
r'omins
in
high praise
training the
Mr. and Mrs. Levi B. Joyce celebrated task to make the awards, ali of the selecchildren, and especially in her handling
the :'ftieth anniversary of their marriage tions being so well rendered that each and
the younsgters in such quietness, there
all seemed deserving of a prize, or at least
on Saturday, Jan. 25, at their home here.
being no noise to detract from the renderMrs. Joyce was, before her marriage, of honorable mention.
ing of the program which is quite unusual Matilda
Feb. 8.
B.
C., daughter of Capt. John S.
in a school entertainment.
The league
and was married to Mr. Joyce Jan.
Staples,
this term has bought a set of maps and a
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
25, 13S3. The irunion was blessed with
new clock for the school-room.
Grip colds are still in evidence here.
all of whom, except Mrs.
eight
children,
Feb 10.
C.
LucyStapks, are now living. They are: Mrs. E. L. Higgins has been confined to
Herman R., of
Gloucester, Mass.; F. the house for two or more weeks.
WEST EDEN.
Miss Carmelita Freeman, a
Maynard, ol Salem, Mass.; Austin, of Nortraining
Mrs. Gertrude Mosley has been ill of wood, R. I.; and Sidney L., Mrs. Adelia nurse at the Maine general hospital at
rheumatic fever, but is better.
Trask, Mrs* Laura Smith and Mrs. Hattie Portland, is home for two weeks.
The Mt. View dramatic company went Barbour, all of Atlantic.
Mrs. L. E. Williams has been making a
A family reunion was held during the visit to Lisbon
to Manset last week to play “Down in
Fails, leaving the superinMaine”.
afternoon, at which all of the children tendent of schools and little Miss Hope to
also play at
The little daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. and grandchildren were present;
housekeeping.
Myron
L. Rich lrdson has been named Lucy their only great-grandchild
The high school junior class is preparIn the e vening a reception was
Sprague.
Margaret.
ing a drama, “Tony the Convict,” to be
held, many relatives and friends coming
Mr. Auger, the pastor, held a successful
presented at or before the close of the
to extend congratulations. A collation
term. The grammar and primary grades
church rally in the West Eden chapel reof ices and cake was served and music
are getting ready for special exercises on
cently. A fund amounting to os’er flOO
enjoyed. Miss Bessie Joyce presided at Washington’s birthday.
was raised.
the piano; Mrs. Whitmore and Mrs. C.
Much indignant excitement was created
The children of M. W. Lurvey have re- H.
Harding rendered several duets in a
covered.

*

Made
Run-down

Judkins, who has been very ill of

is out.

•Excused

re-

daughter, Mrs. Arthur Grant Sanderson,
in Berkeley, Cal., following a brief illness

been

Tracy

Music
How He Saved St. Michael's.Stausbury
Lenora B Tracy
Curfew Must Not Ring To-Night.Thorpe

8. Homes, of Mt. Desert, died
Jan. 13, at 2 p. m., at the home of his

Thaddeus
on

Feb. 10.
has

Tuesday afternoon and
The ladies’ aid society will meet ThursInteresting letters were read from Rev. F. day with Mrs. Hattie Smith.
IrvDelia
and
The young *eople gave
W. Hagar, Rev. Q. Mayo and Rev. W. C.
ho
have just moved into Nancy Ash.
The quarries at the Settlement have
ing Parley,
Wescott. Solos by Rev. J. B. Mower, Mrs. !
shut down for the wintter.
William Moore and wife, of Prospect
their new hou 3, a house-warming Tuesand
Mrs.
Maude
Myrtle Guptill
Tracy
Harbor, are visiting their daughter, Mrs. were
day night.
Frank Steele has bought the Walker
enjoyed. Evangelist Reuben Smith,
H. H. Havey.
Mrs.
L izib h
Hamilton returned
house and has moved there.
who was holding meetings at Prospect
K.
hom' S itu-d yv fr >n Waterville, where she
M. L. Stevens lodge, K. of P.. worked
Feb. 5.
Harbor, and Deaconess Audrey Huut, of
one candidate
has been visiting her daughter, Mrs. J. the rank of esquire
on
that place, were present. A picnic supper
SWAN’S
ISLAND.
B. Cole, since b.-fora Christmas.
Tuesday evening.
was served.
The evening service included
B. K. Stinson meet with a painful acciMrs. L. M. St rout accepted an invitation
worked the special music by tbe choir and several
David A. Hooper lodge
wood on
Mr. Mower dent Thursday. While cutting
Friday night to act i»s one of the judges at second degree on one candidate Saturday quartets were rendered.
Harbor island, a tree lodged and rolled
the speaking contest of the freshman class evening, Feb. 8.
preached an impressive sermon on
over, striking him a glancing blow on the
“Faith”.
of the Winter Harbor high school.
Mrs. Moon and Mrs. Dodge, of Bar Haraide of the head as it fell, cutting bis face
PRIZE SPEAKING CONTENT.
Mrs. Ralph Moore ’ias sufficiently re- bor, were week-end guests of F. C. Petand scratching his neck.
A prize speaking contest was held at
covered from h r ilia'ss to be able to tengill and wife.
The many friends of Miss Blanch McAlbert
Her mother, Mrs
Hammond bail Friday evening, Feb. 7, by
walk out.
Capt. J. K. Mitchell and wife have gone
hear of her sudden
Winter Harbor high school freshman Kay were shocked to
Farrar, of Winter Harbor, is with her.
on a visit to New York.
They will be the
death in the Maine general hospital, where
class. Following was the program:
Capt. A. L. St rout and wife, who are away about two months.
she had been taken for treatment for
living in tue S. O. Moore house this winMrs. Effle Macomber, of Franklin, who
Miss McKay was about
brain fever.
ter, were given a party Wednesday even- has been visiting her daughter, Mrs. Mr Meek's Dinner.Selected
eighteen years old. She leaves a father
Martha E Young
ing by twenty of th ir friends here, and Galen Havey, returned home Tuesday.
Heroes of Sumter.Briggs and mother—James McKay and wife, and
given a most hearty welco ne to the vilfour sisters.
Mrs. Moon, of Bar Harbor, raised the
•Philip R O’Reilly
lage social life. A pleasant evening fol- chiefs of the council of Pocahontas in Jim Smiley's Frog.Ward
Spec.
Feb. 8.
Mrs. George H. Welch, of East Franklin,
spent Thursday of last week with Mrs.

shower.

RUN-DOWN PEOPI

DESERT.

OBITUARY.

Maine, having

where she has been

ill

MT.

son, and

SOUTH DERR ISLE.

2M>rtttBnnmt6,

COUNTY NEWS.

from asthma.

pretty wedding took place at the home

Miss Laura Stinson.
Wednesday evening the order was further taught by
instructed by Bros. Corey and Aiken.
Emery Eaton lost one of his farm horses
Applications are now being received last week.
Miss Clara Stinson is ill of a bad cold.
daily, and the prosperity of the order here

|

Harry

been

has

parents, A. E. Gup-

were

Havey went to Augusta to
with ; nr daughter, Mrs. Harvard Havey. 'join Mr. Havey as guest of Hon. F. E.
Mace.
Mrs.
lmira Higgins, of Winter Harbor,
Miss Webber, the telephone operator,
mad * lort visit the last of the week
recently to visit her
with Mrs. J. S. Coombs and Mrs. C. C. went to Dexter
parents.
Lftrrabee.
Arraand Joy has finished a very successHa y
temple of Pythian Sisters has
ful terra of school at Hancock Point, and
Ten one of its members, Mrs.
recently
t

her

The second number of the Winter Harbor high school lyceura course was held
Saturday evening, Feb. 1, when the Jess
Pugh Co., delighted a large audience. A
very pleasing program was rendered. The
next entertainment is billed for March 4,
when the English lecturer, Mr. Evans,
will speak on “An Englishman’s First
Impression of America”.

visit-

is

Nason, of Bangor,

large seine-

service.

M.

WEST SULLIVAN.

ing

a

Rev. J. B. Mower, of Waterville, was a
recent guest of Rev. E. S. Drew. He conducted the Sunday morning services while
here, later going to Corea, where he held

member.

Feb. 10.

fall.

Ellery Cole returned home the first of
t ’.e week from on extended visit to
Is '.s&ua, N. H., and Auburn.

having

built

some

View
masonic order, of

the

long

is

for fishing, the work being
Milbridge.
Mrs. Frank Davis has returned from
Machiasport, where she has been visiting
her mother, who is quite ill.
boat

Fri-

was

afternoon.

Sargent

done at

one

The funeral

day

Henry Vansaw and wife have returned
from South Gi uldsboro, w here they have
since

WINTER HARBOR.

honor in the State and town.

was a son

great-grandson—Elwell Trundy.
They have the sincere sympathy of all.
and

closed Friday, and Miss Com ins
left Saturday morning for her home in
East Corinth.
School

sen

COUNTY NEWS.

whose

well S. and Melville W., three grandchildren—Mrs. Linnie Trundy, of Southwest Harbor; James and Melville Hamor,

Mrs. A. W. Gordon, of West Gouldst>oro, was a guest of Mrs. L. P. Cole

I

all

by

William and Experience
Mayo Hamor, grandson of David and
Experience Thompson Hamor, and greatgrandson of John and Mary Hamor,
the first settlers of the town of Eden.
He

L». Strout.
black horse

felt

was

to know him.

was

Hamor had held many positions of

trust and

Thursday with

Henry Hamilton’s

influence

tian

Mrs. E.-E.
from

grip,

Trundy,

is at

who is

recovering

F. L. Sylvester’s for the

remainder of the winter.

The fishermen

are

dAily making good

Throw hot water bottles^away.
Use
PNEUMATIOA.J|AU druggists,
25c.

CHICHESTER S PILLS
TOE DIAMOND BRAND.

Ladle*! Aek your Di

A

Cbl-ekew-ter** Dtn»o_.
Fill* in Red end Hold__
►Id inclaUic\\//
boses, sealed with Bl«« Ribbon. \T/

I*1*

5m •gjsn.XAsk for Clil-C'iretCTER 8

»t»er-

_

Buy of your

lOND BRAND FILLS, for tft
ytan known ns Best. Safest. Always Reliable

SOU) BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWIERI

5HAWMUT
RUBBERS
DOUBLE THE WEAR
WHERE the wear comes

MAN
FROM
MAINE
A Cured
Who
In 3 Day*
was

to say that I am
eat well and hare put
flesh. Cannot even stand the
of alcohol, and the sight of an ale bottle
most unpleasant feelings."
We can
many gen uine original signed letters lilt0
All proving that the
“I

am

delighted

finely, sleep and

pounds of

w

iJ*°vL

DRINK HABIT

be overcome by the NEAITREATMENT. No hypodermic* us-w-^

ean

SfivSt
SUCCRSJJ^J'

sulU absolutely certain. All
dential. DRUG HABITS
TREATED. Call upon, address

THE NEAL
147 Pl.annt

orpj'jg-

INSTITUTE

ATfc, PortlMd, *!»“•'

hews.

Bounty

ISUtlroabe ant) Stramboatg.

Valentine’s day, Mrs. Charles Allen and
Miss Wilson, matrons.
The common schools closed Friday for
the winter vacation.

BLUBHUA.
i.ir town for

Mrs. James Mcynell and
in Bangor Saturday.

son

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Lawrence

Maine
Central

were

^
^T0„
*^wou

Ellsworth, m at
I, Whitmore,
the KHh.rdr.oott.ae.
i. making extensive reF Fullerton

„

of

Armona Joy has returned from Hancock, where he has been teaching.
A

shop in the village.
Tucker arc in
Lena and Alice
with their father,

high

J^Tfora.hortvi.it
Tucker.

team went to Deer
local basket ball
with the Deer
play a return game
the cloaa .core
,„d lost the name by

to 24.

former

evening.

gone to Old Town, where
photograph .hop for a
During hi. abeence hi. .hop
hurt time
street will be cloaed.
haa
r„r carter
trill enter a

is

*' lb

^..rment

.(wring

is

no

•

Bloobill primary
attendance during
in

p^ls
in

fect

school

Louise B.

Kobertaon,

M.

Lefts

DEDHAM.

Feavey,

Hn.-y

Thomas Snow, F. L
Robert Hinckley,
Wescolt. l>r. E. C. Barrett
Sorer, Ward
E. E. Fullerton, Max
Claries Greene,
Hinckley, F. B. Snow, Durgan Hinckley
Saunders go to Sedgwick
,tid Alvion
tako the mark
loesfiay afternoon to
Minnewaokon chapter,
raster degree in

Miss Ethel Fogg

surprised by a
Thursday
birthday

was

company of young friends on
evening. The occasion was her

__

CENTEK.

move

into

Samuel Eaton has gone to board with
Hollis Austin at North Lamoine.

in health.
Dorothy Heed is improving
are both emHenry and Alton Bartlett
island.
ployed at Bartlett's
Mrs. May Harper will attend the grange

Mrs. Joseph Leighton, of Bar Harbor,
spent the week-end with her parents,
William Emery, and wife.
Her little

lecturers' convention at Augusta.
Mrs. Hanuab Harper is with her sister.
Mu. Lois Bartlett, w bo baa been ill,
Mrs. Rena Fernald is employed at lslesBanlord. and Miss Louise Stanley ia in

daughter Marjorie,

pr.
Charles Pervear, who has been visiting
tie;ids in Brookliu, ia home lor a tew

Hass, of Bar Haabor, was* recent
guest of his aunt, Mrs. George Cline.

days.

bor

Miss Rena Heed, who is teaching here,
spend the week-end at her home in West

ball.

Googins was in Bar HarMonday night to attend the way*back

turers’ conference.

Feb. 10.

Ann.

weather

whs

not

largely attended.

for the

visiting her
Harrington.
Mrs. Emily Spurting, who has beeu very
ill, is improving slightly.
Dorothy Joy is visiting her aunt, Mrs.

mother in

About

pastor.
S.

__

Bickford, of Winter Harbor.
Feb. 10.

Clara

AMHERST.
■*.

Lucy

is very ill.

McDonald

Braiuaril Sib by, of Bangor, has been in
Charles S per and wife, of liar Harbor,
Harry Rodick and wife, of Marlboro,

and

in town called here

death ol their

by

the

illness and

iUftirUtcmuua.

parent*.

Mrs. VVillian O. Orcutt died Friday
Feb. 8, altera short illness of pneumonia
The funeral was h.-ld at the church Sunday at 2 p. m., Rev. Mr. Gifford of Brewer,
officiating. The deceased was a highlyreipocted citizen of this town. Her death,
followiag t.y only three days that of her
hasten 1. causes double sadness in the

Comfort Your Stomach
We pay for this treatment if it
fails to promptly relieve Indigestion and Dyspepsia.
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets remedy
Stomach troubles because they contain the proper
proportion of Pepsin
and Bismuth and the necessary carminatives that help nature to supply
the elements the absence of wnicn
in the gastric juices causes indigestion and dyspepsia. They aid the
stomach to digest food and to quickly
convert it into rich red blood and
material necesa.ry for overcoming
natural body waste.
Carry a package of Rcxall Dyspepsia Tablets in your veet pocket,
Take
or keep them in your room.
one after each heavy meal and provs
our assertion that they will keep indigestion from bothering you.
We know what Rexall Dyspepsia
Tablets are and what they will do.
We guarantee them to relieve indigestion and dyspepsia, or to refund
your money, if they fail to do eo.
Doesn't it stand to reason that we
wouldn't assume this money risk were
certain Rexall Dyspepsia
we not
Tablets will satisfy you? Three aiaes:
25 cents, 50 cents, and $1*00.
You can buy Rexall Dyspepsia Tablet*
Id this community only at our store;

Marlboro; Mrs. Charles Soper,
Bar Harbor, and Esther, George and

ol

of

Arnasa Orcutt, of this tow n. The funeral
ilr. OrcQtl was held at the church

ol

Tburaday forenoon, Rev.
Eddington, officiating.

Mr.

Barrows,

Feb. 10.

of

C.

WEST SURRY.
Mrs. Guy

Blaisdell

is

Carlisle is ill;
with her.

Miss

Flora

Miss Jennie Gray has returned to her
home while her mother is in Bangor,
^Bod there by the illness of her daughter
Addie.
^tnuel Kitfleld and Mrs. Lizzie Trundy
10 <Jrl*nd
Wednesday, after
spending three months with Mrs. Trundy’■
d*aghter, Mrs. Susie Willins.

feturn^n

There will tie an entertainment at
district 5 school bouse Saturday evening,
ed. 15, or if
stormy, Monday evening.

Ice-cream, cake and coffee

will be

on

E. G. MOORE
Ellsworth

sale.

money

for the

‘QJf

organ for religious and other purA small admission fee will be

an

worthy

purpose of

purchas-

charged.

Feb. 10.

In New York

Miss Bertha Warren is
receiving treatment tor her
eyes in Bangor.
The youngest child ot Eben

Salisbury
»ite, who has been very ill, is better.
Miss Edith Jellison came borne trom
*1
Eddington quite ill last Wednesday.
"illiain Drew, formerly of Eddington

Grind/10*

Bangor’

*8 *

Buest of Carrie

Mrs. James O. Jordan will leave Wednesday tor a visit with relatives in Bangor
end AugU8ta.

Miss lettie
Lilly, of Bangor, came over
turday to get her mother, Mrs. Delia
**>o will stay for a long visit.
Feb- “>•
DAVtS.

SULLIVAN HARBOK.
Er. Charles D.

Boston Tuesday.

v

Maln

Underbill

returned

to

scalp,

will be held Friday nigbt-St.
Ar® To"

coush

Cold Sufferer?
New Discovery. The best
*

coa*h Rhd* 7*w piscovery cured my terrible
*aiD<:d 15
Bu>’ “
«‘ny

dmagist',

or

money back.”

HAD UNRULY HAIR
Couldn’t do a thing with it. Stood in
every direction at once, then In no direction. This was before he used Hall’s
Hair Renewer. Now his hair looks wellkept, stays in place. The scalp is clean
and healthy. Hair is growing faster. No
dandruff. No falling hair. Not the slightest danger of coloring the hair.
HE

medicine made.
Hf•
to cure you. Do
uot heKUa»unde^ xi 111
at our
F»r»t doae
helps
S~&ke, u Fi°ydftda,
Texas, writes:
“^r! kintfS'vWeUr?i

Mouev

Society

Beautiful Woman of the 400 Who
Have Luxuriant flair
In gay New York, where women
get ideas from their foreign sisters,
the hair tonic called PARISIAN Sage
at 50 cents is in great demand.
PARISIAN Sage is the discovery of
a well-known scientist, and he claims
most emphatically that it is the only
hair preparation that will kill the persistent dandruff germs.
At any rate, the Giroux Mfg. Co., of
Buffalo, N. Y., American manufactures of PARISIAN Sage, give out
through G. A. Parcher this guarantee,
the strongest ever given:
"We guarantee PARISIAN Sage to
end dandruff in two weeks; to stop
falling hair; to make dull, lifeless and
colorless hair beautiful aud luxuriant;
to cure all itching diseases of the

a°d

T

ston

L.
oris.

JSorosis

The

There is a Rexall Store in nearly every town
and city in the United States, Canada and
There is a different Rexall
Great Britain.
Remedy for nearly every ordinary human illeach especially designed for the particular ill
fur which it is reoouuneaded.
The Reaall Stores are America's Greatest
Drug Stores

This entertainment is to be held to obtain

P0*68-

59
02
10

22
&5
42
50
00
10
13
20

8 15!
8 40

9 15

1

10

more or less.

Tenth
Cousins
east and

parcel. Lot of land from Eugene
on Thurlow’s island bounded north,
west by land of Benvenue Granite
Company, containing one-sixth acre more or
less, and all buildings thereon standing.
Eleventh parcel. Lot of land from $imcon
Goss on Thurlow’s island, bounded east by
land of Simeon Goss, north, south and west by
land of Benvenue Granite Company, containing two ucres more or less.
Twelfth parcel. Homestead lot on Thurlow’s island formerly homestead of William
H. Grant, containing one-half acre more or
less, with all buildings thereon standing.
Thirteenth parcel. Lot of land on Thurlow’g island, from 8. B. and Pbebe E. Thurlow
bounded north and south by salt water: east
and west by land of Benvenue Granite Comand one-third acres
pany, containing two
more or less.
Fourteenth parcel.
Homestead
lot
on
Thurlow’s island, formerly
occupied by
Martha Robbins, containing three fourths of
an acre more or less, with buildings thereon
standing.

Fifteenth parcel. Homestead lot on Moose
Island, formerly occupied by late Clementine
Robbins, containing twenty-two acres more
or less, with all buildings thereon standing.
Sixteenth parcel. Lot of land in school district number three from homestead of late
Benjamin Barbour,bounded north and west by
land of heirs of Benjamin Barbour; south by
salt water; east by laud of Frank 8. Warren,
Charles Cleveland. Edward C.
Wood and
George A. Brown, containing eight and onefourth acres more or less.
Seventeenth parcel. On land of Benvenue
Granite Company on Thurlow’s island one
and one halt miles, more or less, of railroad
bed ties and rails tbereon.
Jostph T. Snow. Deputy Sheriff.
Hancock as.:
March 11,1912.
I this day delivered to Calvin P. Moon,
agent for Benvenue Granite Company, a true
ann attested copy of the within writ for its
appearance at court as within commanded.
Joseph T. Snow, Deputy Sheriff.

known as house No. 2 and the lot of land on
which it stands situated in Bar Harbor, in
said Eden and bounded and described as fol| lows, to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land situated at
Bar Harbor, in the town of Eden, Maine, and
bounded and described as follows, viz
On
the north by land now or formerly of the
estate of Mary 8. Newbold; on the east by a
right of way leading from Hancock street
to
said land of the estate of Mary H. Newbold; on tbe south by Hancock street; on the
west by laud of John H. Stalford. formerly of
the estate of J. M. Hears, to the value of one
thousand dollars; and summon the said defendant (if ht may be found in your precinct)
to appear before our justice of the supreme
judicial court, next to be bolden in Ellsworth
within and for our county of Hancock, on the
second Tuesday of October next, then and
there in our said court to answer unto W,
Grindle of said Eden.
In a plea of the case, for that the said defendant at said Eden to wit, Ellsworth, on
tbe day of the purch .se of this writ, being indebted to the pl-iinnff in the sum of five
hundred forty-one oomws
und sixty cents
according to the account annexed, then and
there in consideration thereof, promised the
plaintiff to pay him the same sum on demand,
which account the plaintiff avers is for
labor by him performed and furnished and
for materials by him furnished in erection of
said building
under a
contract by him
made with the said defendant, the owner of
ssid building and land, the last of which
labor was performed and the la6t of said
materials furnished within ninety days before the purchase of this writ; and this suit is
brought to enforce the plaintiff’s lien for the
same upon said building and land above described.
Here is inserted in the original writ a detailed statement of the items composing the
account annexed amounting in all to the sum
of #544.80 upon which a credit is given of $3.20,
leaving a balance due of $541.60.
Yet, through often requested, the said defendant has not paid said sum but neglect*
so to so, to the
damage of said plaintiff (as he
says) the sum of one
thousand dollars,
which shall then and there be made to appear
with other
due damages. And have you
there this writ with
your doings therein.
Witness, Arno W. King, justice of said court
at Elisworth, this 10th day of September in
the year of our Lord one thousand nine bunhuudred and twelve.
John E. Bunker, Clerk.

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock hs —Supreme Judicial Court. October term, a. d. 1912.
Upon the within writ, Ordered:
That I
cure tickets before entering the trains, and
Company, containing one sixth acre, more or I the plaintiff give notice >o the said Benvenue
Granite Company and all persons interested I
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls tc less, aud all buildings thereon standing.
especially
in
the real estate descrimd in the writ, \
Eleventh parcel. Lot of land from Simon
STATE OF MAINE.
Ellsworth.
to appear before the justice of our
Goss on Thurlow’s island bounded east by
supreme |
H. D. WALDRON,
Hancock 89.
Supreme Judicial Court.
land of Simeon Goss; north, south aud west judicial court, to be holden at Ellsworth, i
General Passenger Agent.
October Term, a. d. 1912.
MORRIS MCDONALD,
by land of Benvenue Granite Company, con- within and for the county of Hancock, ou the
tbe
That
second
of
Upon
writ, Ordered:
a.
d.
foregoing
or
less.
two
more
Tuesday
April,
1»18,
by
acres,
pubVice-President A General Manager.
taining
Twelfth parcel. Homestead lot on Thur- lishing an attested copy of said writ and this | the plain, iff give notice to all persous interPortland, Maine.
low’s island formerly homcsiead of William order ihereon, three weeks successively in the ested in the property described in the writ to
H. Grant containing one halt acre, more or Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed in up near before the justice of our supreme juEllsworth in our county of Hancock, the last dH ial court, to be bolcen at Ellsworth, within
less, with all buildings thereon standing.
and for the coun: v of Hancock, on the second
Thirteenth parcel. Lot of land on Thur- publication to be thirty days at least prior to ;
the second Tuesday ol April next, that it Tuesday of April, a. d. 1913, by publishing
S.
ThurB. and Phoebe E.
low's island from
an attested copy of said
writ and this order
low bounded north aud touth by salt water; may there and then in our said court appear
three weeks successively in the Ellsand answer to said suit.
John E. Bunkkr.
east aud west by laud of Benvenue Granite
\ thereon,
worth
a newspaper printed in EllsAmerican,
of
Clerk
the
Jud.
Court.
Sup.
containing two aud one-tnird acres,
Company,
worth in our county of Hancock, the last pubA true copy of the writ, officer's return and
ruore or less.
lication to be thirty days at least prior to the
lot on order of court thereon.
Homestead
Fourteenth
parcel.
second Tuesday of April next, that he may
island
Thurlow’s
Attest:—John E. Bunkkb, Clerk.
formerly occupied by
there and then in our said court appear and
Martha Robbins, containing three fourths
answer to said suit.
John E. Bunker,
Fare Reduced.
tnereon
acre, more or less with all buildings
Clerk of the 8up. Jud. Court.
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
standing.
Har Harbor
Boston #3.50.
Fifteenth parcel. Homestead lot on Moose
A
true copy of the writ and order of court
In the matter of
island formerly occupied by late Clementine
thereon.
Austin W. Richardson,
In Bankruptcy.
and Boston
Robbins, containing twenty-two acres, more
Attest:-John E. Bunker, Clerk.
)
Bankrupt,
tnereon
with
all
standing.
or less,
buildings
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Disand Boston #3.
3IL
Sixteenth parcel. Lot of land in school dis
trict court of the United States for the District number three from homestead of late
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
trict of Maine.
Steamer Booth bay leaves Bar Harbor Mon- Benjamin Barbour bounded north and west
Helen S. Joy, of Eden, in th«
heirs of Benjamin Barbour;
land of
W. RICHARDSON, of Eden, in the
by
10
m
at
00
a
for
Seal
Harand
Thursdays
days
county of Hancock, and State of
south by salt water; east by land of Frank 8.
of
county
Hancock, and
State of
bor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor, Warren. Charles Cleveland, Edward C. Wood Maine, in said district, respectfully represents, Maine, by her mortgage deed, dated the 30th
of September, a. d. 1911, and recorded in
Stonlngton, Norih Haven and Rockland, con- aud George A. Brown, containing eight and that on the 21st day of November, last past, day
one-fourth acres, more or less.
he was duly adjudged bankrupt under the the Hancock county registry of deeds, book
necting with steamer for Boston.
Seventeenth parcel. On land of Benvenue ! Acts of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that 484. p»ge 64, conveyed to Horace I). Joy, of
Steamer Mlncola leaves Bluehlll Mondays Granite Company on Tburlow's island, one he has duly surrendered all his property said Eden, a certain lot or parcel of land situof railroad
and rights of property, and has fully com- ated in the town of Winter Harbor, in said
and Thursdays at 9 00 a m for South Bluehlll, and one-half miles, more or less,
and bounded and debed, ties and rails thereon.
plied with all the requirements of said ucta county of Hancock,
Brooklln, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargentvllle,
And tnen and there taxable, and John E
andof theordersof court touching his bank- scribed as follows, to wit:
at
an
iron
bolt set in the ground
Sweetser
and
Beginning
Thomas
Barbour
Joshua
South Brooksvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland, Small,
; ruptcy.
were the duly elected and legally qualified as
,
Wherefore he prays, that he may be de- in the western side line of Grindstone avenue,
connecting with steamer for Boston.
being the public road leading from the vilsessors of the said town of Stomngton, for ] creed by the court to have a full discharge
Sedgwick line discontinued for the season.
the said year of 19; 1, and duly aud legally a3- ; from all debts provable agaiust his estate lage of Winter Harbor to Grindstone Neck,
seased upon the said lands against the said under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts said post marking also the southeast corner
RETURNING
of the homestead owned or occupied by
On j as ire excepted by law from such discharge.
defendant the following sums, to wit:
George W Tracy, said bolt also marking the
said first parcel the sum of seven hundred
Dated this 18th day of January, a. d. 1913.
Turbine Steel Steamship Belfast
northeast corner of lot No. 4, on plan hereinaud seventy-six dollars and thirty eight
Austin W. Richardson,
after referred to; thence in a general southLeaves Boston 5pm Tuesday and Friday for cents; on saul second parcel the sum of seven
Bankrupt.
j
erly direction, following said western side of
dollars and twenty four cents; on said third
with
steamer
leaving
Rockland, connecting
|
Grindstone avenue ninety-six (96) feet to the
the sum of fifty-four dollars and thirparcel
northeast corner of lot No. 3, on said plan;
Rockland£5.15 a m. Wednesday anti Saturday ty cents; on said fourth parcel the sum o! five
Order of Notice Thereon.
thence still following said western side of
for Bar Harbor, Bluehlll, Sedgwick and Inter- dollars aud torty-t.iree cents; on said fifth District ok Maine ss.
said avenue, one hundred and five (106)
the sum of one dollar aud eighty one I On this 8th
parcel
mediate landings.
day of February, a. d. 1913, on feet to an iron bolt tet in the ground in
cents; on said sixth parcel the sum of nine reading the foregoing petition, it is—
E. L. Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.
the northern side of a way marked on said
dollars aud five cents; on said seventh parcel |
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be had
as Ocean avenue; thence in a general
the sum of one d* liar aud eighiy-Oue cents;
A. M. Hkkkick. Agent, Bluehl’l.
the same on the 21st day of March, plan
upon
dollars
two
westerly direction following the north side of
on said eighth pared the sum of
E. J. Eaton, Agent, Sedgwick.
a. d. iyi3, before saia court at Portland, in said
said Ocean avenue, three hundred forty-four
and seventy one cents; on said ninth parcel
at
10
o’clock in the forenoon; and that (844) feet to an iron bolt set in the ground in
district,
the sum of five dollars and forty-three cents;
notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth the eastern side of a
on said tenth parcel the sum of seven dollars
wayiu shown on said plan
American, a newspaper printed in said dis- as Front street; thence
a general northerly
aud tweut> four cents; on said eleventh partrict. and that all known creditors, and other direction, following the eastern side of said
cel the sum of five dollars and seven cents;
in interest, may appear at the said
Front street, one hund'ed flfty-e ght (158)
the sum of eight dol- persons
on said twelfth parcel
time and place, and show cause, if any they feet to an iron bolt set in the ground, which
lars aud four cents; on said thirteenth parcel
the prayer of said petitioner should bolt also marks the southwest corner of said
have,
the sum of three dollars and sixty-two cents; not bewhy
granted.
lot No. 4, ou said plan; thence still following
on said fourteenth parcel the sum of nine
And it is further ordered
by the court, that the eastern side of said Front street, one hundollars and five cents; on said fifteenth parcel j the clerk shall send
by mail to all known dred forty one (141) feet to the northwest corthe sum of thirty-five dollars and eighty-tour creditors
!
copies of said petition and this order, ner of said lot No. 4; thence in a general eastcents; and on said sixteenth parcel the sum addressed to them at their
is what your money will earn if
places or residence erly direction following the southern line of
of
twenty-nine dollars and eighty-seven J as stated.
said Tracy homestead, three hundred eightyinvested In shares of the
the
seventeenth
and
sai
cents;
parcel
upon
Witness the
Honorable Clarence Hale, five
(385) feet to the point of beginning, consum of twenty-seven dollars and fifteen cents,
of the said Court, aud the seal thereof,
Together
taining two (2) acres, more or less.
in all the sum of nine hundred and ninety Judge
at Portland, in said district, on the 8th day
ttie buildings thereon.
with
Meaning and intne
of
dollars and four cents as its proportion
of February, a. d. 1913.
tending hereby to convey the whole of lots
town taxes and the due proportion of the •
James
E.
[L. H.|
TTewby, Clerk,
No. three (3) and No four (i) ,.s shown on the
State and county taxes allotted to said town
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
A NEW SERIES
map of Back Bay Park, Grindstone Neck,
for the year then current; and the >aid asAttest:—James E. Hewey, Clerk.
Winter Harbor, Maine, July 20, 1899. and
On the fifteenth
sessors afterwards, to wit:
|
Is now open. Shares, 81 each: monthly pa\
recorded in the Hancock county, Maine,
list
of
make
a
of
did
1911,
perfect
July,
day
of
registry of deeds, August 4, 1899, in boolc
said tax and of all the taxes of said town
meats, 81 per share.
NOTICE OP FORECLOSURE.
2, page 49, to which plan and record thereof
Stonington, under their hands, and did comis hereby expressly made.
reference
Togethmit the same to the said Asa O Candage, colEnoch A. Leland, of Buckser also, with
rights of way in common with
lector of said town of Stonington as aforeHancock, State of
port county of
WHY PAY RENT
said, with a warrant f that date under their Maine, by his mortgage deed dated August others over said Ocean avenue and Front
when you can borrow on your
hands in due form of law: and the plaintiff 17th a. d.. 1900, and recorded in Hancock
And whereas the said Horace D. Joy, by deed
shares, give a first mortgage and
avers that afterwards on the fifteenth day of
county, registry of deeds, in book a54. page 34,
dated the second day of Octoreduce it every month? Month)>
February, 1912, at Stonington aforesaid, he conveyed to Hattie Leach, of Bucksport, of assignment,
and
interest
a. d. 1911, and recorded in the said Hanber.
together
said
defendant
notice
in
tbe
payments
writing aforesaid a certain lot or parcel of land situ#ave
will amount to but little more
him, stating the amount of such ated in said Bucksport on the westerly side cock county, Maine, registry of deeds, boolc
by
signed
to me, the uudersigned,
than you are now paying for
tax, describing the real estate on which said of Bridge street and bounded as follows, viz.: 481, page 86, conveyed
said mortgage deed, the note, debt and ciaiai
rent, and In about ten years you
tax was assessed and demanding the payment
Beginning at the southeast corner of land of
will
of such tax wi.hin ten days thereafter and C. M Fifield and the northeast corner of land thereby secured, and whereas the condition
that more than ten days have elasped since of Reuben Smith tn the westerly lines of of said mortgage is broken, now, therefore, by
OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
said notice; that this plaintiff claims a lien Bridge street; thence westerly five and one-half reason of the breach of said condition
I claim a foreclosure of said morton said lands to secure the sums above menrods to an iron bolt at the southwesterly cor- thereof.
For particulars Inquire of
tioned amounting in all to said sum of nine ner of said C. M. Fifield’s lot; then northerly gage.
cents
John W. Cownetrs,
(). W. TApLBY.'Sec’y
hundred and ninety dollars and four
by said Fifleld’s land five and one-half rods to
and interest thereon from January first, 1912, an iron rod; thence easterly and
By E. N. Benson, his attorney.
Tapley Bldg.
parallel
Dated
at
Eden
this
4th
him
as collector of taxes of the town of
due
day of February, 1913.
the
first
with
line five and one-half rods to the
▲. W. Kura, President.
Stonington for the year 1911 as aforesaid; westerly line
of
Bridge
street; thence
whereby and by reason of the statute in such southerly by the westerly line of Bridge street
case made ana provided, an action has acfive ami one-half rods to the point begun at
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
crued to the plaintiff, to have and to recover containing 304 square rods and
being the 'IT*'HE RE A 8, Seth W. Norwood, trustee of
Ensmrance Statements.
of the said defendant the said sum of nine
same premises conveyed by Lenora T. Leach,
the Union Improvement society of
▼V
hundred anil ninety dollars and four c nts guardian to Enoch A. Leland and Edith I.
aud interest thereon from January first, 1912;
Leland and their survivor and his or her heirs Southwest Harbor, in the county of Hancock
AGRICULTURAL INS. COMPANY.
yet, though often requested, the said defendand assigns and recorded in Hancock county and State of Maine, by hit mortgage deed in
ant has not paid said sum but neglects so
registry in book 266, page 135, and, whereas his said capacity as trustee aforesaid, dated
WATEHTOWN, N. V.
to do, to the damage of said plaintiff (as he
the said Hattie Leach by the name of Hattie April 16th a. d. 1907, and recorded in Hancock
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1912.
says) the sum of two thousand dollars, which J. Leland by her deed of assignment dated county registry of deeds book 495, page 210,
shall then and there be made to appear with
Real estate.
March 15, a. d., 1911, and recorded in Hancock conveyed to Henry Clark, of Southwest Harbor, county ot Hancock and State of Maine, a
other due damages. And have you there this county registry of deeds in book 477
Mortgage loans,
page 425,
writ with your doings therein.
Collateral loans,
assigned and transferred said mortgage deed 1 certaiu lot or parcel of land situated in
school district No. 2, formerly town of TreWitness, Arno W. King, justice of said and the debt thereby secured to Klden
Stocks and bonds,
Morin,
court at Ellsworth, this eighth day of March,
Cash in office and bank,
of Boston, county of Suffock, s'ate of Massa- mont, now Southwest Harbor, countv ot Hancock and State of Maine, bounded and dein the year of our Lord one thousand nine chusetts, and Abbie C.
Agents’ balances,
Walning, of Somer- scribed as follows, to
wit: Beginning at the
luterest and rents.
hundred and twelve.
ville, county of Middlesex, slate of Massanorthwest corner of the schooJhouse lot in
John E. Bunker, Clerk.
All other assets.
chusetts, and whereas the said Abbie C.
No.
district
aforesaid
and following the
2,
iu
her own right and alto in her
Waiuing
$4,23*1,940 62
Gross assets,
capacity as administratrix of the estate of eastern side of the county road northerly
officer’s return.
47,323 44
Deduet items not admitted,
said Elden Morin by deed of assignment three rods aud twelve feet to a stake; thence
STATE OF MAINE.
dated November 4. 1912. and recorded in Han- easterly four rods and six feet to a stake:
$4,189,617 18
Admitted assets,
cock county registry of deeds in book 492, thence southerly three rods aud twelve feet
Hancock, bs.
said schoolLIABILITIES DEC. 81, 1912.
1912.
page 257, did assign and convey the same to to the northeast corner of
Stonington. Me., Marches,
house lot; thence
the north line of
At two o’clock in the afternoon by virtue of me, the s*id Hattie J. Leland, and whereas the said schoolhouse following
$ 126,412 00
Net unpaid losses,
lot westerly to the first
condition
of
said
has
title
all
the
been
and
writ
I
attached
mortgage
now
within
45
thi'
right,
1,833,081
I Unearned premiums,
mentioned
bound, containing
seventeen
reason
of
260,168 48 and interest, estate, claim and demand, of is broken, now therefore, by
All other liabilities,
square rods more or less.
of the
condition thereof, I
510 000 00 every name and nature, of the within names, the breach
Cash capital,
the same premises conveyed to ma
Being
a foreclosure of sai'1 mortgage and
claim
a
Granite
25
Beuvenue
Company,
corporation
give by Kate J. Stevens, of Mount Desert,
1,480,006
Surplus over all liabilities,
county
existing by law and having a place of business this notice for that purpose.
of Hancock, by her deed dated December 7,
$4,189,617 18 at stonington in the county of Hancock, and
Total liabilities and surplus,
Dated at Bucksport, Maine, this
twenty- 1888. and recorded in the Hancock registry of
State of Maine, in and to all real estate, in
deeds, book 285, page 543.
C. W. & F. L. MASON, Ag«mt*,
the county of Hancock, and particularly and eighth day of January, a. d., 1913.
Whereas the condition of said mortgage is
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
especially as the property of the within
Hattie J. Leland.
oroken, now therefore by reason of the breach
named defendant, the following described
of said condition I claim a foreclosure of said
real estate, to wit:
mortgage, and give this notice for that purNATIONAL SURETY COMPANY,
First parcel. Lot on Thurlow’s island,
subscriber hereby gives notice that
formerly homestead of Fannie 8. Allen, conhe has been duly appointed adminisDated at Southwest Harbor, Maine, Jana*
NEW YORK, N. Y.
taining thirty-two acres more or less, to- trator of the estate of
Hbney Clark,
ary 27th a. d. 1913.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1912.
with all buildings and wharves theregether
by his attorney. Geo. R. Fuller.
EDWIN
J.
late
of
CARTER,
$ 172,843 08
SEDGWICK,
Real estate.
11,390 57
Second parcel. Lot ou Thurlow’s island, in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given
Mortgage loans,
bonds as the law directs. All persons
5,501,200 88 bounded
water of Deer Island
Stocks and bonds,
north by
subscriber hereby gives notice that
having
790,438 87 Thoroughfare: east, south and west by land of demands against the estate of said deceased
Cash in office and bank,
he has been duly appointed administra1,797 67
are desired to present the same for
Bills receivable.
Benvenue Granite Company, containing five
settlement, tor of the estate of
25
and
45,005
all
indebted
thereto are requested to
Interest and rents,
acres more or less.
ISAAC MAYO, late of BROOKLIlf,
1,456,037 14
All other assets,
Third parcel. Lot of land on Thurlow’s is- make payment immediately.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
land bounded north by land of Benvenue
MABCELLUa COGGAN.
41
$7,978,712
Gross assets.
Sedgwick, Feb. 4, 1918.
Granite Company; east by land of Ryan &
given bonds as the law directs.
All per794,524 80 Parker Construction Co., south and west by
sons
Deduct items not admitted,
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
salt water, containing forty-three acres more
subscriber
61
hereby gives notice that the same for settlement, and all indebted
$7,184,187
Admitted assets,
he has been duly
appointed executor I thereto are requested to make payment im*
Fourth parcel. Lot of lsnd on Thurlow’s is- of the estate
LIABILITIES DEC. 81, 1912.
of
Horace M. Peas*.
land, formerly homestead of Harlan Gray,
mediately.
$1,128,138 83 containing
Net unpaid losses.
SARAH E. $IAYO, late of
Brooklin, Feb. 10, 1918.
five acres more or less.
BROOKLIN,
2,142,443 81
Unearned premiums,
Fifth parcel. Homestead lot on Thurlow’s In the county of Hancock,
359,491 19
and
deceased,
All other liabilities,
island formerly taxed to Daniel Ryan, con- given bonds as the law directs.
2.000,000 00
All perCash capital,
one-half acre more or less.
sous
having demands against the estate
1,554,118 78 taining
Surplus over all liabilities,
Sixth parcel. Homestead lot on Thurlow’s of said deceased are desired to
present
the
taxed to Robert Cleveland, same for settlement, and all
indebted tkeieto
$7,184,187 61 island formerly
Total liabilities and surplus,
containing one acre more or less, and all are requested to make payment
immediately.
M. K. HOLMES (Miss), Agent,
thereon.
buildings
only coi'ntv riper
Horace M. Pease
KA8B*
Seventh parcel. Lot of land on Thurlow’s
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
Brooklin, Feb. 10,1918.
more or

less.

Teuth parcel. Lot of land from Eugene
Cousins on Taurlow’s island bourn.ed north,
east and west bv land ot Benvenue Granite

—

1

Corporation.

[and
Bluehlll;
Sedgwick

[

#3.50.

WHEREAS

j

■

home audio the community. She leaves
two sons and tnree daughters—Mrs. Harry

H^iick,

Jen.

I»r. KIuk’s N»w Discovery
Soothes irritated throat and lungs, stops
chronic aud hacking cough, relieves tickling
throat, tastes nice. Take no other; once used,
always used, buy it at any druggist’s.

town for the fast two weeks.

ar?

are

Mrs. Florence Young is

Saturday
^the cold

Feb. 7.

M

ill

8. Clinton Sherwood and Benvenue Granite
Company, containing two and one-half acres

<

the grange hall
on account of

evening, Feb. 1,

Jbwas realized

58
59

3Lnjal Uoticta.

Hland bounded north by water of Deer Island
STATE OF MAINE.
Thoroughfare, east, south and west by land of
(L. 8.)
Ryau and Parker Construction Company,
the sheriffs of our counties*
ss.—To
Hancock,
containing three acres more or less.
or either of their
Eighth parcel. Homestead lot on TburGREETING:
deputies,
low’s island formerly taxed to John Clegg,
'\ITE orCOMMAND you to attach the goods
containing one acre more or less.
estate of Clifton E. Dol liver, of
Tv
Ninth parcel. Lot of land on Thurlow’s Eden. iu the
county of Hancock, State of
island from John Clegg, bounded north and
Maine,«nd more particularly and especially
east by salt water; south and west by land of the two
story laundry and tenement house

AUSTIN

GO L’L DH BORO.
Mrs. George Joy and daughter Edna
visiting in Steuben.

days.

tH 34

AM
tlO 30
10 36
10 56

t 6 29
.Itl0
i 8 88
6 44
11
: 6 531 11
7 08 U
7 18 11
7 25 11
l 7 33 ,‘12
l 7 41 12
7 44 12
7 50 12

STATK OP MAINE.

[L. 8.]
Hancock ss.-—To the sheriffs of oar counties,
or either of their deputies,
GREETING:
command you to attach the Roods or
estate of Benvenue Granite Company,
a corporation existing by
law and having au
office and place of business at Stonington, in
the county of Hancock, and State of Maine,
and particularly and especially the hereinafter described real estate owned by the said
Benvenue Granite Company, to the value of
two thousand dollars; and summon the said
defendant (if it be found in your precinct)
to appear before our justice of the supreme
judicial court, next to be holden in Ellsworth,
within and for our county of Hancock, on the
second Tuesd% of April next, then and there
in our said court to answer unto Asa O. Candage, as collector of taxes for the town of
Stonington, in tho county of Hancock, for the
year 1911.
In a plea of debt, for that the said defendant on the first day of April, 1911, was the
lands situated in sGd
owner of improved
town of Stonington, described as follows, viz.:
Lot of land on Thurlow’s
First parcel.
island, formerly homestead of Fannie 8. Allen,
containing thirty two and one-half acres,
more or less, together with all buildings ami
wharves thereon standing.
Second parcel. Lot of land on Thurlow’s
island, bounded north by salt water of Deer
Island Thoroughfare; east, south and west by
land of Benvenue Granite Company, contain- j
ing five acres, mote or less.
Lot of land on Thurlow’s
Third parcel.
island, bounded north by land of Benvenue
Granite Company; east by land of Ryan St
Parker Construction Company; south and
west by salt
water, containing forty-three
acres, more or less.
Fourth parcel. Lot of land on Thurlow’s
Island, lormerly homestead of Harlan Gray,
containing five acres, more or less.
Fifth parceu Homestead lot on Thurlow’s
island, formerly taxed to Daniel Ryan, con
taining oue-half acre, more or less.
Sixth parcel. Homestead lot on Thurlow’s 1
island, lormerly taxed to Robert Cleveland,
containing one acre, more or less, and all
buildings theron standing.
Seventh parcel. Lot of land on Thurlow’s
island bounded north by salt water of Deer
isle and Thoroughfare; east, south and west
by laud of Ryan & Parker construction Company, containing three acres, more or less.
Eighth parcel. Homestead lot on Thurlow’s
islano formerly taxed to John Clegg, containing one acre, more or less.
Ninth parcel. Lot of laud from John Clegg
on Thurlow’s island hounded north and eaot
by salt water; south and west by land of 8.
Clinton Sherwood and Benvenue Granite
Company, containing two aud one-half acres,

Sonera.

Eastern Steamship

Mrs. Carl Stratton will leave Thursday
for Augusta to attend the grange lec-

Stanley Mitchell has been with his
mother, Mrs. Delia Mitchell, during her
The social at

Hubbard.

Mrs. Charles

inis week.

lew

visiting

NORTH HANCOCK.

Mrs. Everett Murphy and little niece
Viola are expected home from Steuben

a

been

Charles

Tremoot.

iiiness of

who has

here, returned with her.
Feb. 10,

11 10

11 19
11 26

Daily except Sunday.
cDaily except Monday.
Trains leaving? Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.14
p m. and arriving at Ellsworth 11.06 a m, 10.62
p m connect with Washington County trains.
J Stops on signal to conductor.
(Stops only to leave passengers from points
east of Washington Junction.
Passengers are earnestly requested to pro-

PARTRIDGE COVE.
Mrs. Laura Meant expects to
her bungalow this week.

6 07
5 17
6 25
6 28
6 83
6 53

20
AM
f 6 00
6 07

..

Among the gifts was a gold bracelet from
the members of the boys’ club.
Feb. 8.
B.

BAM.

10 45
10 52
10 67

10 00

..

BANGOR.lv.
Brewer June.
Holden
Egery’a Mill.
Phillips
llip Lake.
Green Lake.
Nicolin.
Ellsworth Falls.
ELLSWORTH.
Wash’gt’n June.
Fraukiin Road.
Hancock.
Waukeag, £ullivn Fy
Mt Desert Ferry.
Sullivan
Sorrento.
BAR HARBOR.... ar

Mrs. Glasco Mayo and Mrs. Wesley
of Brewer, visited their sister,
Mrs. L. It. Black, recently.

K. Scott, Etbola W. Phillips,
^"er,W.ileli'ii
Smith.

Feb. 10.

Portland.lv.

A. Gray and son Walter have returned
from a visit in Beverly, Mass.

per-

50
58
10 08
10 14

5 26
5 33
5 41
5 47
5 52

11
7 001 11

Boston via Dover lv
Boston'via Ptstuth lv

G.

winter term

f 5 15 t 9
6 22 9

.I.|°

to make

pain,

30

°
Portland.ar.
4 60
Boston via Dover ar
8 30
Boston via Ptamtb ar
9 06!
5 15!
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

Mrs. Gancelo Herrick is quite ill. She
grateful to friends for a recent post-

so-

it

27

11

M
12 50

Mrs. Della Cousins and family, who
have been visiting at B. E. Sylvester’s
have returned to their home in Brooksville.
Feb. 10.
C.

will cloae Peb. 14,
dancing school
way-back ball. Thia will be one of
the
affaira for the winter;

20

11

PM|PM
4 15.
4 15.

A

card shower.

Mill

rae

fll

*

....

Cecil Gray, Angus Henderson and Mrs.
Angus Henderson, who has been verv ill,
are better.

‘^.oiost'eb-18'

A
M
| A M
.HO 30

...

H.

Mrs. B. E. Sylvester, sr., is quite ill.
Eugene Johnson is visiting his grandparents at Heaville.

residents
nn8al reunion °f
at Court hall,
take
place
will
Rluehill
Boaton,
Tue.day
building,

°oo

BAR HARBOR ....lv
Sorrento.
Sullivan.
Mt Desert Ftrry.
Waukeag, Sullivn Fy
Hancock
Franklin Road.
Wasb'jrt’n June.
ELLSWORTH.
ORTH
Ellsworth Falla......
Nicolin
Green Lake
Phillips l,ak
Egery’s Mill
Holden
Brewer June
BANGOR.... ar

SOUTH BLUCHILL.

to

,{

school

Sullivan.
Feb. 10.

ma.rdl*.

J*38

this community atgiven by members of the
Friday evening, at West

iUgal

WE

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.

from

number

In Effect

Nov. 25, 1012.

RaiuXmki

tended the show

his

ILtflal Notictg.

i

{tanking.

1

Ellsworth Loan and Biding to.

WHEREAS,

The

THE

THE

The Ellsworth American
(The

]

COUNTY NEWS.

3ft>bertisnnrnt8.

CA8T1NE.

Vayne Haseey, of Buckeport oeminary,
spent Sunday in Destine.
Mrs. Ella Bevan is spending the present
relatives in Rockland.

week with

Frank Ladd and wife, of Islesbaro, spent
Sunday with Robert Croagrove and wife.
J. M. Vogell and F. W. \ogell, who have
spent several days at Camp Winona, Alamoosock, returned home Monday.

ROYAL
BAKIHG
POWDER
Pure

Absolutely
Economizes

Batter, Floor*

Eggs; makes the food more
appetizing and wholesome
The only Baking Powder made
from Royal Grape Cream of Tartar

h' bad increased til chest
measure
inch and a half, and be bad
It by merely taken long, deep
lnhaUtl W'
of open air as he studied bia
lessons
Kresh air U a remedy we have
at h...
The sir is our heritage. It i,

FRESH AIR

the Globe-Wernicke Co., the never fully
recovered her health. All hope she may
have e speedy recovery.
M.
Feb. 10.

accompli,^

Its Importance to Health Set Forth In
Striking Figures*

_

f Dr. Inn**, in Maine 8a nitorium Xe*t$.]
of a man, whose resistance to

NORTH SEDGWICK.

A wreck

H. O. Staples, of Boston, is visiting; his
sister, Mrs. Hsnscom.
Mrs. Brainard Condon, of South Penobscot, is visiting at Oakland farm.

where

reduced to about the point
called nil, who not only wss anemic and
run down generally, but also threatened

disease

with

was

consumption, asked a physician
of despair whether there was

in

Mrs.

Ralph Stanley
to

went to

Bar

be

fee

will

charged.

Blaisdell returned to WytopitMonday, after a few days at home.
Mrs. Percy Homer and Mrs. Hattie
Bragdon were boused last week by illness.
The high school was not in session
Monday, as Mrs. Foss, wife of the principal, was ill.
John W.

NORTH SULLIVAN.

Friday

A small admission

served free.

lock

Barbor

visit friends.

Mrs. Bernice Miller Webb visited her
Harbor last week.

mother in Bar

Friends here of Mrs. Mary Sargent, of
East Franklin, whose death occurred last
week, sympathize w ith the family.

Havey and w ife are receiving congratulations on the birth of a son Feb. 7.
Miss Nettie Blake, of Waltham, is visGalen

iting relatives and friends here.

Holbrook continues
her mother, Mrs. Eunice
came
from
Holbrook
Mr.
ill at

Mrs. Tillie Leach, of East Hluehill, is tone
any
visiting her grandparents, Ira Page and S medicine in the world that could cure him*
wife.
“There is a medicine that can cure you,”
“It has cured
Miss Flossie Carter, who has been visit- replied the physician.
The members of the B class of the norIt will
her aunt, Mrs. Fred Page, has returned hundreds, thousands like you.
mal school enjoyed a candy-pall Friday ing
cure you beyond the shadow of a doubt,”
to West Brooklin.
science
in
domestic
rooms.
the
evening
The poor fellow looked
up eagerly.
Miss Beulah Grindle has returned to her
After the regular meeting of the Re“What is it, doctor? For pity’s sake tell
at East Hluehill, after finishing her
home
bekah lodge Tuesday evening, an interme what it is.
1 thought I had tried everyShe will be missed very
school here.
esting Lincoln program was enjoyed.
not a
I
am
thing that’s known.
much.
Jacob Dennett and wife, of New York,
man, but—”
wealthy
York
Miss Abbie L. El well, of New
city,
last week and will commence
arrived
“You don't need wealth for this medisailed Feb. 11 for Florida, where she will
housekeeping in the Freeman house on
cine,” answered the physician. “It’s not
be the guest of Miss Mabel Wilaon, at
Perkins street.
only the meat medicine in the world, it’s
palatka for a month.
also the chespest.
In fact, you get it
A basket ball game was played at EmerThe “Mother Goose” play given by the
without money and without price.”
son hall Saturday evening between Oastine
The man’a face fell.
“You’re jesting
A. A. and Sears port.
The home team children in the grange hall last Tuesday
evening was a success. Ice-cream was with me, doctor,” be said.
won; score 33-19,
served. Proceeds about |16.
But the doctor was not jesting. Fresh
Rev. Reuben[U. Smith, of Boston, will be
Kay Thurston, while driving in the sir wss what be ment, and he went on to
in Caatine for two weeks, commencing
woods for Allen A Son, was quite badly tell this easy victim for diseases a few
next Sunday, holding revival services.
about the value of fresh air as a
The first week the meetings will be in the injured. The load of logs slipped forward things
onto the horses, frightening them. Mr. medicine, that opened his eyes and plaoed
j
Congregational church, and the second
was
from the load, j him on a road that eventually led to
thrown
week they will be in the Methodist church. Thurston
caught between some trees and the sled, health and strength and added life.
George Weeks has returned from a and cut and bruised. The horaea were
How many men and women are there
week’s visit with his daughter, Mrs.
who know that at times of quiet, normal
not seriously injured.
Bernard Brown, in Lowell, Mass.
Feb. 10.
A.
breathing they take into their lungs
Feb. 10.
G.
thirty cubic inches of air at each breath?
WAJLTHAM.
There are eighteen breaths a minute, apNORTH CAST1NE.
Mrs. Rosa Bragdon, of Franklin, is
A very simple
proximately speaking.
Miss Hattie Dunbar is
visiting in visiting her parents, Arvill Jordan and mathematical problem will show that
Castine.
wife.
seven hundred and seventy-seven thousMiss Lowena Conner is spending the
The infant daughter of Ralph Jordan and six hundred cubic inches of air pass in
week at Ross Conner’s.
wife, who died at Ellsworth, was buried and out of our lungs every day of twentyMiss Esther Littlefield is visiting her here Thursday. They have the sympathy four hours.
Is the importance of this fact fully
of their many friends.
sister, Mrs. Manfred Mixer.

Mrs. Carrie
the

home of

Blaisdell.

Caribou last week.

Dunbar.

Mrs. Genevieve Collins leaves for

Wash-

The scallop fishermen
have moved
ington, D. C., Wednesday. Her daughter further up Penobscot bay, making their
Virginia is visiting relatives there. They headquarters at Sandy Point.

principle

Perhaps

quartet.

One person
received
day morning.
baptism and three were taken into full
the audience with a violin solo, “Poet | membership. The fact that the church
and
which was beautifully I can now be comfortably heated even on a
Peasant,”
Mrs. Russell and Miss Beatrice ! very cold day was clearly demonstrated
rendered.
Helen Gordon were accompanists duriug Sunday. Services will be at the hall durthe entertainment. A great effort on the ing the remainder of the winter.
H.
Feb. 10.
part of both parents and pupils should
be made to keep Mrs. Russell as long as
EAST Sl'RRY.
possible, as the training the children are
The smelters are rejoicing over the cold
now getting along this line will be
of
as there has been but little fishgreat advantage to them through life, weather,
and they are exceedingly fortunate in ing yet.
Hall «ang “Love’s Seasons’*, accompanied
by violin and piano. Fred Grant favored

_

securing the services 9!

so

able

in-

an

George E. Closson was well showFeb. 8, the anniversary of
her birth.
Her two daughters, Mrs.
Beatrice Saunders and Miss Cora Turner,
spsnt the day with her.
Feb. 10.
C.
Mrs.

ered with cards

structor.

Feb. 10.

M.
FRANKLIN.

Miss Geneva Bragdon

was

in

Bangor

Monday.
Mrs. E. A. McNeil is rallying from her
illness.

recent

Mrs. Mayo and daughter Mary
iting at Lake View.

are

vis-

Mrs. Jennie Dyer returned from East
Machias Thursday.
Miss Evelyn Brown left last week for

Calais,

where she is

teaching.
The Methodist choir is preparing

OTTER CREEK.
The community was saddened last week
by the death of William Lalley last Wednesday, after an illness of #nly four days
of pneumonia.
The widow and family
have the sympathy of the entire com-

munity.
Mrs. Crockett and daughter, of Rockwere in town last week, called here
by the death of Mrs. Crockett’s father,

land,
for

a

valentine party at the vestry on the evening of Feb. 14. Cake and cocoa will be

William

Lalley.

Feb. 10.

G.

SbDerturmmts.

“Pre-eminence in Benefits to Policyholders”
The Watchword.

The Mutual Life
Insurance

Company, of New York

Paid TO Policyholders In 1911,
Received PROM Policyholders In 1911,
Excess of

Payments

over

$57353,726.13

Reciepts,

05,582,183.20

81,771,542.93

PAID DIVIDENDS IN 1911:

$13,631,857.73
APPORTIONED FOR DIVIDENDS IN 1912:

$15,146,685.72
IS YOUR FAMILY PROTECTED?

Create a sinking fund for yourself and family for a time
in life when you may need it.
Protect your family from
any chance of pauperism. If you would like to know, without committing yourself, fill out these blank spaces and mail
to Fred L, Kent, special agent, Ellsworth, Me.
My full

name

Occupation
Address

is.—.-.-...

----

—.-.....s.-

Town.----- StateI

was

born

on

the.day of----1

j gallons

j

wsy to have

!

is

beginning |01,

phyafeal

our

ijh*

or

life and

otherwise,

£

youth renewed
and increased, tbs wray to achieve
health
and keep it after it baa been
obtained, is
first to remember that one hundred
styj
twenty-live barrels of venous blood mag
be serated In our bodies every dty
ma
then to see to it that we breath fresh
sir
Bird Protection.
[Portland Prm.]
Some impressive figures on the
relations
ot insects and ineeet-eating bird! to
«gricoltnre are contained in the State
gr»nj»
report on the subject. These bring out ia
high relief the fact that the birds m
among the best friends of the fsrmer, sod
so in second degree to the rest of us
*i,0
depend on the farmer to keep us alive.
It is well known that in numbers, rt-

riety, fecdndity>nd persistence insect life
is marvellous and would be dangerous
to
other and higher forms of life but for
natural

checks.

Insect life is ot

a

low

form, and so fecund it is and so strong ia
vitality that were it unchecked it would
soon overrun

and

occupy the world, drive

out the other

orders>nd eat up everything
make the planet a desert-in

eatable and
which of course the insect tribe would at

brought to the lungs
for aeration. Think of it! Three thousand four hundred gallons of blood a day
delivered to our lungs for aeration!
A distinguished scientist has explained
what this means. It means that the lungs
of blood is

handle and cleanse in

discovery

At

whether it be

day
during
twenty-four
enormous quantity of thirty-four hundred

be served in the lower hall.

was a

the

any rate, whatever the
may be beyond, the flrat door to It ia t0 (.
f >und in tba exhaustless,
overflowing
abundance of open air.
"Life, more life!” was Goethe’s patbeti,
diing cry. The way to get more
made.

When it is carefully considered we can
afford to pass to the next fact which is
this: The heart, with its seventy beats a
minute, delivers to the lungs for aeration
There will be a masquerade ball at the
live ounces of blood at every beat. Again
town hall
Monday evening, March 31. ! we put to use mathematics, and we find
Good music will be furnisned. Supper will
that
a
hour
the

Agnes Pettingill Stanley, of Rock- w
ill return in March.
Ed. Jordan and family have moved out
Mrs. Gustine Wardwell and son Freder- !
guest Friday of Mrs. A. M.
and Frances ick have returned home, after several ; of the woods owing to Mrs. Jordan’s
Misses Geneva Bragdon
Moone and daughter. Mrs. Stanley was
health.
She
will go to the Eastern
Dyer, with her guest, Miss Beulah Paine, i weeks at Fred F. Wardwell’s.
a former resident of this place, and many
in Bangor.
of Bar Harbor, are to spend a part of this
old friends were pleased to greet her.
William Dunbar and Neil Wardwell Maine general hospital
Feb.
week in camp across Great pond.
have gone with their teams to Walker’s :
10._H.
The school exhibition w hich took piece
B.
Feb. 10.
pond, Brooksville, to work on ice.
at K. of P. hail last Wednesday evening
8ARGENTVILLE.
Miss Ethel Dodge was the guest of her j
was most pleasing to all.
The entertainEAST SULLIVAN.
Horace B. Eaton in in Portland for a few
ment was under the direct supervision of
aunt, Mrs. Paul Wescott, last week.
weeks.
Miss Sadie Marlin is employed in AuFeb. 10.
Mrs. W. H. Russell, musical instructor, gusta.
L.
I
I
Roy Grindal, of the steamer Booth bay,
and the exhibition showed that a great
is at home for a visit.
John Fenton, of Sorrento, has lately had
SEDGWICK.
amount of careful work has been done |
a delightful visit in Ayer, Mass., with the
Joseph Normand, of Biddeford, is spendand strict training on the part of Mrs.
Mrs. W. H. Robbins is ill.
ing a few weeks here.
Russell. The entertainment opened with | Osgoods.
R. M. Buckminster recently returned
j Work of harvesting ice began at the
Rudolph Hatch is ill of typhoid fever, from a
a short address by Superintendent A. W.
trip to Bar Harbor.
Mountain Ice Co. plant Feb. 10.
Gordon, and then all enjoyed a fine | and Leon Whalen of rheumatic fever.
Harold Christie, who has been employed
musical treat. The program consisted of Sympathy is extended to these young men
Joy Small, of Sedgwick, is driving the
in northern Maine, is home.
solos, duets, both vocal and instrumental, and their families, and hope is expressed
stage to Bluehill Falls for Ruel K. Dority.
Mrs. 9. B. Condon, of Penobscot, is
and chourses, assisted by the high school | for their speedy recovery.
Frank Herrick and wife, of Sedgwick,
orchestra and male
Mrs. Ellen
Services were held in the church Sun- visiting her mother, Mrs. J. D. Allen.
Mrs.

land,

need Is to

bodies there must be one
Ul
common, the vital principle itself. W
bat
it there be a certain means of
recruit!,,
this principle?
What If that secret
cm
be discovered?”

grasped?

Guilford came Wednesday from ;
Miss Gevena Googins, who has made
for a short vacation.
her home at Alden Haslem's for some time,
has gone to Ellsworth, to live with her
Mrs. Emma Ward well is home from a
visit with her daughter, Mrs. Laura father, O. B. Googins.
Arthur

Vinalhaven

we

|n^,

a

_

NEWS.

01

flu our
lungs_M
merely a part of them, but flu our
with open air, tier on tier of
cell,
the last lung-cell is swept,
cleansed
aired, and then enjoy life as only a
v|
rous, healthful roan or woman can
Tv
”
breath Is life, the vital principle
itself
Lord Lytton say,:
“To .11 „n,m

_

COUNTY

,bo0.

we are.

What

last

perish miserably.

But the wise laws of nature, aided
by
the devices of man, have ordained checks
and balances to keep noxious life witaia

bounds, and so, while nearly all useful
plants have their insect enemies, which
prey upon them, we see that when natural
conditions bare been distributed, as by
the introduction of injurious insects into

day at least a
hundred and twenty-five barrels of blood.
When we reflect that this quantity of
blood must be supplied with oxygen in
order to make it rich and red. and able to
accomplish the purpose “whereto it is
sent” is it not obvious that it is important
one

environment— browntaii and gypsy
into New Kngland, for instanceJ
these creatures, being freed from their
for everyone, whether well or ill, to natural enemies, increase with extreme
secure an abundance of fresh air?
Either rapidity for a time, and do much damage,
until the balance ia restored.
as a preventive or a medicine fresh air is
If there were no paris green or other inwithout anequal. It is alike powerful wi h
i children and
adults and for that matter j secticide available and the Colorado leetle
j with animals, too, with everything that allowed to work without obstruction, tbs
potato plant would aoon become extinct
have opened Minuewaukon Inn for a few lives and breathes.
Mrs. C. E. Cooper and gon Wallace have
weeks.
On a Wyoming ranch it was show n by and the people deprived of a valuable
gone to Bluehill for a two-weeks’ visit.
food. People talk about peace, but the
Miss Vera N.
Harding has returned the books that there was a yearly loss to
for existence is a perpetual batJay F. Small is driving stage for a short from East
where she has been the business from diseased stock, and for struggle
Bluehill,
time from Sargentville to Bluehill Fallstle. Nobody knows this belter than the
a long time it was taken for granted that
teaching.
He has to wage ccntinua! warFrank Herrick and wife have gone to
in such a large number of cattle some of farmer.
Feb. 10.
Sim.
Sargentville to cook at the Minnewaukon
them must be diseased, and the fact was fare againat insect pests. They attack hia
bis corn, his wbeat, his apples,
TREMONT.
Inn.
simply carried to the profit and loss potatoes,
hia cotton, his domestic animals
everyMiss Mildred Bell has gone to SargentFrank Lattv, who baa alwaya made hia account.
But about two years ago it was sug- thing that is eatable. And if it is nut inville, where she has employment at H. W. home at Seal Cove, haa come to live with
it is still lower life, in the form of
bia brother, Capt. John Latty.
gested by a physician that loss in diseased sects,
Sargent’s.
maleficent germa thaf produce fungous
E. P. Clapp has in his employ a German
Mrs. Levi Rich and Mra. Julia Newman cattle could probably be lessened, if not
He went himself to diseases and the like.
who arrived in this country about
six entertained the Christmas club at the prevented entirely.
In this warfare the birds are important
weeks ago.
home of Mra. Rich last week. There were the ranch and made an inspection.
“It is easy to see what the trouble is,” auxiliaries. It ia estimated, according to
Mrs. F. H. Smith has returned from a eighteen present. All brought cake, and
the grange oommittee report, that insect
he announced on bis return.
visit to her mother, Mrs. Tapley, in West the hostesses served clam chowder and
The sheds were built in such a way that pests destroy agricultural products to tbs
baked beans.
Brooksville.
value of (800,000,000 a year. But that is
when the cattle crowded in, to protect
The ladies’ aid society met with Mrs.
Miss Laura Means arrived from Boston
themselves from cold and storm, they about 10 per.cent of the total value of the
had
Edward Bunker and
their picnic
farm crops of the country. It is a heavy
Saturday to visit her parents, W. N.
kept themselves warm at the expense of
supper last Wednesday. There were eightoll te take, and It represents the cost ot
Means and wife.
air.
open
After Bupper, flinch and
teen present.
F. W. Allen, the plumber, has gone to
“it is surprising to me,” he said, “that noxious insects to the country.
music were enjoyed. The next meeting
Many varities ot birds are insect-eaters,
so many of them keep as well as they do.”
Bluehill to work. Mrs. Allen and little
will be with Mrs. Wilford Kittredger
and but for their help the dedaughter are at F. C. Allen’s during his
doctor, what would you advise?1’ however,
“But,
KIN.
Feb. 10.
When we
asked the owner; “the cattle must have struction must be far greater.
absence.
are told that in Massachusetts alone the
Feb. 10.
H.
MANSE T.
protection from the rain and snow and icy
birds destroy 21,000 bushels of insects
blasts.
The Boy Scouts will meet at the home of
and in Nebraska 170 oar loads as estiBROOKLIN.
“1 advise you to tear down your sheds,” daily,
John Noyes Feb. 18.
the physician. “Have only a long mated, we get tome idea of what the birds
H. M. Pease spent the past week in
replied
S. S. Dolliver has returned to Bar Harare doing and of wbat might be if bird life
straight wall to protect the animals from
Rockland.
should be destroyed.
bor, after three weeks at home.
Carry out these
the blasts. Otherwise let everything be
Mra. Henry W. Flye, who has spent sevfigures for the whole country, and we get
Mrs. Thomas Robinson and son Francis open.”
eral weeks in Boston, is home.
some faint idea of the numberaand activity
returned Saturday from New York.
After hesitation this advice was taken,
Mrs. E. H. Bridges and Mra. Rose Allen
of insect life and of what we owe to the
in and the losses from diseased cattle not only
The Town HiU drama, “Down
returned from Portland Saturday.
Diras lor keeping it down.
Maine,” was played to a full house Feb. 6 grew less with astonishing rapidity, but
This benefit baa been recognized in tbe
O. L. Flye has returned from Bar Har- in Ward’s hall.
at the present time they are practically at
Uws of many states for tbe protection of
bor, where he has been visiting friends.
the
vanishing
point.
Oapt. Henry Lurvey haa purchased The
bird life. Unfortunately, However, it is a
As with cattle, so it is with tbe human
County grange will meet with Brooklin Three Sisters, a gasolene sloop, of J. L.
matter confined to state action, and f<v t be
Odd
at
Fellows
hall
grange
Tuesday, Stanley & Sons, and is preparing to fit her species.
most part is outside of national
jurCiieFeb. 18.
Yet the fresh-air treatment for the curup for whaling in the spring.
tion. Moat of tbe birds are migratory *nd
ing of human ills seems to be a secret
Warren Ford spent the week-end in
Lilac.
Feb. 10.
tbe winter in warmer latitudes.
which very recently has been learned, and spend
Sedgwick with his parents, Byron Ford
Southern states and countries are deficient
WEST BROOKSVILLE.
the pioneers who within late years have
and wife.
in laws for bird protection. It appears
There will be shipped this morning to blazed this path have suffered the usual
Mis* Amy Dodge, who has been visiting
that in those parts great numbers of use*
Belfast by steamer Annabell thirty head persecutions of innovators.
her parents, M. L. Dodge and wife, reful birds are killed for food, and tbat unOnly about seven years ago, for instance,
of livestock.
turned to Massachusetts Thursday.
and
children began w hat is called the open-air less public opinion is informed
who
Mr.
Fairchild,
recently bought
Schools closed Friday for several weeks’
treatment for pneumonia, and the physi- aronaed, there is danger of serious deplehas
of
O.
8.
the Cousins place
Tapley,
purtion of bird life and in tbe same degree a
vacation. At the corner school, taught by
cians responsible for tbe new from of
cows of Laughlin Davis.
cessation of tbe check on insect life.
Miss Lena Cousins, there were appropriate chased six
treatment were subjected to annoyance
Then there is tbe cat.
It is estimated
exercises by all the grades. Quite a numEvelyn J., infant daughter of Harolds. and abuse.
tbat the domestic cat kills 20,000,000 turds
a
Refresh- Farnham and wife, died Tuesday, aged
ber of visitors were present.
What
should
be
National
year.
done?
Dr. Northrop, of New York, who was
and international regulation is urged, tbe
ments were served by the teacher. A nineteen days. The parents have the symprobably the prime mover in the matter, passage of internatiouai
laws for bird provery pleasant afternoon was spent by all. pathy of their many friends.
was called a faddist, crazy,
and other tection, so far as tbe national government
Test SON.
Feb. 10.
But he went on his way, and has can do it, agitation of the subject in state*,
High school will be in session twelve
names.
weeks longer.
demonstrated and many others are now education of publie opinion, the restriction of cats
a license system, and tbe
WEST SEDGWICK.
Une Femme.
Feb. 10.
demonstrating, that fresh air is a good boycott of by
plumage on millinery. Tbe
for
Mrs. E1U McDonald, of South Penob- treatment
pneumonia, whooping subject is certainly of sufficient imp°{'
K
FRANKLIN ROAD.
scot, has been with Laura Howard a few cough, measles, and other diseases of tance to warrant serious attention.
concerns our bread and butter.
children.
Charles Martin visited friends in Bangor days.
The faddists have proved to be wiae and
and Ellsworth last week.
Mrs. Fulton Gray has gone to DamarisAtom isnnmuk
tor on ever; hand we find outMr. Flynn, of Bangor, was a week-end cotta to care for her mother, who is In sensible,
door sleeping porches and other means tor
health.
poor
guest at Charles Martin’s.
fresh air b; night as well as b;
COMFORTABLE OLD AOE
Martin Peaslee, Walter Green and Har- obtaining
Mrs. Stella Shaw and Mrs. Elizabeth
day.
Now 85.
vey Benson are chopping wood for A. A.
Tracy are visiting friends here.
The public school in some cities is
Mrs. John M. Foster, of Pittsfield,
Goodell
on the Habaon lot.
has
been
visitMias Tillie Martin, who
establishing root gardens where even in Maine, says: Mr. Foster has used
D.
Feb. 10. _
ing friends in Boston and New York, for
winter weather, classes are held in the “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine as h>»
her
two months, is here with
brother
never-failing remedy for all ills, f°r
Otto Goritz, moat amusing of operatic open air, and with good results.
Charles.
One little fellow, known to me, a delicate the last ten, I might say, twenty years,
baritones, went into a haberdashery reand received much benefit from the
Frienda here of Horace A. McFarland, cently to purchase a flannel ablrt, hot boy whose lather was a consumptive, and
use of it.
He is 85 years old and 1 am
of Brighton, Maaa., are extending him the found nothing to hia liking. “Wass iat who himself has shown every sign that
80”
glad hand. Mr. McFarland has a crew cut- daa darunter?” he inquired of the salea- eventually he would be a consumptive,
If yon begin to suffer from the efting palp-wood on hia wood-lot, and he man, pointing to aome goods on a lower has improved under open air study .and fects of time and illness, profit from
the experience of this worthy oia
shelf. “Underwear,” explained the clerk. | treatment.
expects to be here about a month.
Atwood s
Take “L. F.”
“Why, Jim, I wouldn’t know you,” I couple.
The many friends of Miss Blanche Mc- “Under dere,” said the singer, with some
Medicine before it is too late, before
Farland, of Washington, D. C., who has Impatience. “Underwear,” repeated the exclaimed the last time I saw him.
“No more doctors or doctoring for this disease becomes too fixed to be easily
been seriously ill, are glad to hear that clerk. “Dummkopf,” shouted the excorrected and your health preserved.
Miss McFarland under- aspeated baritone, “I keep showing you chicken,” he answered, refreshingly outthe is gaining.
35 cents for a large bottle at all
me
under
and
here
as
he
under
came
last
spoken,
you
keepaaking
and
exfor
went an operation
up smiling
appendioitis
good stories, or a sample free by mail*
where!”
and
he laft the place in high panding bis lungs.
her
back
to
she
went
"1* F.” MEDICINE CO.. Portland.
spring. Although
Be showed how in seven months’ time Me.
position at book-keeper and cashier for dudgeon.
_

a new

moths

<

